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All Pham, all the lime

BY J ANET L. SM1rn cs1)
Last spring's papal succession puts new justice studies professor Peter Pham on the media's speed
dial and on the evening news.

The healing power of play

B Y ANNE STEWART, PH.D .

After last year's tsunami devastated many of the countries and families around the Indian Ocean,
graduate psychology professor Anne Stewart remarks about her work with the children of Sri
Lanka and their amazing resilience.

36

A Tree of Knowledge

B Y R ANDY J oNEs

Graduate psychology professor Gregg Henriques offers up an audacious new theory
well, everything we know - or think we know - from science to culture.

46

Forever young

to

encompass,

B Y CAsEY TEMPLETON ('06) AND ER1N P ETIT ('05)
When firebrand Mildred Hammond ('52) retired as a school librarian, she turned her husband's life
upside down. She dragged the lifelong livestock farmer with her to clown school, and now "Bubble
B and Mr. B" spend their time spreading joy.
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Last spring, JMU media relations specialist Janet Lillard
Smith ('81) chased reporters chasing justice studies pro-
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fessor Peter Pham. The former Vatican insider was in high
demand throughout the papal succession as a news commentator and CBS News consu ltant. "I got e-mail from him
written in the middle of the night. He was working around
the clock," Smith says, "and he never missed a class." Sm ith,
a JMU journalism graduate, he lped Pham navigate the media
queries and then wrote the Madison story on Page 24.
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"In the middle of this destruction, the children were ready to
create," says play therapist and graduate psychology professor Anne Stewart of her visit to Sri Lanka after the tsunami.
The licensed clinical psychologist received her Ph.D. from the
University of Virginia and was a clinical fel low in psychology
at Harvard Medical School. In addition to her work with children, couples and families, she works in humanitarian demining and internationa l collaboration. Married to Joseph Pellegrino and mother to Hannah, 10, and Zander, 12, Stewart is
available to talk about her experiences in Sri Lanka. Page 31.
"To this day, I still regard my professors and mentors, Dr. Brevard
and Dr. Pearson, as two of the reasons I wanted to become a
registered dietitian," says Lisa Tartamella Kimmel ('92). The
1997 Young Dietitian of the Year was a scho larship recipient
in JMU's dietetics program and today is a nutritionist, spokesperson and sport nutritionist for Yale-New Haven Hospital. The
author of Generation Extra Large, she reports that "our nation's
obesity epidemic has reached the Sesame Street crowd " and
offers some practical advice for parents. Kimmel lives in Milford,
Conn., with her son, Max (left), and husband, Greg.

Randy Jones, who explores Gregg Henriques' development
of the Tree of Knowledge, is public relations and publications
manager with the Virginia Department of Historic Resources.
A freelance writer and regular contributor to Montpelier,
Jones attended JMU in the late 1970s and received his M.F.A.
in creative writing from VCU. He was a book editor and assistant editorial director for the Center for American Places and
contributed "Notes on Photographs" for The Mississippi River
in 7953: A Photographic Journey from the Headwaters to the
Gulf of Mexico by Charles Dee Sharp.

MICHELE STAPLETON
BRIAN STAUFFER
JULIA A . WITHERS (' 05 )
MATTHEW WORDEN

Contributing Offices
Offices of Alumni , Media Relations, Sports Med ia
Relations , Phorography Services, University Editor
For address updates: www.jmu.edu/alumni

To contact the magazine staff:
www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline
E-mail: madisonmag@jmu.edu
Voice: (540) 568-2664 • Fax: (540) 568-7913
Madison, the magazine of James Madison Universit y
JMAC #6, Suite 21, MSC 5718
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Frequent Montpelier contributor and former
Breeze photographer Casey Templeton ('06)
and Montpelier editorial intern Erin Pettit {'05)
team up for the photo essay and feature article
Forever Young on Page 46. The feature chronicles retired school librarian Mildred Hammond
('52) and her gentleman farmer husband's deci-

. ._
sion to enroll in clown school. Now, "Bubble B and Mr. B" are serious about spreading joy.
Templeton's work has appeared in the Roanoke Times & World News and can be viewed
at www.caseytempleton.com. Pettit, assistant adviser for JMU's Centennial Dukes, graduates in December from the School of Media Arts and Design. She has completed an
internship with Soundings, the Military Newspapers of Virginia.
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Madison is on everyone's lips
Is it on yours? Word of mouth means as much as national rankings
s you already must have noticed, the magazine
If you are an alumnus or alumna, the Madison Experience has
for James Madison University alumni, parents added value to your degree - both in terms of your experiences on
and friends has a new name and a new look. The campus and in terms of your life after graduation. As you succeed
magazine and its predecessor publications have in professional and personal endeavors, it is important that you
carried several different names, but Madison seems let us know; so we can recognize your successes and tell the world
like the perfectly appropriate title for a vital means about your JMU connections. JMU stays with you, and your lives
of communication with the university's many constituents.
contribute to the value and importance of the JMU degree.
The university consistently is rated highly in national college rankTo maintain the excellence of the Madison Experience, we need
ings and receives much favorable publicity. This year, and for the 12th the help of alumni, parents and friends. Continue to talk to friends
year in a row, US. News & World Report rankedJMU No. 1 in the and family about the university and the special educational experiences
South among public master's-level universities and No. 2 overall. it offers. If you are an alumnus or alumna, be sure and mention that
As valuable, however, is a Commonwealth Poll taken in Virginia last fact when you are singled out for recognitions and honors. Return
spring that shows that the top source of information about Madison to campus often. Read the alumni and college online newsletters.
is word of mouth from students, their parents, alumni and friends.
Be involved. With that involvement, we will succeed in our efforts
The positive comments invariably evolve from the incredibly high to make JMU an even greater institution of higher learning.
satisfaction rate of both students and alumni with their university.
The magazine is already an award-winner. It has been cited in
Students and alumni alike react favorably toward the university state, regional and national competition for its quality of design and
primarily because of the "Madison Experience." The Madison writing. The magazine is like the university itself: Even excellence
Experience - a rare and effective combination of challenge and can be improved. Madison will reflect our continuing commitment
support - has been known by other names through the years, but to the Madison Experience and will carry more items written by
its existence has been constant since the State Normal and Industrial alumni, faculty members, students, parents of students and friends
School for Women opened in 1909 with an enrollment of 150. of the university. It will showcase the Madison Experience and its
Today that student body has grown to 16,600, but the Madison transformative power.
Experience remains unchanged. Students are important and they
Enjoy your new magazine and please remain involved in James
are involved. This has given JMU its greatness, and its positive Madison University.
effects resonate throughout the years and the nation.
As JMU approaches its Centennial Celebration in 2007-08, the
university is likely to continue to grow in response to the needs of
a rapidly increasing student population in Virginia. Rest assured,
LINWOOD H. ROSE, President
the Madison Experience will remain a key and unalterable part of
James Madison University.
James Madison University
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Keep current and connect ed
[Finally]

'Keep your spirit
of inquiry sfiarp'
Treasury Secretary tells grads
to pursue lifelong learning

E

ducation is not the knowledge you gain. It is the
ability to learn," 73rd U.S.
Secretary of the Treasury
John W. Snow cold JMU's May
2005 graduating class.
Snow was the main speaker for
the university's spring commencement in Bridgeforth Stadium,
where JMU President Linwood H.
Rose welcomed graduates and their
families and conferred 2,859 bachelor's degrees, 320 master's degrees
and a record 13 doctoral degrees.
"An educated person has a spirit
of inquiry," Snow said, "and that is
far more important than a body of
knowledge. Because ultimately one
must find answers through that
spirit of inquiry, self-reliance and self-confidence
- the things that lie at the heart of a good liberal
arts education."
Bridgeforth Stadium's commencement was
viewable via indoor, large-screen projections in
Godwin Hall, Wilson Hall, the College Center
Ballroom, the Convo and the new stadium scoreboard. Read Snow's remarks at: www.treasury.
gov/press/releases/js2434.htm.

May graduates celebrate.
JMU President Linwood
H.RoseandspeakerJohn
Snow, U.S. Secretary of
the Treasury, contemplate
remarks from the dais.

Madison music at the Kennedy Center Sept. 28
Major university announcement to accompany performance

T

he James Madison
University School
of Music will present September Sonatas
at the Kennedy Center on
Sept. 28. JMU President
Linwood H. Rose will
make a major university
announcement before the
musical program, which
will feature JM U faculty

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol28/iss2/1
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members Wanchi Huang
on violin and Gabriel
Dobner on piano. A special
highlight of the concert
will be the world premiere
of Rant, written for Huang
by JMU professor and composer Jason Haney.
A reception will be held at
the Watergate Hotel before
the concert. Tickets for

the reception are $50 and
include a complimentary
ticket to the Kennedy Center concert. For tickets and
more information, please call
the JMU Alumni Association at (888) JMU-ALUM.
Tickets just for the concert
are $25 and available from
the Kennedy Center box
office at (800) 444-1324.
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[Exhibit]

Art, science
converge in
tech no fogy

d

'We

live in an increasingly visual age.
With developments
like digital technology and the
Internee, the role of images has
transformed communication,
human interaction and the way
scientists investigate the world,"
says art history professor David
Ehrenpreis, who joined three
colleagues in Aesthetic Discoveries: Art & Science at ]MU, an
exhibition about the arc of scientific visualization. The exhibit
was featured in the Leeolou
Alumni Center during April
and spanned the disciplines of
arc, biology, chemistry and geology co show how scientifically
generated images can be both
academically useful and hold
aesthetic value.
"The force that makes this
extraordinary range of new vistas visible is technology," says
Ehrenpreis, who will direct the
new Center for Visual Studies, part of the new College of
Visual and Performing Arcs.
"Advances in microscopy and
digital imaging continue co open
new horizons. Just as contemporary scientists are fascinated by
the aesthetic power of images,
today's artists are adapting the
latest visual technologies to create new kinds of arc . ... The link
between scientific inquiry and
artistic creativity is far from new,

I//JJ/1/J/I/JIJIJJI JIJ/1 I
Aesthetic Discoveries: Art ii; Science at JMU featured works by biology, chemistry and geology
professors. (Above) Paralichthys dentatus by biology professor Chris Rose shows a stained and
cleared whole mount of a summer flounder at a midmetamorphic stage, showing the lower eye in
the process of migrating to the edge of the head.

and is perhaps best exemplified
by Leonardo da Vinci. For him,
these two endeavors were intimately linked. Thus on a preparatory drawing for his Last Supper, we see a precise geometric
diagram analyzing the construction of a polygon. While
the idea of an artist being a scientist, or a scientist creating arc
may seem more problematic in
our own modern age of countless disciplinary specializations,
ic is, in face, the same impulse
chat prompted chis showcase of
the arc and science interchange
acJMU."
The exhibit included works by
chemistry professor Brian Augustine,
geology professor Lance Kearns
and biology professor Chris Rose.

John Magnotti and Piero Manni~o l_isten to opposing arguments
during a 2005 Madison Cup prehmmary debate. The six-member
JMU team won this year's Cross Examination Debate Association's
national Public Sphere Award .
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The public debate forum
organization is directed by
students and creates public
discourse between interested
students and organizations. In
Madison Cup drives national win 2004-05, the group started a
thriving partnership with the
student organization Orangehe JMU debate team
won the Public Sphere
Band, which shares the same
Debate Award at the
m1ss10n - "promoting con2005 Cross Examination
structive dialogue about meanDebate Association's national
ingful issues." The partnership
tournament in San Francisco.
created opportunities co spread
public debate on campus and
The CEDA award is given co
the intercollegiate debate proin the broader community
gram chat best advances the
and helped garner chis year's
CEDA recognition.
values of debate in the public
sphere through sponsorship of
Throughout 2004-05, the
campus, community, broadcast
public debate forum led several
or international debate and pro- events including the annual
motion of public discourse.
Madison Cup; a College Demo"The dream of making public
crats vs. College Republicans
debate an inscicucion on campus
debate in support of Orangestarted five years ago with an
Band's voter registration and
exhibition debate co celebrate
election education drive; participation in Debate Watch, a
James Madison's birthday," says
long-running program designed
Pete Bsumek, director of debate.
co record feedback of presidential
"Three years ago, that exhibition
debates; and an exhibition debate
debate became the Madison Cup,
for the Veterans Association at
an intercollegiate public debate
Harrisonburg's Sunnyside Retiresponsored by the James Madison
ment Community.
Center as a showcase event of
"With avid support from the
Madison Week. The success of
administration and the James
the Madison Cup pushed us co
Madison Center, and through
expand campus public debates
partnerships with ocher student
into regular events, and chat success led co the launch of the James organizations, public debate is
thriving at JMU," says Bsumek.
Madison Public Debate Forum."

[Debate]

Can't argue
with that

....

T
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[No alcohol]

No hangovers,
no regrets

P

...i

a rents and college students
alike have seen the classic
college movies that brand
a party-rill-you-drop image as
an expected part of campus life.
Students and ad ministrators at
JMU are trying to debun k the
"you have to get d runk to have
fu n" image and are offering
alcohol-free weekend activities
to students.
T he JMU adm inistration
charged Chris Stup, assistant
di rector of Student O rganization Services, to develop a program and gave him a $20,000
budget. Students and professors jumped in to help, and
the N o Regrets campaign was
established las t fa ll.
T he No Regrets program
offers students substance-free
activities on campus every
T hu rsday through Saturday
during !are-night hours. Stup
says char No Regrets events are
entertaining and diverse and
provide students with information that enables them to make
educated choices. "We wa nt
to offer a positive image of
alternate night life and educate
students about the dangers of
underage d rinking," he says .
Another No Regrets goal is
participation through consistency. Volunteers ensure cha r
the same campus areas and
activities are open each week-

~

PETAL POWER
New on the daffodil market is Narcissus O'Bodkin, named in honor of
Norlyn Bodkin, professor emeritu s of biology and founding director
of the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum and Bot anical Gardens. The bulb
was developed by Bre nt and Becky Heath, owners of Gloucester's
Bre nt & Becky's Bu lbs and longtime supporters of the arboretum,
which celebrates its 20th anniversary this year.

end. Taylor D own Under is
open until 2 a. m ., and G rafton
Stovall T heatre plays m ovies in the evening and late at
night. No Regrets events have
also included concerts, guest
speakers, guest DJs, open mic
and poetry n ights. T he organization also provides grants co
existing clubs that sponsor
nonalcoholic events. T his past
yea r, the group also sponsored
events with JMU clubs including two late-night brea kfas ts

that drew nearly 700 students
for food, a DJ, a moon bounce
and Twister.
"The faculty and staff members who volunteer at these
events until the wee hours of the
morning are providing smart
alternatives for students," Stup
says. "W e've done more than
stick our roes in the water, but
hopefully next year we can do
even bigger and better things."
JI LL LI V ICK ('05)

Two-time Colonial Athletic
Association player of the year,
Steve Hood was the conference's top scorer in 1989-90
and 1990-91. JMU won the
league's regular-season crown
during each of Hood 's two
seasons and competed in the
National Invitation Tournaments . He remains the Dukes'
career three-point shooting
percentage leader (.464).
Tiombe Hurd is the JMU
women's track and field program's most-decorated athlete.
She competed in the 2004 Summer Olympic Games as a triple
jumper after setting an American record of 47-feet, 5-inches
in the U.S. Olympic Trials.
She won All-America honors
five rimes as a student and was
fourth overall at the 1995 outdoor collegiate championships.
Lefty Driesel! compiled a
159-111 (.589) record with
the Dukes from 1988 to 1997,
took the Dukes' men's basketball team to postseason play
five rimes and had four 20win seasons. His ream won
the 1994 CAA Tournament,
and his teams won the CMs

[Hall of Fame]

Leaving a mark
on Madison
Fo rmer coach and Olympian
among Hall ofFame inductees

T
Left P?W on g_reen. Students try to defeat an ag ile Duke Dog in a
late-night Twister marathon at a No Regrets, alcohol-free event.

10
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he JMU athletics department honored three
inductees into the university's Sports Hall of Fame in
April at the Greater Madison
banquet. Inductees include basketball player Steve Hood ('91),
track and field star Tiombe
Hurd ('95) and former basketball
coach C harles "Lefty" Driesel!.

Steve Hood ('91), Tiombe Hurd
('95) and Charles "Lefty" Driesel!.

regular-season crown or tied
for the ride in five consecutive
seasons (1989-94). Driesel! was
the CAA coach of the year in
1989-90 and 1991-92 and the
Virginia college coach of the
year in 1993-94. Under his
direction, the Dukes had two
C AA players of the year, three
CAA scoring leaders, and 11
first-team All-CAA honorees.
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By the Numbers

2

JMU receives its first
two chairs in 2004,
one in the College of
Business by an anonymous donor, and the other
m psychology,
funded by
longtime
donor
Alvin
Baird
(left).

13

JMU bestowed
13 doctoral
degrees in
May, the most
so far (as well as 2,859 undergraduate and 320 graduate).

s225

The JMU Brass Band, ROTC program and
debate team (see Page 9) are No. 1 this year.
JMU's Army ROTC program earned the
MacArthur Award (below) as
~..e;,
the best large battalion east
_
<i-h
of the Mississippi River,
commissioning more than
19 lieutenants annually.
JMU's 30-member brass
band outscored six other
bands to win the North
American Brass Band Association's championship for the second year.

81

4th

JMU ranks fourth in the
nation in its enrollment size
for the number
of alumni (57)
serving in the
Peace Corps.

14

The Breeze

captured 14
Virginia Press
Association Awards this year.

....
8
m

The Princeton
Review and
Campus
Compact

names Madison one of 81
American "Colleges with a
Conscience" for fostering
social responsibility.

33

There are only 33 calories
in the vegetarian vegetable
soup served at the Festival,
while the barbecue pork
wrap has 43 .1 grams of fat. Students can
select from a range of choices at 15 places
students can eat on campus.
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to alter

is the minimum dollar amount
students spend out of their
own pockets to help others
as tutors, health workers,
teachers, cooks, carpenters
and laborers at homeless
shelters, AIDS hospices
and community outreach
centers through JMU's 23
Alternative Spring Break trips .

39

percent
ofJMU's
alumni
physicians
and dentists are female.
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Nothing lo blink al
Professor offers relief f rom dry eye sy ndrome

....i

BY

CH A R LES C u LBERT so N

he waiting rooms of eye docrors
throughout the United States are
filled with patients seeking relief
from one of the most common
and irksome of ailments: dry eye
syndrome. Finally, research is
under way that may give sufferers real, lasting
relief; and JMU is at the forefront of the effort.
The protein lacritin is found naturally in tears,
but cannot be harvested in sufficient quantities
from tears to allow for testing or use in any new
treatments. "Lacritin is secreted from a gland
behind the eye that escaped scientific detection for
many years," says Robert McKown, the integrated
science and technology professor who is heading up
the project. "It may be involved in stimulating new
tear production and, if so, could form the basis of a
revolutionary treatment for dry eye syndrome."
Upwards of 3 5 million Americans suffer from
this inability to produce tears in sufficient quantity
and quality to lubricate the eyes, and the result can
be a maddening ocular cocktail of itching, burning,
irritation, blurred vision and sensitivity to light.
Integrated science and technology professor Robert McKown and ISAT major Kristin
Dry eye syndrome can range in severity from Bloom examine purified lacritin on a protein gel in the biotechnology labs.
mild irritation to a severe inflammation complicated by reduced vision or blindness. Sufferers may experience a feelUsing a federal grant from the National Institutes of Health, the
ing of grittiness and ocular discharge. Since aging is one of a number lacritin produced at JMU is being used in preclinical animal tests at
of causes of dry eye syndrome, the condition will likely become more EVMS. "There are no surgical procedures associated with this proposal," according to the NIH grant procommon as baby boomers grow older.
1
"That's where JMU's biotechnology
posal. "Any pain and distress experienced
by the subjects will be minimized." The
laboratories entered the picture," McKown
tests, which will determine the effectiveness
says. "In collaboration with Gordon Laurie,
of lacritin to increase tear production, will
a professor at the University ofVirginia who
be completed and published in fall 2005.
discovered and named lacritin, we cloned,
ISAT professor Ronald Raab assists
reproduced and purified this protein from
McKown with students in JMU's biotech1
genetically engineered bacteria."
nology labs. One of the leading elements
Laurie had heard ofJMU's biotechnolS T AC I JOH NSON (' 05 )
of the ISAT program is active participaogy concentration within the ISAT program and thought perhaps it could help solve the lacritin problem. tion in research and development by students. Biotechnology senior
"Dr. Laurie gave me a call, and I invited him to talk to our students," Staci Johnson ('05) of Virginia Beach was attracted to this project
says McKown. "We discussed research, and both of us realized we had right away. "I knew I wanted to do it because it wasn't just your usual
areas of expertise that would complement each other."
senior thesis project," she says.
Laurie is pleased with JMU's effort. "It has been a great thrill to
The collaboration, which began in 2002, grew to include EyeRx
Research Inc. and Eastern Virginia Medical School, both in Hamp- work with Bob McKown, Ron Raab, the highly energetic JMU stuton Roads. James Madison would provide the bench work, the dents and Pat Williams from EVMS," he says. "We are all psyched
cloning, expression (reproduction) and purification oflacritin while by the shared efforts of our multi-institutional Virginia team and by
participants from EyeRx would focus on such scientific elements as the possibility that our joint work will lead to the first truly effective
experimental design, data analysis, report writing and ensuring that treatment for the world's No. 1 eye disease."
Although JMU could eventually see a financial gain from manufacthe project retained its clinical focus. The role of the Thomas R. Lee
Center for Ocular Pharmacology at EVMS would be to conduce ani- turing lacritin for medical use, McKown says, "The real excitement is
the knowledge that what we're doing may relieve human suffering." ffl
mal testing once the lacritin was produced.

1thought how fulfilling
it would be if I could help
develop something that
would one day be on a
pharmaceutical shelf.

Read more about the intellectual pursuits and academic life of the JMU faculty at Madison Scholar,
the online journal of JMU research and applied learning, at www.jmu.edu/madisonscholar/
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sonC e ntury

Do you know your
JMU football history?
Test your p urple and gold gridiron knowledge
When and where was JMU's first football game played? Oct. 7, 1972, on
the Godwin Field. The game was to have
been played at Harrisonburg High School's
Memorial Stadium but was moved because
of wet conditions. Remaining home games
in 1972 were played at Memorial Stadium.
Who is JMU's football career scoring
leader? Placekicker j ohn Coursey (199496) with 220 points.
Which Duke was the first Division I-AA
player to reach 1,000 yards or more
in all of the career categories of rushing, receiving, kickoff returns and punt
returns? Delvin Joyce (1997-00), who
had 1,260 yards rushing, 1,009 yards
receiving, 1,902 yards on kickoff returns
and 1,488 yards on punt returns.

B Y GARY MrcHAEL

('77)

Which Duke once returned two fumbles
for touchdowns in the same quarter?
Tom McGloon in 1979 in a 54-0 win
over Randolph-Macon.

W&M has 14). ]MU first played W&M
Oct. 14, 1978, the day JMU's Board of
Visitors approved the beginning of scholarship football at the university.

Which Duke won the 2001 Buck
Buchanan Award as the top defensive
player in Division I-AA? Derrick Lloyd,
who had 157 tackles that year.

Which team did JMU beat for its first
Division I-AA playoff victory? Delaware
in 1991. The Dukes won 42-35 in double
overtime.

Who is the only Duke to win five Super
Bowl rings? Charles Haley (1982-85),
who was JMU's first Division I-AA firstteam All-American, won two Super Bowl
rings with the San Francisco 49ers and
three with the Dallas Cowboys.

Which Duke once returned two punts
for touchdowns in the same game?
Gary Clark (1980-83) at Virginia in 1983.
Clark had returns of 89 and 87 yards before
Virginia rallied for a 21-14 win.

Which team has JMU played and
beaten most often in football? William
& Mary (27 games, ]MU has 13 wins,

PHOTOGRAPH
OF JMU SPORTS
MED I A RELAT
Published
by COURTESY
JMU Scholarly
Commons,
2005I ONS

Name the two occasions when JMU beat
the defending Division I-AA champion.
]MU won 52-49 at Youngstown State in
1992 and beat Delaware 2 0- 13 in 2004.
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[Hotel Rwanda]

Dukes revere
Rusesabagina

P

au! Rusesabagina, the
real-life hero portrayed
by Don Cheadle in the
2004 movie, Hotel Rwanda,
visited campus in April, and
the line of students waiting to
hear him spilled out of GraftonStovall Theater, wrapped
around Warren Hall and ended
at D-Hall. Rusesabagina told
students, "It was worse than
what you saw on screen. When
you see all around the road, both
·sides, dead bodies and you hear
noises of people being killed, and
there are people passing with
machetes and machine guns ... "
The former manager of the
Milles Collines Hotel in Kigali,
Rwanda, talked about the 1994
Rwandan genocide, when he
saved the lives of 1,268 refugees
by providing sanctuary in the
hotel. Almost 1 million people
were killed over the course of 100
days. Rusesabagina's address and
two showings of Hotel Rwanda
were part ofJMU's annual
Holocaust Remembrance Week,
sponsored by Hillel, JMU's
Jewish student organization.

[Grant]

Virginia teacher
quality gets a
JMUreview

L

es Bolt, professor of
secondary education,
received $581,383
from the Virginia Department of Education ro evaluate
the Virginia Teacher Quality Enhancement Grant. His
research will evaluate the
program's individual projects to
determine the extent to which

Parents Council

2005
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Students swarm around the real Hotel Rwanda hero Paul Rusesabagina
after his April campus lecture about the 1994 Rwandan genocide,
where nearly 1 million people were killed over the course of 100 days.

they have met their own goals,
statewide goals and federal
Tide II goals.
"I have participated in 25
to 30 large-scale evaluation
projects over the past 25 years
and find the work to be incredibly interesting," says Bolt,
who has teamed up with Vicki
Wise, Dennison Bhola, Laura
Brennan and others from the
College of Education and the
Center for Assessment and
Research Studies in graduate psychology. The team will
work with other education
groups including the Appalachia Educational Laboratory.
"A first report is due to the
Virginia Department of Education by Oct. l, 2006," says
Bolt. This report will include
an evaluation of the state's
efforts in the grant and recommendations about programs
that the commonwealth may
want to pursue. The team
started an environmental scan
of the current status of all projects under the grant. "From
the data we have collected, it
is already apparent that the
efforts of the projects and
activities are well under way
and making an impact on all
parts of the state," he says. For
example, one project the team
will evaluate is the identification and training of mentors

for first-year teachers. More
than 40 school divisions and
hundreds of new teachers will
be part of the program.
"We have a great deal of
work to do in a short period of
time," Bolt adds, "but we have
put together a strong team with
a lot of expertise in research
and program evaluation."

[Master's]

New graduate
programs

J

MU's health sciences department now offers a concentration in public health education. The master's program
enables graduates to demonstrate
a core level of knowledge and
skills in health education research
and practice. The program is
based on the American Association for Health Education and
the Society for Public Health
Education standards for the preparation of graduate-level health
educators. The departments of
education, mathematics and statistics have collaborated on a new
Master of Education in mathematics. The program began last
fall and encourages an understanding of advanced mathematical topics in relation to the
subject matter taught in secondary mathematics courses.

RUSESABAGINA BY BRIAN DILLEN SNYDER (' 08 )
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JMU biodiesel gels presidential nod
In a speech about alternative fuels at the Virginia BioDiesel Refinery May 16 in West Point, Va., President George
W. Bush cited JMU and Harrisonburg as users of biodiesel. "Last year, biodiesel sales totaled 30 million gallons.
That's a 60-fold increase in five years. More than 500 operators of major vehicle fleets now use biodiesel, including
the Department of Defense and the National Park Service
and James Madison University.... And Harrisonburg is
using biodiesel in its city transit buses ...." Find the complete text and video:

* www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2005/05/20050516.html

E-MAIL
Monthly headlines and highlights
via Brightening the Lights ofMadison.
To subscribe:
www.jmu.edu/alumni/newsletter

Sports news to order. Subscribe ro
]MU Sports Bulletin.
www.jmusports.com

WEB
Postings from School of Media Arcs
and Design alumni:

* http://smad.jmu.edu/alumni.php
JMU's front door Find it all here:

* www.jmu.edu

Alumni guide to events and services:
www.jmu.edu/alumni

Jellerson lakes Madison's advice again
All you need to know, all you need to do, all in one place. The One Book is the b:and newbi~'s
guide (March to June prior to freshman year) to getting properly enrolled at Madison_- Theres
more to that process than you think, but this book walks you through it. Freshmen say it's so good, U.Va.
adopted the format for its
Web site, and renowned
Franklin-Covey also has
permission to adopt the format. Download the pdfs:

* www.jmu.edu/onebook/
viewtheonebook.shtml

Curious for Curio?
Curio, the annual student-produced local
interest magazine from
the School of Media
Arts and Design,
went color this year
and features longtime
history professor and
gentleman farmer
Henry Myers. Free to
anyone lucky enough to get a copy. Call
(540) 568-2664 for a copy. Learn more
about SMAD: * http://smad.jmu.edu

PRINT
The Breeze captured 14 Virginia
Press Association Awards chis year.
Find out why. (540) 568-6127 or
www.thebreeze.org

Story idea? Contact Madison. (540)
568-2664, madisonmag@jmu.edu or
]MAC #6, Suite 21, MSC 5718,JMU,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
Newsletters Chemistry, education,
history, physics, theater and dance,
and music publish once or twice a year.
Some will snail mail, others will e-mail.
Call (540) 568-2664 for yours.

TELEVISION

Operation
Purple Pride
Learn about Dukes serving in Afghanistan
and Iraq on the front lines and in support
and civilian roles. If you are one of these
serving Dukes, please share your experiences by e-mailing madisonmag@jmu.edu.

WVPT Students intern at che PBS
affiliate for Central Virginia, Shenandoah
Valley and Northeastern West Virginia.

....

I

RADIO
WXJM Local student programming,
news, talk and music on FM 88.7
www.jmu.edu/wxjm/listen.html

www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline

SO One music
Students Nelly Kate Anderson www.purevolume.
com/NellyKate and Nathaniel Baker www.nathan
iel-baker.com are the first JMU artists to sign on
with 80 One Records, JMU's University Program
Board student record label. They've been getting recording experience, show bookings and
assistance creating a demo to send to other labels:

* Learn more: http://upb.jmu.edu/80one/fullnews.asp

Write On
Find the student winners' of the fifth WRITE ON
essay competition: * www.jmu.edu/writeon/

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2005

WXJM sponsored the ninth MidAtlantic College Radio Conference
supporting 100 bands and independent music, film and labels.

AM 1610 Tune in when you roll in.
The latest JMU information, events,
weather, parking, ocher cool stuff.
WMRA NPR news and classical
music for Charlottesville and Harrisonburg. WMRA, WMRY, WMRL,
WMLU at 90.7, 103.5, 89.9 and 91.3
on your FM dial.
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{James Madison Day}

Kennedy
AG keynotes

....I

Nicholas Katzenbach, 65th attorney general of the United States,
helped JMU salute the Father of
the Constitution with the keynote address on James Madison
Day March 16. Katzenbach was a pivotal
figure in t he pa~sage of
the 1964 Civil Rights
Act. "Despite his southern heritage," he cold
students, faculty members and guests, "James
Madison would be
pleased to see this country overcoming the curse
of slavery, surprised to
see that a court decision led the way
and pleased th at the other two branches
respectfully followed that decision in
preserving a government that he was so
instrumental in creating." SGA President Tom Culligan called Katzenbach's
speech "a great history lesson."

Katzenbach,
who joined the
Department ofJustice in 1961 and rose to
deputy attorney general under Robert F.
Kennedy, gave the JMU audience a firsthand account of the U.S. civil rights era
struggles. In 1962, Katzenbach worked
with President John F. Kennedy to secure
the release of Bay of Pigs invasion prison-

ers and directed the department's field
operations in the effort to desegregate
the University of Mississippi. Appointed
as attorney general by President Lyndon
Johnson, Katzenbach drafted the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and worked with
Congress for its passage.

*

Listen to Katzenbach's speech: www.
jmu.edu/jmuweb/audio_archives.shtml

JMU'S BEST ASSETS Student
Laudables

While the university honored its faithful and notables, the James
Madison Day Scholarship Luncheon also allowed donors to see
their hopes and commitment in action as they met the students
who are beneficiaries of private scholarships. Top: Amelia Cohen
('05), recipient of the
Agnes Mason Price
Family Scholarship
talks with Phil Wishon,
dean of the College of
Education, and Agnes
Mason Price ('35). Doro·
thy M. Rowe chats with
Kimberly Casper ('05),
recipient of the Dorothy
Rowe Dietetic Award.

During the James Madison Day
Scholarship Luncheon, JMU's
Omicron Delta Kappa president
Aimee House ('05) presents the
2005 Raymond C. Dingledine
Sr. Endowment for Leadership
Scholarship to Heather Stewart
('06). Business professor and
Faculty Senate Speaker Kent
Zimmerman congratulates physics major Christopher John
Carlson ('05) on the Faculty
Award, earned by the graduating senior with the highest GPA.
Priya Rajeev Naik ('06), a technical and scientific communications major, accepts the Samuel
Page Duke Award from SGA
President Tom Culligan. The
award honors the junior who has
maintained the highest scholastic
record for five semesters.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol28/iss2/1
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{Alumnus Award}

Ribbing
Ralph
Ralph Roop ('05), who
along with hi wife Inez
Roop ('34) is a taunch
supporter of J MU, i u ed
to a behind-the-scenes
supportive role. He has
watched Inez receive
accolades as an icon of the
Madison fami ly. Ralph,
a Virgin ia Tech graduate,
was surprised with the
presentation of a JMU
Honorary Alumnus Award
during Apri l's Reunion
Weekend. President Linwood H . Rose handed
Roop his award, and, more
importantly, a JM U football national championship cap, saying, "Ralph,
now you're finally an
alumnus of a national football championship school."

{1787 Society}

Presidential stand-in
President James Madison (aka John Douglas Hall) congratulates
new inductees of the 1787 Society, including Kim Burdette (second from left), recipient of the Donald Robertson Scholarship
in elementary education. T he James Mad ison Center established
the 1787 Society to provide educational opportunities for students to explore the life, ideals and ph ilosophy ofJames Madison . Whitney Pack ('99) inducted new members into the society.
"The progress of humanki nd is the progress of all its m embers,"
Madison told students, professors and guests who enjoyed birthday cake in "his" honor.

THE MADISON CUP
Towson University debaters Sergejs Saksonovs and Sabina
Cudic successfully defended the Madison Cup at the
third annual James Madison Commemorative Debate and
Citizens Forum . The Towson duo bested 14 college and
university debate teams who deliberated the reinstatement
of a military draft.

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2005
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Who's calling?

W

ho are those friendly voices behind the Madison Fund's calling program, Madison Connection? Students! Meet one - Katie Ott ('05).
The international affairs major and political
science minor from Fairfax, Va., served on the JMU Honor
Council and coached a Harrisonburg Girls U-10 soccer team
during spring semester, while helping to raise money for the
university. The Madison Connection's mostly student-run
staff of 40 callers raise money by calling alumni and parents.
For one week of the semester, the student callers collect for
the Duke Club and for the other 14 weeks, they call for the
Madison Fund, which supports academics. Here's how Ott
describes the program:

Initiating the conversation
We start out by asking if they receive the university magazine,
and that gets them talking. Usually you know within the first 10
seconds of the call whether it is going to be someone who wants
to chat. Typically, people are excited ro talk about Madison.

What alumni want to know

@)

Whether an alum graduated one year or 50 years ago, the university has grown in many ways. T hose who have revisited campus are always amazed by how different the campus looks and
they like to talk about the changes. Many have questions
specific to their major . . . and, after last semester, they
always want to know about the football team.

My most memorable call
I placed a call to an alumna from the '40s, who is now living in a
retirement home. During the 45-minute phone call, she shared her
life story and told me about Madison College, meeting her husband and working as a curator at the Smithsonian. At the
end of the call, she said, "This has made my night. No, this has
made my week. I usually get about one or two phone calls a
week." I felt humbled; she was so sweet. That was really sweet.

Attitude is everything
I have been on the phone with people for 30 or 40 minutes, chatting about what it was like back in the day at JMU. A positive
attitude is key. Some people don't keep in touch with JMU after
graduation, and the Madison Connection is literally the only
contact they have. We try to make it a great experience.

The Madison Connection 2004·05

* Student callers place about 117,000 calls each semester.
* The average gift ranges between $60- $70.
* The largest gift elicited over the phone this year was $5,000.
* The Madison Connection raised nearly $538,000.
How to participate
To contribute to the Madison Fund, please call the JMU
development office at (800) 296-6162 or visit wwwjmu.
eduldevelopment. Or wait to hear from a student caller.

18
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Spec alR e port

Who pays for higher education?
As states continue to reduce their support of public higher education,
tuition increases along with studen t debt B Y ANDY P ERR rNE ('86)
n a move that's become
more familiar lately in
higher education, the
James Madison University Board of Visitors in
April approved a tuition
increase of $246 for Virginians
and $738 for non-Virginians.
As JMU students and parents
along with many Americans working ro afford college
- wonder why tuition prices
seem to be rising faster recently,
an understanding of how JMU
academics are funded helps offer
a clearer picture of the societal
forces at work.
The Educational and General
portion of the JMU budget pays,
mainly, for faculty and staff salaries
and for operating and maintaining nonauxiliary campus buildings and facilities. The revenue
comes from two sources, explains
Jason McClain of the JMU budget office. The two sources are the
General Fund of the Commonwealth of Virginia and tuition and
fees paid by students.
The proportions of these two
sources of funding, those borne
by the commonwealth and by
the student, have shifted significantly over time, according
to data maintained by the State
Council of Higher Education for
Virginia. Only 15 years ago, in
the fiscal year ending June 30,
1989, appropriations from Richmond made up 63 percent of the
university's Education and General revenue, while students shouldered 37 percent. More recent
budgeted revenue proportions are quite different, explains Frank
Doherty of JMU's institutional research and analysis office. For
the fiscal year ending June 30, 2006, just 41 percent of E&G
revenue will come from the Commonwealth of Virginia. The gap
for the current academic year, meanwhile, is largely being filled by
increased student costs - higher tuition and fees - with students
expected to bear 59 percent. This scenario is true for public institutions in most states.

Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2005
ILLUSTRATION BY ALEX NABAUM/ISPOT

Why is this happening? Many theories exist, but one prevails
among American thinkers, according to C. D. Mote Jr., president
of the University of Maryland. The cultural shift America went
through in the 1970s began a slow decline in the public's willingness
to fund higher education. Before that era it was assumed by a majority of Americans that colleges and universities were an essential component to maintaining the common good. We believed that America
was better off than the rest of the world mainly because it was better
educated. James Madison himself probably would have agreed.
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But after the Vietnam War, Watergate
and the first wave of major corporate scandals, Americans became wary of formerly
trusted institutions and less willing to
believe in the idea of a common good. So
rather than viewing colleges and universities as helping to raise the tide that floats
all boats, Americans saw higher education
as providing personal benefit to those lucky
enough to afford tuition. So states and the
federal government began to back slowly
away fro m funding higher education.
The result is that, today, the burden
has shifted to the student, and average
debt from college loans has risen disproportionately. According to the National
Center for Education Statistics, 48 percent
of students in public four-year nondoctoral institutions borrowed an average of
$9,800 in 1993. By 2000, more than 63
percent of students borrowed an average of
$ 15,000. Such an increase in the portion
of students borrowing and the prospect of
carrying a rising level of debt leads to direct
consequences, the most chilling of which is
limiting access ro higher education to only
the wealthy. But it also leads indirectly to
other societal problems: Phil Bigler ('7 4,
'76M), 1998 National Teacher of the Year
and director of the James Madison Center, points out that because students and
their families are afraid to be burdened by
high college loan debt witho ut the means
to repay it quickly, fewer students enter
degree programs that lead to lower paying
professions, such as teaching. T he shortage
of K-1 2 teachers is now chronic in most
states, a phenomenon JMU is actively
working to change.
What's the answer? W hile advocates of
higher education, includingJMU, continue
to press legislatures with the incontrovertible evidence of higher education's continuing contribution ro the public good ("No
other institution can claim a stronger link

REPORT

Education's changing realities
i n the last 15 years, the portion of state support for a ]MU education decreased
dramatically, while the portion borne by students filled the gap

1988·89

63°/o 37°/o

2005·06

State Support

Tuition and Fees

State Support

Tuition and Fees

$31,828,893

$19,031,343

$62,308,339

$91.049,221

100% Total S50,860,236

"Afraid to be burdened
by high college loans
without the means to
repay it quickly, fewer
students enter degree
programs that lead to
low paying professions,
such as teaching."
PH IL BI GLER

('74)

to the high American standard of living,"
says JMU provost an d academic vice president Douglas T. Brown), public colleges
and universities must also now aggressively
pursue private philanthropy, according to
Weston H atfield, JMU associate vice president for developm ent. T hat's why JMU
has geared up its Division of Universiry
Advancem ent - to raise the level of private
giving to the university wh ile also working

100% Total academic funding S153.357,560

to raise awareness of the societal value of
higher education and the Madison Experience in particular. H atfield, who came to
JMU from the Universiry of North Carolina-Greensboro, says, "Madison will have
to foster a culture of giving, som ething it
has not done before." In fact, for many of
us who graduated in the 1970s and '80s,
o ur perceptions of the university's finances
were shaped by memories of Dr. Carrier
bringing back ever-greater appropriations
from Richmond. Why would our contributions be needed in that scen ario?
Another look at the pie ch arts, however,
shows how times and the comm onwealth's
priorities have changed. Private giving
is now a necessary response as well as a
noble act that will help preserve access to
the Madison Experience for deserving
students, allow the university to h ire and
reward the faculty members devoted to
teaching them and thus enhance the public good provided by James Madison University as these educated and enlightened
graduates become citizens of the world . ffi

What about the fancy buildings?

R

ipping by campus on Interstate 81, motorists with only a passing familiarity of JMU might think, "Wow, look at
this stunning campus and all those brand new buildings. JMU must be in rolling in dough." It's a common misconception even among those more fam iliar with Madison. That's because capital funds for new academic buildings come directly from Richmond on a project-by-project basis and have minimal impact on the university's annual
operating budget. Of course, JMU has done quite well in the last 15 years in attracting capital money from Richmond
because the university's leadership has successfully made the case to the legislature that pressures from increasing
student enrollment require additional and updated facilities. In addition to funding these facilities, capital money also
funds a portion of the costs to operate and maintain them . Capital money does not, however, fund JMU's education
program costs. That is borne by the commonwealth's annual appropriation and, increasingly, by Madison students.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol28/iss2/1
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Bouncing back
to All-America
B Y CLAY GAYNOR

B

('05)

roken bones? Check. Torn ligaments? Check. Serious car wreck?
Check. All-American gymnast?
Check.
After five years of injuries and setbacks, gymnast Jason Woodnick ('05)
realized his goal of participating in postseason competition and earning AllAmerica status.
"Going into the national meet I was
excited," says Woodnick of the USA
Gymnastics Championships. "When I got
top six in all-around as well as three other
events, which gave me four All-American
awards, I was th rilled ... because I knew
that only two other JMU male gymnasts had been All-Americans before me.
Knowing that I made JMU history was one of the best feelings I ever
had. It was the perfect way to end my year and my career."
Postseason competition itself was an accomplishment for Woodnick, who qualified to compete at the NCAA national meet four
times, but was prevented by injuries. After a good showing at the
NCAA's, Woodnick capped his career with the All-American performa nce at the USA Gymnastics Championsh ips, where he also
received the Senior Ath lete Award, given to the top senior allaround competitor in the championships.
Last season, Woodnick tore a bicep two days before the NCAA
competition. Then, on graduation day last year, Woodnick was
thrown from the SUV he was riding in, resulting in a broken collarbone, separated shoulder and cuts on his arms, hands, neck, back
and head. Unable to train at all last summer, he was unsure if he
would be able to compete this year. Roger Burke, head gymnastics
coach, says a "smart, conservative" rehab program and a day-by-day

Women's Golf
dominates CAA

J

MU women's golf won the 2005 Colonial
Athletic Association team golf championship
for the third straight year, and Kiley Bishop
('07) won a three-way playoff for the individual crown.
Playing on t h e par-72 O ld Course at the
Homestead Resort, JMU posted no round higher
than a 77 during the final day of play and shot a
three-round score of 923 to win the team ride.
The victory also gave the Dukes an automatic
bid to NCAA regional play, its first-ever trip
to the NCAA East Regional Tournament. T he
ream finished 18th with a three-day total of 932.

approach to the year allowed Woodnick to com- Chalked and
ready, gymnast
pete and finish his career on a positive note.
Jason Woodnick
"We came back with the goal of being able ('05) bounced
to work out every day," says Burke, adding that back from seriWoodnick took a "very mature approach, and he ous injuries in a
really looked at the big picture" of coming back car accident to
earn All-America
slowly in order to complete the entire season.
status.
Woodnick, who would like to work in sports
marketing, credited the accident and injuries as reasons for his success this year. "Being in an accident like that is really what drove
me all year. I knew it could have ended my career for good, or even
my life, so I knew I had to come back this year and finish my career
on a high note . . .. I've loved every minute of my JMU gymnastics
career, and ifI had to, I would do it all over again. It's been one of
the best experiences of my life, and I've got tons of memories that
I will keep with me forever."
ffi

I....
I

The regional to u rnament was Rising junior
held at the University of Florida Kiley Bishop
won a threeGolf Course.
way playoff to
Bishop, a sophomore from take the 2005
Oak Hill, Va., who was the run- women's golf
ner-up at the 2004 CAA Cham- CAA individual
pionship, finis h ed regulation crown.
play at 73-78-73- 224 and tied for the low score
of the tournament. She birdied the fi n al hole of
regulation to tie University of North CarolinaWilmington junior Michelle Jarman and Seahawk
senior Becky Berzonski for the tournament's low
three-day score. She then birdied the fourth playoff
hole to take the tide. Bishop is the third straight
JMU player to win the CAA individual ride. Carol
Green ('05) won the initial tournament ride in
2003, and Jayme Langford ('05) won last year. ffi

WOODNICK PHOTOGRAPH
BY JULIA A.
WITHERS ( ' 05);
BISHOP BY CATHY KUSHNER ('87)
Published
by JMU Scholarly
Commons,
2005
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Redskins tap Ridley
Coach calls tight end "hard worker ,,

S

....i

enior Tom Ridley of Vienna, Va. , signed with the
NFL's Washington Redskins after the April 2005
draft. The 6-foot-5 tight end was a key player on the
Dukes' 2004 Division I-AA national championship
team. He caught 27 passes (third on the team) and earned
third-team All-Atlantic 10 Conference honors as JMU
compiled its 13-2 record. Ridley also played in the Hula
Bowl in January.
Originally recruited as a quarterback, Ridley began playing a key role for the Dukes as a tight end in 2003 and won
the starting position after an impressive 2004 spring practice period. He averaged 12.4 yards per reception as JMU's
top tight end in 2004. Ridley had four receptions in a game
on two occasions in 2004 - in the Dukes' season-opener
against Lock Haven and in the Atlantic 10 victory over
Hofstra. He had catches in each of JMU's first three Division I-AA playoff wins and three receptions for 32 yards in
the team's national championship victory over Montana.
"Tom Ridley exemplifies everything that's right about
college football and is a poster boy for JMU football," says
head football coach Mickey Matthews. "Not only was he a
great athlete, he was an extremely hard worker and a leader.
. .. He played very well in the Hula Bowl, and the exposure
he gained was very positive."
Senior tight end
Each NFL team has a cap on the
Tom Ridley, who
number of young players that they can averaged 12.4
bring to camp. "The Redskins are high yards per recep·
on Tom," adds Matthews. "They've con- tion in 2004,
tacted me, and of course they know he's signed with the
NFL's Washing6-foot-5 and 250 pounds , but I could ton Redskins
expound on his character and leadership. after the April
We wish this young man all the best." ffl 2005 draft.

Athletes of the Year
Student athletes ofthe year were recognized at the Greater Madison awards banquet in April. Students taking top honors included:

MALE ATHLETE
OF THE YEAR

FEMALE ATHLETE
OF THE YEAR

MALE SCHOLARATHLETE OF THE YEAR

FEMALE SCHOLAR·
ATHLETE OF THE YEAR

FEMALE SCHOLARATHLETE OF THE YEAR

Matt Magerko

Shannon Saunders

Trey Townsend

Kelly Baker

Meg Davies

Football

Cross Countr)'
Track and Field

Football

Cross Country
Track and Field

Golf
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Nexl year has arrived:
Can the Dukes do it again?
Matthews cites return of skill players and tailback troika,
but won't make any promises BY GARY M1 c HAEL ('77 )

A

national championship, ESPN coverage throughout
the country for two straight weekends, a record-setting three playoff wins on the road and the highest
level of fan support in the program's 33-year history.
All were part ofJMU football in 2004 as the 13-2
Dukes enjoyed their finest gridiron moments. Yet,
almost before the mangled turf at the site ofJMU's 31-21 ride-game
win over Montana had settled, the question arose. "Can you do it
again?" excited followers askedJMU coaches and players. "Can you
win another NCAA championship next year?"
Next year has arrived. As the Dukes begin the season ranked No. 1 in
the Sports Network's preseason poll, seventh-year Dukes' coach Mickey
Matthews isn't ready to predict a similar outcome for his squad's 2005
season. However, he does like the current state of his program and the
opportunity it has to maintain a lofty Division IAA position. "I think the bar has been raised;
there's no doubt about chat," he says of expectations for JMU football after a 13-2 season.
"Everyone connected with our program was
excited about what we did last season and
hopes we can continue to be successful.
With winning comes high expectations.
"No one is going to win a national
championship every year, but you want to
feel chat you're competitive, chat if things go
your way you can compete nationally. We like
to chink we're at chat level," he says.
Balance in Division I-AA and a small playoff
field dictate performing at a high level even to
reach post-season play, Matthews adds.
''About half of the Div. I-A teams in the
country go to bowl games, and their seasons
are considered a success for getting there.
Bue in I-AA, there are 120 teams, and only
16 make the playoffs. A lot of good teams
are left out every year," he explains.
That's particularly so in the Atlantic
10, where JMU tied for the tide last season and playoff contenders are many.
"No other conference has che quality
of teams chat we have from top to bottom," says Matthews. "A year ago we
won the national championship, and
four teams from our league made the
playoffs and won games. Before the
season, the coaches picked Villanova
at the top of the league; Northeastern
was listed by publications as one of
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che better teams in the country in Div. I-AA; and Maine went to
(Div. I-A, Southeastern Conference member) Mississippi Scace and
won. All three were excellent teams and because of one bad break
or another didn't make che playoffs. That speaks volumes for the
strength and balance in our league."
So what are che Dukes' 2005 prospects?
"The positive is chat we return virtually all of our skill players," the
coach says. ''Ac times lase year (quarterback) Justin Rascaci and (free
safety) Tony LeZocce were dominating football players; and because
of their youth, I feel chat they will only gee better."
The Dukes have three tailbacks (Maurice Fenner, Raymond
Hines, Alvin Banks) who could surpass che 2,000-yard career rushing mark in 2005, a first-team All-America offensive lineman in
senior Mace Magerko and 36 lettermen overall.
''A negative is chat we lose both of our starters at inside linebacker
(Trey Townsend, Kwynn Walton), and our top returnee there,
Akeem Jordan, missed most of the summer with a foot problem.
Another area of concern is chat we played seven offensive linemen lase year, and we lose four of chose. We have to replace
some good football players," he says.
Returning to championship possibilities, Matthews is more
open to discussing what goes into building a program chat can
sustain quality over an extended period.
He mentions effective recruiting and chat lase season's
national crown makes the program more recognizable
to potential players. To land chose players, he
notes chat his current staff is the strongest
group of recruiters chat he's had and
chat the facilities and ocher support
he receives at JMU are essential
to any success the program can
hope to enjoy.
"Noc only is the Plecker
Athletic Performance Center the cop Div. I-AA
facility in the nation, it's
a Top-40 [all schools)
end zone facility,"
Matthews says. ffl

....
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In his seventh
season as JMU
head coach,
Divi sion I-AA
2004 coach of
the year Mickey
Matthews will
lead the Dukes'
defense of its
national title.
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All Pham, all the lime
Papal suffession puts prof on world media's speed dial
hile 115 Roman Catholic cardinals convened in
secret in April to elect John Paul II's successor
as pope, a handful of experts were busy explaining the intricacies of the ancient papal succession process to audiences around the world as
consultants for major news organizations.
Among those lifting the veil of mystery on the conclave and interpreting the religious, cultural and political context of the preceding
funeral for John Paul II was J. Peter Pham, a former Vatican diplomat
who joined the JMU faculty in 2004 to help launch the new justice
studies major in the Center for Liberal and Applied Social Sciences.
As the author of Heirs ofthe Fisherman: Behind the Scenes ofPapal
Death and Succession, a volume published by Oxford University
Press in November that was to become a "playbook" for international journalists covering the events surrounding John Paul II's April
2 death, Pham became a hot commodity in the world of 24-hour news
coverage focusing on an event that had last occurred in 1978.
Drawn from research and oral traditions Pham learned during
his 1992 to 2002 Vatican service, Heirs ofthe Fisherman traces "the
oldest continuous political process in the Western world," Pham
says, the work of selecting the line of successors to St. Peter, whom
Catholic tradition holds as the first head of the Roman Church.
Pham garnered accolades for his book from reviewers around
the world, which propelled him into the arena of papal experts
just as Vatican reporters, editors and producers were formulating
their game plans for the presumed imminent death of John Paul
II. Beginning in January, Pham's calls from reporters increased
steadily until the pope's illness escalated. "Friday, April 1, right
before he died, was really a day for 'April Fools,"' Pham says.
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"The media pressure was crazy all the way through Saturday, the
24th, the installation of the new pope.
"I was talking six to eight hours a day with journalists. " He
called upon his extraordinary language skills to conduct interviews
in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German and Portuguese with
U.S. and foreign journalists.
His chief responsibility was to CBS News, the network that
retained him as a senior consultant to provide commentary on
air and to help direct its journalists and graphic artists from its
broadcast center in New York. Pham is contractually prohibited
from discussing his specific work with CBS, but he is proud of the
network's coverage of the pope's April 8 funeral .
"I and other people who were involved were able to bring expert
views to it," Pham says. "We were able in real time to produce for the
viewer a more accurate, informed coverage."
"CBS did some extraordinary graphics to explain processes that
couldn't be seen by the public," he adds. For instance, modern technologies allowed graphic artists to create images showing the route
of the procession of the pope's casket after the television cameras
were prohibited from rolling by protocol.
Between his CBS duties, Pham also appeared on CNN,
MSNBC, PBS and Al-Hurra (the Arabic-language Middle East
Television Network), and worked with National Public Radio. "I
was actually the commentator they had on when the new pope was
elected," he says. As white smoke
ascended from the Vatican chim- Students found themse lves
absorbing their education
ney, signifying that the College of from a hot media commodCardinals had chosen John Paul II' s ity, senior CBS News corsuccessor, Pham was exiting a class respondent Peter Pham .

PHOTOGRAPH BY EVAN DYSON ('08 )
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in JMU's Moody Hall when he received a
cellular telephone call from NPR. By prearrangement, he hurried across the Quad
co WMRA-FM, the NPR affiliate station
located on the JMU campus, where the
station's personnel quickly engaged a live
hookup with the national desk to
broadcast Pham's commentary.
He also appeared on The News
Hour with Jim Lehrer and Religion & Ethics Newsweekly, indepth programs distributed through
PBS to comment on Pope John Paul
H's legacy and Pope Benedict XVI's
background and expectations.
"When I wasn't working for CBS,
I was commenting for someone,
somewhere or responding to telephone calls or e-mails from journalists
around the world and also writing a
number of op-eds that were solicited from
me from various papers or wire services that
I had to produce overnight," Pham says.
Pham's commentary made the pages of the
giants in the newspaper world - The New
York Times quoted him extensively, including comments in three articles that ran the
day of John Paul II's funeral. Major U.S.
papers, including The Boston Globe, The
Washington Post, The Wall Street Journal,
Detroit Free Press and San Francisco Chronicle
repeatedly sought insight from Pham.
"It was exhilarating, but very tiring,"
Pham says of his intensive media work. "It
was exhilarating being part of the coverage
of history and therefore helping shape perceptions of it."
He is proud that he did not cancel any
classes and was even able to help organize a
campus conference on genocide.
Glenn Hastedt, director of the Center
for Liberal and Applied Social Sciences and
the justice studies major, views support as
critical for attracting and retaining highquality professors like Pham. "The first
challenge is salary," he says. "The second is
providing them with the institutional support and flexibility in scheduling they need
to further advance their expertise as well as
the opportunity to share it."
Now Pham is continuing his longstanding research on Africa, terrorism, global
policy and justice, including a current study
on "Politics, Economics, Rights and Law
in Africa and U .S. Security Interests" that
took him to some of the continent's conflict zones immediately after JMU' s spring
semester. He also plans to write a follow-up
book to H eirs ofthe Fishennan.
ffl
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0 goes in depth with Barbara Hall ('82), creator of Joan of Arcadia:
Freelance writer Brett Martin scored an in-depth interview with Joan of Arcadia
creator, Barbara Hall ('82) for the March 2005 issue of O Magazine. The interview
ranged through Hall's full life and touched on the creative process,
the show, her philosophical explorations, her Catholicism, a
traumatic rape and recovery, her family, her hobbies (her
latest: surfing), and some wry and insightful comments.
For instance: '"There's a school of thought that says
when you have the impulse to do something that makes
absolutely no sense, that's exactly what you should do.'
Hall says. "Because it's a kind of spiritual calling. You're
preparing to do something big, and it's okay that you
don't know what it is yet."'
And: '"It's about patterns,' Hall says of physics. 'The
patterns you find in nature look like they' ve been
designed.' She pauses and smiles. 'And if there's a design, there has to be a designer."'
Finally: "'Not knowing how it will end.' she says. 'That's
what
faith is."'
Barbara Hall talks
about spirituality and HELLO J OAN, IT's ME, Goo: 0, The Oprah Magazine,
her creative ventures. March2005

On former U.S. State Department terrorism analyst, JMU instructor
and alumnus Dennis Pluchinsky:
"Mr. Pluchinsky is 'bringing tremendous experience' and a brilliant analytical
mind' to TranSecur, said President and Chief Executive Officer Noel Koch."
T ERROR ANALYST GOES PRIVATE:

....

The Washington Times, April 4, 2005

I

Laurence De Garis, director of JMU's Center for Sports Sponsorship, says:
"I don't think there's any question he's taken a hit. between the corked bat and
the underwhelming testimony at the hearings."
SOSA HOPES PROBLEMS HAVE R UN THEIR COURSE: The Washington Post, April 3, 2005

On protein drinks and Improved performance:
"Recently, scientists from the University of Texas and James Madison University
have shown that adding a small amount of protein to a conventional sports drink
provides additional benefits in terms of improved performance, a reduction in
post-exercise muscle damage (muscle soreness) and faster recovery."
TRAINERS TURNING TO 'NUTRIENT TIMING' TO ENHANCE ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE:

Asbury Park Press, March 24, 2005

On Shannon Hummel ('96) and her New York dance company, CORA:
"Her pieces, whether solos or group dances, evoke whole small universes of emotions
and relationships, both simple and complex."
DANCE LISTINGS: The New York Times, Feb. 25, 2005

JMU education professor Barbara Slater Stern says:
"Terrorism has existed for a while. We now should be talking about this attack
and how the definition of terrorism has changed.
TEACHERS LOOK FOR LESSON PLANS TO FIT 9/ 1I: Austin American-Statesman, Feb. 27, 2 005

JMU Alternative Fuels Laboratory co-director C.J. Broderick says:
"I think we're going to be looking at a combination of sources. There's no one
silver bullet. We're going to be seeing the increase in fuel cells, in hydrogen and
biofuel. not just biodiesel, but perhaps ethanol, and ... we'll see niche markets."
DEEP-FRIED DRIVING, With Good Reason, Virginia public radio, Aug. 15, 2005
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Some of the professors) students
[Jim CrableJ

Painting
with his lens
BY MICHELLE HITE <('88)

P

hoto collages may have emerged
as a widespread method for artistic expression; but if you see a
large-scale photo collage featuring
unique perspectives of human movement
against countless architectural backdrops,
you can bet your Museum of Modern Art
admission money the artist is James Crable.
Known throughout the nation for his
photo collage constructions, Crable is seeing his works on book covers and in more
and more national exhibits. Robert Hirsch,
author of Exploring Color Photography:
From the Darkroom to the Digital Studio,
chose Crable' s Empire State Plaza, Albany,
N Y, for the cover of the fourth edition of
his book. The text is a standard in many
college art programs including JMU and
EMU. "Hirsch's book is one I've always
admired, and I was truly honored to have
my piece selected," says Crable.
Crable retired in May after 30 years on
the JMU faculty, and Madison's loss is the
art world's gain. Last spring, two works
in Crable' s Recycle Series were selected for
Photoworks 2005, a national juried exhibition sponsored by the Barrett Art Center. The curator of the Whitney Museum
of American Art chose works by 50 artists

ho shine tn Madison)s constellation

from 23 states, and Crable was the only
Virginia artist chosen.
In his latest expression, Crable is going
postal. "I have been working on my Census Series for the past 15 years, " he says
of the work (displayed at left). "To date
I've photographed more than 5,000 mailboxes in 15 states. I choose images for
variations in color and texture, as well
as for interesting text, folk painting and
sculpted surfaces. It amazes me how many
Americans use their mailboxes as a means
of artistic expression. "

Each seemingly symmetrical and uniform
construction, you see, is
made up of all sorts of
different, even eccentric, individual scenes.'
1

P OPULAR P HOTOGRAPHY

Although his work is based on photography, Crable says he is more influenced by
painting and drawing. His undergraduate
and graduate studies focused on painting
and graphic disciplines. "I got into photography by accident; it simply provided
a fresh, new way to explore my surroundings ," he says. "Getting into something
through the back door is good because
you have no preconceived notions , and
you can create something that is unique.
You find your own voice."

Popular Photography magazine lauds
Crable's work: "Each seemingly symmetrical
and uniform construction, you see, is made
up of all sorts of different, even eccentric,
individual scenes. Crable's pictures are more
aptly described, perhaps, as multi-cellular
DNA combining with others to form a
patterned, organic, complex whole. "
Crable studied painting and printmaking at the Rochester Institute of Technology and Chelsea School of Art in London.
His first major exhibition was a solo show
in the mid-'70s at the Virginia Museum of
Fine Arts in Richmond, the oldest public
museum in the nation. That big break
brought further recognition, and Crable
signed contracts with Gallery Kin Washington, D.C., and J.J. Brookings in California . His work has appeared in Art in
America, Art News and The Washington
Post. He earned a National Endowment
for the Arts Fellowship and a Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts Professional Fellowship. He won the state's highest honor in
the arts, the Virginia Prize, presented by
former Gov. Gerald Baliles. His numerous
solo exhibitions include shows at Monterey Peninsula Museum of Art and the
San Jose Museum of Art.
Devoting more time to his art unfortunately meant that Crable would have to
retire from teaching. "I will miss JMU, but
it's time to devote myself full time to my
art. I've signed a couple of contracts this
year, so I'm going to be very busy. Hopefully, it will be my best work."

..............................................................................
Retired JMU art professor Jim Crable's piece Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY. (1985) adorns the
cover of the fourth edition of Exploring Color Photography: From the Darkroom to the Digital

Studio by Robert Hirsch. The text, a standard in many college programs, introduces photography
students to contemporary analog and digital approaches, images , techniques, and the history of
color photography. "Hirsch is a highly experienced image-maker, professor, curator and writer,"
says Crable. "It is truly an honor to appear on this cover." McGraw -Hill, 2005, ISBN 0-07240-706-9
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[Erica Mercke]

Balance with
dedication
BY

LIS A FR EE DMA N

M

.

l
',----

('05)

ay 2005 dance major Erica
Mercke has set the stage for
her dreams on both sides
of the Atlantic. As a junior,
Mercke won a spot in JMU's prestigious
summer dance program at the London
Institute of Contemporary Dance and Theatre. She and her peers spent four weeks at
JMU' s London residence, Madison House,
and performed in twice-weekly, two-hour
dance labs taught by Scott Smith. "It was
an amazing experience to study what I
love in such a rich and historical ciry," says
Mercke, who has studied modern dance,
jazz and ballet.
Students also trained at London studios
like Pineapple, The Place, and Dance Works
and then attended professional dance and
theater shows five nights a week.
It was a dream trip for Mercke, who
started performing in musical theater as
a child. "I started dance lessons when I
was 8 at the Loudoun School of Ballet; it
became my home five or six days out of the
week." In 2004, Mercke returned to her
home dance school and took first place in
the professional division for the company's
National Dance Week Annual Choreography Competition.
Perhaps surprisingly for a dancer of
Mercke's dedication, balance is important
beyond dance. "I was interested in JMU' s
balance of dance training and formal education," she says. "I was very studious in high
school, so I wanted a school that not only
had a dance program, but also a very strong
academic program. JMU's dance department not only offers a lot of performance
opportuniry, but also a lot of choreographic
opportunities. "I love to choreograph, and
I have always dreamed of starting my own
company and teaching."
Since her senior year of high school, Mereke has shared her gift with students on many
stages. The 2004-05 recipient ofJMU's Earlynn Miller Tuition Scholarship returned to
the Loudoun School of Ballet to teach jazz

and serve as a guest choreographer. During her [Don Rhymer]
sophomore and junior years, she taught jazz at
a small studio in Elkton, Va. "The girls there
were really excited to be working with the JMU
students," she says. "I aspire to go to graduate
school and teach dance at a university."
BY CHRIS EDWARDS
Another junior-year honor for Mercke
n the credits of this year's film,
was having her piece, Imminent Landings,
selected as one of four student works feaThe Honeymooners, look for Don
tured in the year's Contemporary Dance
Rhymer ('82) among the writers' names, somewhere below
Concert in Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre. Professional costume designers costumed her Cedric the Entertainer and Mike Epps (cast
number, and she worked with professional as Ralph Kramden and Ed Norton).
lighting designers. "This is a unique opporRhymer was not daunted by resurrecttunity for students," she says. The same ing the immortal Jackie Gleason sitcom
piece was later chosen to represent JMU's because, "We weren't trying to 'do ' The
dance department at the American College Honeymooners. We basically used the charDance Festival Mid-Atlantic Region. Only acters as a jumping-off point and just tried
one student piece was selected.
to find a fun story that would showcase the
As a senior, Mercke joined the Virginia talents of the stars." Modesty is typical of
Repertory Dance Company, JMU's pre- this alum who several years ago tapped his
professional dance company, and per- Hollywood success to start a JMU screenformed at the Jack Guidone Theatre in writing scholarship that supports two students and a future initiative with the School
Washington, D .C.
Mercke capped her four years with of Media Arts and Design.
At Madison, the North Carolina native
JMU's Dance Theatre as club president.
The club supported a local Girl Scout troop double majored in communication arcs
and JMU's communiry Adult Health and and English and met his wife, Kate Walcher
Rhymer ('82), who co-owns a calendar business.
Development Program.
Having once dreamed of being a stuntman
Mercke also volunteered as a "FROG"
to help new freshmen adjust to campus or cameraman, Rhymer may have chosen
life and serve as a guide during the first few cinematography if today's technology had
weeks of school each August. "I wanted to been available then. He is impressed with
give back by helping other students," she special-effects videos by novices such as son
Andrew, a New York University film student.
says. "JMU has given me so much. "
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Ir is possible that Rhymer's writing seed germinated in Ralph Cohen's Shakespeare class
after Cohen insisted that instead of rehashing
notes, he write his own ideas. Rhymer pondered, ''I'm a 19-year-old kid, and I can have
a new idea about Shakespeare?" The effort
proved "empowering."
After graduation, he tried graduate school
and then political advertising before scripts.
For 10 years he wrote TV sitcoms, including Caroline in the City. In 12-hour production days, "Four-fifths of it is being in a
room full of people all trying to be funnier
than everyone else. It's a real snake pit."
Rhymer learned, "You have to be very
thick-skinned," and "not a prima donna"
- lessons he says still serve him well.
After starting a family (also including
now-teens Molly and Carrie), Rhymer tried
breaking into film. A producer advised,
"Don't write another movie until you can
see the poster." Rhymer channeled such a
mental picture while schlepping kids around
the family's LaCanada, Calif., neighborhood. The result: Carpool (1996) starring
Tom Arnold as a comic carjacker. "It's an
awful movie, but it's what set me on the
path of screenwriting."
Since then, Rhymer's two-part Big Momma 's House cast Martin Lawrence as an
undercover FBI agent disguised as the tide
character. Agent Cody Banks 2: Destination London starred Frankie Muniz as a teen
CIA agent. The Santa Clause and its sequel
made Tim Allen a reluctant jolly elf. Now
Rhymer is working on the poker comedy All
In. And of this reading, might be in production for Big Mommas House 2.

LI G HT S

Rhymer waxes philosophical about his
own legacy: "I write mainline, down-themiddle commercial Hollywood. I couldn't
write Monster's Ball to save my life. " Yet
since Big Momma 's House and Santa
Clause 2 each grossed upwards of $150 million, "I have a little more control over my
scripts. I don't mind that."
Off work, he bypasses the Hollywood
orbit. His best friends are not movie people;
his kids attend public schools. "You learn
not to be star-struck. Actors are just regular,
flawed people like anyone else."
His advice to anyone ambitious? "Be massively persistent."

[Amy McPherson]

Meteoric rise to
exec VP suite
BY SANDE SNEAD

N

('82)

o doubt Amy McPherson ('83)
would concur with Fortu ne
magazine's assessment of Marriott International as one of
the "100 Best Companies to Work for."
In her 19 years traveling all over the
world with the company, McPherson has
helped make it so. In November, she was
promoted to executive vice president of
sales and marketing for Marriott Worldwide. She reports directly to J.W. Marriott
III, executive vice president of Lodging for
Marriott International Inc. David Marriott, senior vice president, global and field
sales, reports to her.
It's pretty heady stuff, and, yet, McPherson is surprisingly humble about it all.
"When I run into old friends or other
people from JMU, they've worked for 10
different companies and they can't believe
I'm still at Marriott. That's what my dad's
generation did - stay with the same company forever. I feel like such a loser."
Whoa.
In fact, McPherson has been on a meteoric
career path to the top ranks of the company.
She joined Marriott in 1986 and worked in
several key positions including vice president
of finance and business development and
senior vice president of business transformation and integration, where she developed
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the strategic business plan for ExecuStay,
Marriott's corporate housing brand. Before
her promotion last fall, she was senior vice
president of global revenue management
and reservation sales. Marriott is a $ 19 billion global lodging company with 2,700
properties in 70 countries.
"Every time I got bored and thought
I'd like to do something else, Marriott
acquired a new business, and I moved into
a new area of the
company," the
business management and economics major says. She
received her MBA
from the College
of William and
Mary immediately
after graduating
from ]MU. "We
acquired Renaissance Hotels, and
McPherson has
I got to go into helped make Marriott
their hotels all one of Fortune's "100
over the world and Best Companies t o
Work for."
see what we could
learn from them and what they could learn
from us. Then, Marriott said, 'Can you fix
ExecuStay?' I spent four months traveling
to ExecuStay properties. I'm excited by
that kind of challenge."
Now on the road less, McPherson tries
to find time for music, running and sports.
She says she's not a morning person, and
she generally doesn't get home to her toney
Pennsylvania Avenue address until 8 p.m.
each night. She does make it a prioriry to
serve on JMU' s College of Business Executive Advisory Council.
"When I was asked, I thought, 'I don't
have time for this.' Plus, I'm traveling all
the time. But Dr. Bob Reid [dean of the
College of Business] said, ' It's only two
meetings a year. Just try it.' I've been able
to hit one of the two annual meetings for
the last two years. I love the experience. I
enjoy it immensely."
It goes both ways. "Amy is one of those
unique people who is incredibly competent and a delight to be around at the same
time, " Reid says. "She's a genuinely good
human being with whom you would like to
work. There is no ego."
ffi
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More than clothes
make this woman
Professor Pam Johnson opened my eyes to
the world BY GI NJER N ORRIS CLARKE ('94)

H

ow many professors can you say truly changed the
way you look at the world? Every time I look at a
theater set, costume or even a magazine advertisement, I find myself evaluating the use of line, color,
symbolism and sometimes subtle (or not so) innuendo.
From the first class I ever took with theater professor Pam
Johnson , I began to see
how seemingly simple
images in art and in life
were really highly orchestrated combinations meant
to please the viewers or
readers and to get them
to feel something specific
and emotional. I became
aware of the amount of
thought that goes into
psychologically convincing a prospective buyer
that a product will make
him or her feel sexier,
younger or more fulfilled.
But more important than
my changed worldview of
theater, art and advertising, I began to really see
the world around me and
to take in the details like
never before.
Pam Johnson instructed
me on the visual aspects
of theater, rendering
technique and makeup design, and served as one of my honors
thesis advisers. She taught m e how to make myself look old,
glamorous and even like professor Tom King for the memorable
makeup final. She fostered skills of diagnosis, assessment, risk
taking and problem solving. In the grand scheme of life, she
taught me about persevering in the face of challenges, believing in myself, exhibiting grace under pressure and expecting
the best from yourself and others. She was demanding, but her
expectations were clear and achievable. She was highly critical
but tremendously supportive.
Since my college years, Pam has continued to be a force in my
life as a mentor and friend. We have m et for lunches in Har-

risonburg when my husband and I visit, and she even came co
my home in Richmond for our housewarming party. I think I
fretted more about the prospect of Pam visiting than even my
mother-in-law, because I know that her designer's eye takes in
everything. Her notes to me are chatty and informative, and they
brim with enthusiasm and love for her profession. She exhibits
pride in her significant accomplishments and in those of her
children and students.
I chose to pursue writing and editing rather than theater after
college, but even in that realm, Pam was one of my best guides.
During the arduous thesis writing process, she insisted that I
rethink and rewrite until I had said what I meant, serving as
my first editor and giving me a glimpse of what was to come
in my writing life. Now
that I am a children 's
book author, she is one
of my strongest supporters. She still encourages
me to be fearless and to
go beyo nd w hat I think
the limits of my abilities
are. Sometimes I think
she really overestimates
what I am capable of, bur
what a wonderful quality to have - to believe
so fiercely in the talents
of your students. I would
like to think that our
professor-student bond is
special, and it is, but I can
tell from hearing Pam talk
about other former and
current students that she
has developed this connection with many students.
She stays involved in their
lives by choice and truly
cares about and champions their endeavors. Pam is a gifted professor, director,
designer and artist; but her greatest gift may be her ability to
inspire and to dare us to dream.
m
About the Author: Ginjer Norris Clarke ('94) is a children's book author
and freelance writer with elephanteditorial. com. She has published five nonfiction children '.r readers for the Random House Step Into Reading Series and the
Grosset and Dunlap All Aboard Reading Series. Clarke and her husband, jay
('92), were married on the Quad in 1995 and live in Richmond.
About the Professor: Theater professor and nationally recognized costume and stage wear designer Pamela S. Johnson won a Meritorious Achievement
Award at the 2004 Region IV Kennedy Center American College Festival. She
also won a 2004 national faculty fellowsh ip in costume design and the 2004-05
Carl Harter Distinguished Teacher award in the College ofA rts and Letters.

Tell us about those special Professors You Love. This series, written by alumni and students, won the CASE
District Ill 2005 Grand Award for feature series writing. Keep those top-notch submissions coming. Send entries
to madisonmag@jmu.edu or Madison, JMAC #6, Suite 21, MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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The healing power of play
Despite the tsunami 's devastation, the chtldre n of Sri L anka
send a message of hope B Y A NNE S TEWA RT, PH.D .
ooking out of the window of the van as we travel red, poignantly, with colorful tangles of clothing. We also see these
southward, I am overwhelmed with both the beauty bright spots of clothing high in the trees. We are told that these are
of Sri Lanka's coastal scenery and the magnitude of bright saris, stripped from the women and girls during the tsunami.
the devastation. I arrived in Sri Lanka in early Feb- While we silently offer our hope that the women and girls who
ruary in response to the tsunami that struck South once wore the clothing are safe, we know it is not likely that they
Asia and parts of Africa on Dec. 26, 2004. Scien- survived. Unexpectedly, I begin to question the logic of being there
tists report that the earthquake that generated the tsunami was to play in the midst of this disaster. I feel unmoored and adrift.
Almost three hours south of Colombo, our team reaches the
23,000 times as powerful as the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima. In Sri Lanka alone, the death toll was more than 43,000 fishing village of Weligama, lying right next to the sea. The van
slows to a stop. The Indian Ocean is about 20 yards to my right. A
mothers, fathers and children; family, friends and neighbors.
I had come to Sri Lanka with others from the Association for broken boat lies on the beach amid piles of debris. On the left is a
Play Therapy to provide play-based interventions to children desolate scene, more rubble and a blue tarp suspended in the breeze.
traumatized by the tsunami. I had left my home in Harrisonburg I do not see any people and am not sure why we are stopping. We
and my psychology classes at JMU to come to Sri Lanka because I are told, 'This is our camp. The children are expecting you.'
As we step out of the van and walk across the road, a young
believe the welfare of each child is connected to the well-being of
woman approaches us with a baby on her hip. She greets us with a
all children everywhere and because I believe I can help.
Even after the tsunami, Sri Lanka is a paradise. As our small head shake and smile. Within seconds, 40 children, from 2 to 16
team of mental health professionals continues to head south from years old, appear. T he woman explains that she is the teacher for
Colombo, however, the devastation soon appears. The road, run- the children and that the children would like to perform for us. A
ning parallel to the beach, becomes lined with rubble - pile after young girl performs the "bangle" dance, gracefully posturing her
pile of bricks, cement and decaying tree trunks. The piles are dot- small hands and then tapping her wrists together. Of course,

As a welcome to the play therapy team and the author (ins.et), the teens of _W elig·
ama perform a traditional Sri Lankan dance as younger children clap and smg along.
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she has no bangles. Three teenaged girls
then do a traditional dance while the other
children clap and sing songs to accompany
them. Their pleasure and enjoyment in one
another are clear.
Then, surprisingly, the children scurry
into a large circle and motion for us to join
them. Their faces have the same impish
looks we have all seen on our own children.
Giggling mischievously, the children look
at one another and raise one arm. In unison
they sing, 'You put your right hand in, you
put your right hand out.' We laugh, and
almost cry, in disbelief. The Hokey Pokey!
These children had been taught The Hokey
Pokey by an earlier team and practiced it in
English for our visit. These children without homes, full of grief and loss, had been
getting ready to surprise us. Here by the
sea, with these children, I understand again
the resilience of children and the important
contribution of play in changing a legacy
of destruction and loss to a future of hope.
Our team works directly with children
and family members who survived the tsunami and consults with teachers and caregivers. We visit one to three sites each day,
seeing children who resided in orphanages
and tent camps. In most instances, the
camps are near their previous home community and very close to the sea.
The children approach the team curious and shy, and very quickly join us in
our play activities . Our team includes our
fellow playmates, aka translators, Surangani and Kumari, who help us identify and
engage with the groups' leaders, and then
have a playful introduction to the children,
usually with a "Hello" song. We find the
children also enjoy having a time to perform for us, often singing songs they composed about the losses they had sustained.
All of the play activities we engage in
with the children are based on research
regarding the components of effective treatments for child survivors of trauma. These
were the same kind of activities I had done
in Boston with children healing from the
trauma of abuse and neglect or from witnessing domestic violence. These were the
same activities I shared with children in
Bosnia, Cambodia, Mozambique and Vietnam to heal from the trauma of living with

HEALING

POWER

OF

PLAY

violating some cultural or religious norm,
we ask the official to m ake sure our group
is comfortable and satisfied with the training. After consulting with the p articipants,
she approaches us and announces that "the
women would very much like you to repeat
everything, so they can learn it more thoroughly while you are here." What a delightful surprise. It is a deeply gratifying training
D INAN! N ISANSALA, 14 years old
experience and a tender and tearful parting
as we genuinely tell the women, "From our
landmines. The very same activities I use h earts, to your hearts, we wish you well."
with children in Virginia. Children healing And we continue to, every hour, every day.
There is sp ecial joy in working with
from the trauma of witnessing the drowning of a classmate. Children healing from these adults and children . I want to tell
them everything will be all right, but everythe trauma of9/ l l.
Such play-based activities help normalize thing is not all right. Nor is it all right with
reactions, promote positive coping and self- m any children around the world. In the
soothing, correct misattributions, encourage world, there are mountains of despair. The
social support, and instill hope. Translated landscape is littered with all types of debris,
(literally and figuratively) into action, these with the remnants of broken famil ies and
factors are incorporated into culturally con- broken communities. Children's lives that
gruent puppet plays, songs and expressive are broken by violence, by oppression, by
arts, and experiential activities. For example, hopelessness. But despite the debris, despite
guided by information from the orphanage all our concerns, fears and all that we see, I
or camp leader, a puppet play might have see a message of hope in Sri Lanka.
characters displaying a range of traumaI find the devastation of the communities
related symptoms: trouble sleeping, not is more than matched by the grace, wisdom
wanting to be with friends , only wanting to and resilience of the children and families
search for lost parents or friends. In play, the we meet. Their pain and hope is reflected
characters, with the children's suggestions, in words Dinani Nisansala, a young teenage
explore a variety of ways to feel better.
girl shares: 'Whenever I think about the day
A particul arly powerful activity is of December 26th, I feel like crying ... . My
"Rebuild your Village," in which the chil- friends, my relatives lost their lives. The sound
dren are asked to work together to create a of weeping, crying and shouting are still in
new village using the materials at hand. In my ears .. .. I don't hate the sea. I will not be
a few minutes the children gather materials able to get anything back by blaming nature,
and collaboratively construct a village to so I will not weep by thinking about what I
their liking, replete with a temple, homes, lost. I wish to live with what I gained."
a school, bridges, roads and, of course, a
I went to Sri Lanka because I believe how
playground. In the middle of this destruc- we care for our children, all our children,
tion, the children were ready to create.
is a measure of the state of our humanity.
We also have the opportunity to conduct I went to Sri Lanka because just one caring
training. We discuss the rationale for our adult - here, now, anywhere - can make
work and provide experiential training in the a positive difference in the life of a child. ffl
play activities for 25 teachers and community development officers. We first describe About the Author: Anne Stewart, Ph.D ., is
a graduate psychology professor and licensed clinical
our approach with the municipal officials psychologist in Virginia. She is a trainer, supervisor
and receive assurances that it is just what and playful practitioner ofplay and family therapy.
Learn more about the author's work in Sri
the participants are expecting and desire.
Lanka at www.psyc.jmu.edu/gradpsyclsrilanka.html
However, a short way into the program, we
and support her work with a gift to the Children
notice some women who seem quite shy and and Family Foundation at www.jmu.edu/developperhaps embarrassed. Concerned that we are mentlhow_to_gift!give_now.shtml

'Nature is a gift for
us. We were proud to
have such a beautiful gift. But today the
situation is different.
It is so sad.'

Do you have a story of service you'd like to share with Madison readers?
E-mail madisonmag @jmu.edu, call (540) 568 -2664 or write to Madison, JMAC #6 , Suite 21, MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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Ess a y

How do great souls
express themselves?

While this technique has produced amazing discoveries in
all fields of learning, it has also produced the specialist who,
according to the adage, "knows more and more about less
and less ." Now, realizing that all fields of knowledge are
interrelated, educators are beginning to believe that students
The humanities offer the key to the best of
should learn about these interrelationships before they select a
our culture BY GIULJANA FA ZZ ION, PH.D.
field in which to specialize.
The humanities are not educational luxury, and they are not
s a professor of foreign languages, literatures and just for majors . They are a body of knowledge and a means of
cultures, I have a strong basis in the humanities; and, inquiry that convey truths, judgments and significant ideas.
while I cherish them, I also try to spread their values Why read great works of literature by great authors? Because
and importance to my students. Why the humanities? an important part of education is learning to read, and the
Because they are the best that has been
highest purpose of reading is to be in
said , thought, written and otherwise
the company of great souls. Great souls
expressed about human experience. They
do not express themselves by the written
are important, not just to a few scholars
word only; they also paint, sculpt, build
or gifted students, but to any educated
and compose. An educated person should
person. They are important precisely
be able not only to recognize some of
because they embody mankind's agetheir works, but also to understand why
old effort to ask the questions that are
they embody the best in our culture.
central to human existence. To study
When one reads thoughtfully in the
them means to illuminate life.
great works from classical antiquity,
Kant defined the essence of the
medieval, Renaissance, 16th- through
humanities in four questions: What can
20th-century Europe, American
I know? What should I do? What may I
literature and historical documents,
what one finds most impressive is not
hope for? What is man? Those questions
are not simply diversions for intellectuals
the competence their writers show in
or playthings for the idle. As a result
the studies with which we associate
of the ways in which these questions Professors and students from a variety of
them. That is, of course, impressive; but
have been answered, civilizations have disciplines participated in the author's 2005
as impressive is the range of what they
freedom and humanities conference.
emerged, nations have developed, wars
knew, the staggering breadth of their
have been fought, and people have lived contently or miserably. reading, without which they could never have achieved the
The word humanities comes from the Latin humanus, which insights for which we honor them. I experience this in Dante.
means human, cultured, refined. The word had different It doesn't matter how many times I read and teach the Divine
connotations in different historical eras.
Comedy; I always find some new facet that makes me appreciate
When the first medieval universities were established in the this great poet even more.
12th and 13th centuries, the professors, mostly churchmen,
We are a part and a product of the great ideas of Western
were interested in arguing about metaphysics and religion. To civilization. But Western civilization is not, of course, the
them humanities meant primarily philosophy and theology.
world's only great cultural tradition. There are others, and we
The humanists of the Renaissance asserted the intrinsic value should expect an educated person to be familiar with them
of man's life on earth, as opposed to the medieval interest in because they have produced art, literature and thought that are
eternity. Hence humanities included disciplines that would compelling monuments to the human spirit and because they
make man's life richer and more meaningful: the languages and have made significant contributions to our history. Those who
literature of Greece and Rome, fine arts, music, and philosophy.
know nothing of these other traditions can neither appreciate
The 19th century witnessed a certain loss of prestige of the the uniqueness of their own nor understand how theirs fits into
humanities to the sciences and social sciences because many a larger world.
men believed that science could procure everything that man
Whatever endeavors our JMU students ultimately choose, some
needed or wanted. But, in the 20th century, there came the substantial instruction in the humanities, including non-western
important realization that science is not an unmixed blessing. traditions, should be an integral part of everyone's collegiate
The atomic bomb, insecticides, drugs and other scientific education. The study of the humanities enriches all.
ffi
inventions can ultimately destroy man unless they are controlled
About the Author: Giuliana Fazzion, Ph.D., is head ofJMU's Departby individuals of high ideals, morality and good will.
ment ofForeign Languages and Literatures and a professor of Italian. The Rome
Another troublesome development has been the tendency to native has organized three conferences with universal themes that highlight the
explore a field of knowledge in depth rather than in breadth. rigorous intellectual and interdisciplinary climate of]MU.
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Pict ureThis

Crisscross
lheQaad
The Quad was churned
up this summer as
crews completed the
renovation of j-farrison
Hall and lso replaced
and pgraded the lighting
an existing sidewalks
w)t6re students have
:/'6eaten paths i
grass;
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Psychology professor Gr e gg Henriqu e s

offers up an audacious new theory to

encompass,

well, everything we know or

think we know, from science to culture.

From 't~at dirty little science' grows a ...

Treeo
By

R ANDY JON E S

JUST BEYONQ TH E EDENI C EXPA N SE OF JMU's Q UAD WAITS

the Tree of Knowledge. You could reach it on an April
afternoon this past spring by forsaking the Quad's plush
I

turf, where students sunned and tossed Frisbees, if you
I

passed straight through the arched, bluestone doorways
of Sheldon Hall and into neighboring Johnston. There,
up the staid, in office 216, on a poster pinned to a wall,
was the Tre~ of Knowledge, arrayed in all its schematic
I

splendor. B~neath it, as Siddhartha to his fig, sat Gregg
Henriques, graduate psychology professor.
https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol28/iss2/1
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KNO WLE DGE

Unlike he Buddha, Henr· ques can remain becalmed but
briefly beneath his tree. I Ernth, he erupts when prompted to
discuss his que t of disco;very and enlightenment, the Tree of
Kno ledge. Congenial a d impassioned, a seasoned academic
on tHe youthful side of 4 years, Henriques speaks about the
tree's intricacies in a fluent and undulating cadence, shifting
to-anti-fro in His roller c air, his voice rising occasionally to
a pinched squeak of enthusiasm. But that's OK. There's so
little ime (for IJS on Earth) and so much knowledge to convey
- fr@m the bi bang through the whole shebang: quantum
gravity, evolu ion, B.F. Skinner, Sigmund Freud and, somewhere in there as well, one "hot" hominid.
With life so short and knowledge so long, one of the major
b nefits of Henriques's Tree of Knowledge System, dubbed
ToK, is t at it streamlines knowledge into an integrated and
unified plan, according to Henriques and his supporters. Concisely said, the ToK is a complex theory of "the evolution of
complexity, as presently mapped out by science," as Henriques
has written; the poster is the visual shorthand. The system
takes the full spectrum of what we know (and think we know)
and systematizes it into "four distinct, hierarchically arranged
levels of complexity: matter, life, mind and culture," says Henriques. In this regard, the tree is more trunk than limbs, more
palm than apple.
Leigh Shaffer, anthropology and sociology professor at
West Chester University in Pennsylvania, was "blown away"
when he first read one of Henriques's papers elaborating on
ToK. "Gregg had succeeded in writing a readable, compelling
account of cosmic evolution and the place of human beings
within it in a way that suggested a fresh vision of how the academic disciplines in natural and social science could be linked
to one another," Shaffer writes in an e-mail. Last year, he contributed an article to one of the journal of Clinical Psychology
two special issues (December 2004 and January 2005) solely
devoted to discussing the Tree of Knowledge System.
IfToK sounds difficult, a simpler explanation arises from
another of Henriques's colleagues: his 5-year-old daughter.
She encapsulates it in an incantation: "Rocks! Planes! Animals!
People!" "There is a way to make ToK very basic and simple," says Henriques. Each of his daughter's specific class of
things corresponds to ToK's abstract categories: rocks=matter,
plants=life, animals=mind and people=culture. Thought of
this way, ToK simply traces the advance of an increasingly I

s

complex universe, as seen from the vantage point of a groomed
and cultured human race chat just continues to accumulate
more knowledge and encumber itself with ever more intricate
systems - witness the advent of computers, text messaging or
the U.S. tax code.
What links one category or level to another along the
tree's trunk are critical "joint points," the conceptual keys
to understanding the system's broad implications. Henriques defines these points as the passageways - or "theoretical frameworks" - that acco unt "for the emergence of
a new dimension of complexity." For instance, the physics of quantum gravity is the joint point that describes the
emergence of matter from the pure energy of the big bang.
Through the mechanics of quantum gravity, matter steadily
grew in complexity: Cosmic gases condensed into clouds,
clouds into galaxies, stars and solar systems, and eventually
Earth, where matter gave rise to a multitude of diverse atoms
creating "increasingly complex chemical systems," as Henriques
wrote in a 2003 article in the Review of General Psychology.
As these chemical systems developed, one particular class
exhibited self-replicating behavior and "became increasingly
complex and eventually formed into huge strands of ribonucleic acid," Henriques continues. In time - say h u ndreds of
millions of years - "these self-replicating chemical machines"
produced cells with nucleuses and "finally large-scale, multicellular organisms." At this joint point, after a duration of
many, many millions of years, when a point is relative at such
an epochal scale of time, we enter the passageway from matter
into life, from rocks to plants. "This period from four billion
years to 700 million years ago saw the evolution of life through
natural selection operating on genetic systems."
The next joint point is the passageway from plants-to-animals or life-to-mind. Animals represent "a new type of multicellular creature" that "emerged between 640 and 550 million
years ago." What distinguishes animals is their ability to "move
around their environment as a coordinated singularity," Henriques writes. Movement and the dynamic of environmental
allures and threats therefore drove the evolution of the nervous
system. This is significant, as a central nervous system portends "a fundamental shift in complexity because the behavior
of animals is not fully restricted" to what's "encoded" in their
genes. (A rooted plane can only stay put and grow as dictated
by its genes.) As a result, animals make choices - mostly reac-

I

'Gregg had succeeded in writin~ a readable, compelling account
of cosmic evolution, and the plaqe of human beings within it, in a
way that suggested a fresh vision of how the academic disciplines
in natural and social science could be linked to one another.'
LEIGH SHAFFER,

anthropology and sociology professor at West Chester University in Pennsylvania

I
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rive or conditioned ones - in responding co pain and pleasure, as any dog lover knows: Is it good chewing chis crashed
blueberry yogurt container on the cold floor? Yes, but it's
cozier on char comfy white couch!
Thus, as Henriques writes, "The period from 640 million
co 5 million years ago saw the evolution of the animal mind."
And the joint point or "laws" that describe the emergence of
mind-from-life, and increasingly complex minds - say from
cats to dogs - Henriques formally calls behavioral investment
theory." Essentially, BIT explains the process by which animals compute their behavioral investments. The real advance
of BIT is that it pulls together the find ings of cognitive neu-

I
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roscience with the insights of B.F. The ToK is a complex
Skinner, the founder of behavior- theory of the evolution
of complexity, as presism, the branch of psychology that ently mapped out by
focuses on the external interactions science. The poster is
of animals (meaning humans, too) the visual shorthand.
with their environments. According to BIT, behavioral investm ents (and the genetic tendencies associated with them) that
are effective in producing beneficial consequences are selected
"for," whereas as those that fail to do so are selected "against. "
(Oh, footsteps on the stairs - better scamper off this couch
before I'm caught. Too bad about old Gunner, that beaglemix down the street that kept chasing cars and biting tires!)
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'The main division within psychology has been predicated on the
question of whether it is a natural science or a social science - or
whether it is a science at all.'
1

J ACK PR ESBU RY,

psych9!ogy professor at ]MU
I

It's important to remember chat as each successive phase of
omplexity
atter, life, mind and so on - emerges, it
ncorporates ose laws - quantum gravity, natural selection,
ehavioral in estment theory- chat preceded it. "Let's say we
wanted to un erstand the behavior of a lion hunting an anteope," says Henriques. 'The ToK System would argue chat we
eed to look at this behavior as the composite of three nested
imensions o ' complexity. There is the behavior of the animal
· s a whole, w ich is the psychological or mental dimension.
hen there i the organic or biological dimension and finally
he material orphysical dimension."
And what if w expand the picture and include the human
scientists studying the lion hunting the antelope? That's when
K..get
'n,volved because we've then made another leap
in complexity from mind (animals) to culcure (people). It is at
this joint point that Henriques did some of his most innovative and, by his own estimation and that of others, revolutionary thinking. In fact, if every tree of knowledge has its genesis,
then it is here that the contours of the system began to take
shape in earnest for Henriques himself, long before he envisioned the full ToK System.
His intellectual odyssey began 10 years ago when he contemplated a question posed by others in his field: Why did
psychology lack a unifying, overarching theory chat reconciled and brought under one tent (or even into one university
department) its opposing camps armed with disparate theories? Physics had quantum gravity; biology had the evolutionary synthesis; so what about psychology?
"My discipline," Henriques said earlier this year during a
lecture series at JMU on human freedom, "is clearly characterized by a state of fragmented pluralism." This fragmentation
can be traced back historically; at its inception, psychology
was the introspective love child of literature and philosophy,
growing up wild in the liberal commune of humanism. Then,
in 19th-century Germany, it was adopted and disciplined for
science by Wilhelm Wundt, the first one to send psychology
into the laboratory and apply the rod of scientific method.
Acknowledging its humble origins, William James, known
as "the father of American psychology," called it "that dirty
little science."
'The main division within psychology has been predicated
on the question of whether it is a natural science or a social
science - or whether it is a science at all," says Jack Presbury,
also a psychology professor at JMU. "Gregg is trying to show
that there is a way for these various points of view to unite."

The Justification Hypothesis, devised by Henriques, is the
way to unite these points, "Specifically, [the] JH is a theory
of the changes in the evolution of the hominid mind that
resulted in the emergence of human self-consciousness and
culture," Henriques said during his human freedom lecture.
"The central idea chat organizes the JH is the notion that
humans have an elaborate self-awareness system because the
evolution of language created the problem of justification. In
brief, humans became the only animal that had to explain why
it did what it did."
Putting it another way, the acquisition of language spurred
human evolution by increasing our capacity to access our own
thoughts and communicate important information such as,
"Hey, there are antelope over there; let's go kill them." "But
guess what?" asks Henriques, leaning forward intently in his
chair. "All the things you're chinking aren't necessarily things
that you would want to share with me. Consider, for example,
if I was paired with some hot hominid and you were looking,
chinking, 'Hey, I wanna move in on this action.' You wouldn't
want to say, 'Well, I'm just being friendly with you so that
she spends time with me and therefore we get to do things,"'
Henriques continues.
The crux of his JH theory is that humans did not "initially
have the capacity to hide our thoughts." But with the increasing complexity of language and the ability to manipulate it and
thus our thoughts, all of which fostered group behavior, cohesion and identity, the question becomes, as in the case of that
hot hominid, "How are you going to justify your thoughts in
a manner that moves me the way you want me to be moved?"
he says, now rolling his chair over to grab a soft drink (you
half expect Red Bull) from a compact office refrigerator. "In
other words, now you say, 'Oh well, hey, I'm just hanging
out,' rather than, 'My goal is to separate the two of you and
take your mate."' In this way, JH echoes Freud's original theory about the three-way tension between the id-ego-superego.
According to Freud's analysis, the ego must negotiate a socially
acceptable course of action between the animal impulses and
drives of the id and the authoritarian, law-giving imperatives
of the superego - a demanding and delicate balancing act.
This passage into self-awareness via justification is the joint
point that captures the emergence of culcure-from-mind (or
people-from-animals, by his daughter's rubric). That is, JH
can be applied to an individual as well as a tribe, a group
or a nation. Culcure, in its broadest sense, is the layering of
belief systems - aesthetic, political, religious, social and so on
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When it was made public, ,he thought ToK 'would be
immediately recognized as the path to the Holy Grail,' he says.
The response, however, pas been something less.
- and our collective justifications for the same. "The period
from 5 million years ago through today saw the emergence of
culture, which occurred for one particular animal, the human
being," Henriques states. So now if we wish to understand the
behavior of those humans studying that lion, we can approach
it from four nested dimensions of complexity starting with culture. After all, it is the justification systems that guide human
investigation. As Henriques writes, "The ToK System suggests
that science is a particular branch in the evolution of justification systems built on the value of accuracy." It reveals a lot
about a person's belief systems (or foolhardiness) if he stalks
with a spear, gun or camera. Is the stalker a shaman, trophy
hunter or scientist?
So, how does JH unify psychology? Meet Sigmund Skinner
or B.F. Freud.
As Henriques put it in the Review of General Psychology:
"One needs to look no farther than the ideas of B.F. Skinner and Sigmund Freud, perhaps the two greatest figures in
psychology, to see that markedly contrasting views have been
taken [in psychology]. Each proposed a grand theory that has
had a tremendous impact on the field. Yet, the two perspectives
appear to be wholly incompatible." Skinner, a strict behaviorist, firmly rooted in empiricism and scientific method (with
little use for cognitive psychology), abhorred Freud's theories
of the id-ego-superego and his psychoanalytic practices such
as free-associating. Nonetheless, as Henriques writes, Freud
"wove together powerful insights" about unconsciousness and
the workings of the human mind, if one discards the bunk
of his ideas about Oedipal urges and other such complexes.
Despite their seemingly irreconcilable differences, the fundamental insights of Skinner and Freud "box in" the mind
section on the Tree of Knowledge and "provide a unified theoretical framework for [psychology]," Henriques writes. When
trimmed and dressed up in behavioral investment theory,
Skinner's ideas, which focused on the animal-human mind
and "deepened and promoted our understanding of behavioral
selection more than anyone else," frame the life-to-mind joint
point (or plants-to-animals). Likewise, Freud's matrix of the
id-ego-superego describes a "justification filter" that frames
the mind-to-culture (or animal-to-people) joint point, when
his work is "anchored" to the Justification Hypothesis' theory
about the evolution oflanguage and the "nonverbal mind" meaning, in reference to that hot hominid, what I hide from
you or you from me.
Hence Sigmund Skinner or B.F. Freud.
Boxing in mind as he does in ToK lets Henriques offer a
new definition of psychology. And he likens the contrast
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between his unified vision and the discipline's current state of
fragmentation to the difference between "music and noise" or,
one might add, between Om and Huh? Henriques starts by
overthrowing a seminal assumption expressed by J.B . Watson,
the founder of behaviorism, and others who assert that there
is "no dividing line between man and brute." As Henriques
argues in a target article for the two special issues of the journal of Clinical Psychology, the manbrute-bruteman view can
leave psychologists grappling with "two separate but intimately
related problems." On the one hand, they must deal with the
conundrum of "animal behavior in general" and on the other,
"human behavior at the individual level."
Henriques, however, proposes there is a line dividing man
from other animals, and psychology should reflect it by establishing two large scientific domains. One domain, which he
labels "psychological formalism," should explore "mental
behavior," meaning it must incorporate the cognitive, behavioral, and neuro sciences. The other domain, "human psychology," should be considered "a unique subdiscipline because
human behavior takes place in a metalevel societal context."
The world of justifications.
As Henriques sees it, such a schema would lead to a more
useful application and popular understanding of psychology.
"The disorganization of psychological science has interacted
with 'nonscientific' views of human behavior in the population at large to 'render psychology's contributions to the
world's most pressing problems much less potent than might
otherwise be the case,' he wrote in an e-mail summarizing his
concluding article ("Toward A Useful Mass Movement") in
the special issue.
So now that Henriques has the Tree of Knowledge, what's
he to do? He spent seven years cultivating, pruning and growing ToK, pursuing it as a sideline while he established his
reputation in psychology through a four-year stint as a postdoc and then research assistant professor of clinical psychology at the University of Pennsylvania working for Aaron T.
Beck, who is considered by many to be the father of cognitive psychotherapy. Under Beck, Henriques led a project that
provided therapy for suicidal people, with notable empirical
success. In August 2003, he joined the JMU faculty (where he
received his B.S. in psychology in 1991), about the same time
as he began publishing articles on the ToK System. When it
was made public, he thought ToK "would be immediately recognized as the path to the Holy Grail," he says. The response,
however, has been something less.
Nonetheless, Henriques is receiving validation for ToK from
colleagues around the country. "I think his ideas represent the
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'I find the theory [of ToK] very appealing because it's so
sensible! It integrates differing perspectives, rather than
against another.'
primarily defining

qne

HARRIET C . C O BB,

psyqhology professor at ]MU

possibility of a major contribution," says his former professor
at the University of North Carolina, Lawrence Calhoun. Henriques freely admits that his claims for the ToK System and its
revolutionary potential are "audacious." Ir is a bit like walking
into the university library and asserting you have a new system
for cataloging books, one far less arbitrary than the current
Library of Congress method. See how far you get. As Calhoun
adds, "The question is to what degree are psychologists going
to listen?"
Keith E. Stanovich, Canada Research Chair in Applied
Cognitive Science at the University of Toronto, sympathizes
with the prospect of getting colleagues to listen. "I know quite
well the immense difficulty of what [Henriques] is attempting
and admire his intellectual courage. Many in psychology are
opposed to grand theorizing. Henriques and I have both been
trying to break through this resistance," says Stanovich, who
has written about his own attempt "to bring theoretical uniry
to psychology" in his recent book, The Robot's Rebellion: Finding Meaning in the Age ofDarwin.
On this score Henriques acknowledges some disappointment in the struggle to spread a fire for the ToK, although
there is of late growing and smoldering interest, fueled in
part by the two special issues of the journal of Clinical Psychology. He also looks forward to a major symposium in
August at the annual meeting of the American Psychological Association. There are more journal articles forthcoming
authored by himself and colleagues throughout North America
that will deal with aspects of the system. He is also planning a
conference at JMU on the ToK system in either 2006 or 2007
and hopes to begin working on a book within the next year.
And even as many scholars may view Henriques's Tree of
Knowledge System and its unified theory as a noble but quixotic quest at best given the balkanized world of modern academics, precisely what attracts other scholars is the system 's
potential to offer a much needed "rapprochement and mutual
understanding and respect between the sciences and humanities," says Craig Shealy, director of the Combined-Integrated
Doctoral Program in clinical, counseling and school psychology at JMU. "One of the most compelling aspects of the ToK
System is that it lends itself clearly and directly to both rigorous scientific formulations and to the deep, real-world concerns of the humanist. "
Or, as another JMU colleague, Harriet C. Cobb, writes in
an e-mail, "I find the theory [ofToKJ very appealing because
it's so sensible! It integrates differing perspectives, rather than

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2005

primarily defining one against another (e.g. there is a place in
the framework for scientific explanations about the universe
and a place for holding beliefs about it that have emerged
from cultures). It explicitly provides a connection between science and the humanities that honors both of these domains."
As such , the ToK System is part of an honored tradition
within W estern intellectual history. Through the ages, and
especially during the Enlightenment, grand thinkers and
visionaries have desired to unify knowledge through a set of
interlocking explanations, what 20th-century novelist and
physicist C. P. Snow called a "dream of unified learning."
The renowned American sociobiologist Edward 0. Wilson
expressed this yearning in his popular 1998 book Consilience:
The Unity of Knowledge. Wilson urged scholars and educators
to stop "force-feeding students with some of this and some of
that across the branches oflearning" and to bind and join "science with the social sciences and the humanities in scholarship
and learning." Wilson and the late biologist Stephen J. Gould,
Henriques points out, agree that the "greatest enterprise of the
mind has always been and always will be the attempted linkage
of the sciences and the humanities."
These days it's just plain gutsy to make a claim for a unifying theory of knowledge, notwithstanding the indirect encouragement from Wilson or Gould. It's also worth recalling when
encountering any new theory challenging the perceived order
of things the reception of previous bold ideas at their debuting. For instance, Albert Einstein's 1905 paper on relativity,
written while he was a junior clerk in a patent office in Bern,
Switzerland, was rejected when submitted as a dissertation.
Still, Einstein persevered.
"Do not believe what your teacher tells you merely out of
respect for the teacher, " the Buddha says. "But whatsoever,
after due examination and analysis, you find to be conducive
to the good, the benefit, the welfare of all beings - that doctrine believe and cling to, and take as your guide."
For now, Henriques is sitting by his Tree of Knowledge. ffi

C
C

Tree of Kno wledge Web Pag e: Gregg H enriques has compiled his
thinking and that ofother psychologists and thinkers in an in-depth guide to his
Tree ofKnowledge System. It includes an introduction, diagrams, a Manifesto
for the Unity ofScience and the Problem ofPsychology. The professor explains in
detail the four joint points ofQuantum Gravity, Modern Synthesis, Behavioral
Investment Theory and j ustification Hypothesis. Interesting correspondences,
Wilson's Consilience, Reiser's Integration of Human Kn owledge, Chaisson's
Cosmic Evolution and H awking Diagram, follow, along with related papers,
ideas and links. To learn more about the Tree ofKnowledge and H enriques'
other work, go to http://psychweb.cisat.jmu.edu/ToKSysteml.
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Retirees Bubble B and Mr. B get serious about spreading fun
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use before I retired," she explains, "one
of che teachers begged me co be a clown
for her child's birthday." Forrest knows
he really shouldn't have been surprised
by how she cook co it. She had been a
dynamo in college ("I loved Madison.
le was my favorite," she says); and she
also had a natural talent for drawing out
children and others of all ages - a talent
she perfected while raising their four children and spending 30 years as an elementary school
teacher and librarian.
"Bubble B" donned a curly red wig and flowery
smock and got serious about the study of fun. "I went
by myself co the first class," she says with a playful jiggle. "He had co make hay." In face, Forrest questioned
her decision. He, after all, operated a successful 237acre farm the couple bought in the 1950s, and he still
raises beef cattle and keeps five miniature horses.
A reluctant Forrest eventually "came around co
her way of chinking," he admits. And, today, painting little faces, performing magic tricks and creating crazy balloon creatures are daily activities for
the 74- and 78-year-old Bubble B and Mr. B.

The roar of the tractor engine caused Forrest Hammond to
~ose hearing in_his right ear. The award-winning agriculturalist began farming 237 acres right after marrying Mildred.
Th~ couple have given portions of their farm to their four
children, Robbie Jo, Judy, David and Diana.
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ops, you forgot your balloons. Go
get them," Bubble B directs, and
then explains, "He's Mr. B, the
balloon man. OK, next question," she says, perched on the
edge of her seat. A fluttering ball
of energy, Bubble B is the outspoken member of the duo and can
work a room of 60 children as easily as an intimate group of three. Mr. B,
meanwhile, quietly creates a beautiful balloon flower
and lets Bubble B do the talking. The Berkeley
County, W.Va., natives complement each other - he
is the Harold Lloyd to her inner Joseph Grimaldi.
"The expression on people's faces, especially children's, is the best part about being a clown," Bubble B
says. The couple's lives are filled with Pooh Bear, princesses and monkey-in-a-tree balloon hats; and they love
every minute of it. The duo keep busy in performances
for company picnics, family and high school reunions,
church events, school events, private birthday parties, public libraries, weddings, parades, festivals, July
Fourth celebrations, store and mall grand openings,
anniversaries, nursing homes, veterans' hospitals and
even the local Dairy Queen and Shoney's.
"Nursing homes and the veterans' hospitals are
the roughest shows," says Bubble B, pausing. "It's
very hard to express your feelings to the veterans.
What makes every clown happy is feedback, and
sometimes you don't get that," she explains.
"At the last veterans' hospital visit, we gave all the
veterans purple hearts - all 75 of them," adds Mr.
B. "We put them on little cardboard stands." The
extra little touches like free gifts are trademarks of
Bubble B and Mr. B. The list of volunteer events at
which they perform rivals their busy work schedule.
The couple assists the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society, the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, Human
Life International, Girl Scout Troops and numerous
churches, town festivals and libraries.
The couple's traveling van is fully equipped with
all the clown comforts - a magic case, children's
games, face-painting kits, parachutes and Bubble B's
extensive hat collection. "It's loaded," she giggles.
Bubble B and Mr. B aren't just clowning around.
They are members of several professional organizations, including Clowns of America International,
World Clown Association and King Ring 94 Magicians. Bubble B is also a member of the national Professional Business Women's Association and teaches
clown classes.
The log cabin retirement life just wasn't enough for
the Hammonds. These native West Virginians entered
clown school when most retirees are enjoying being
grandparents. Bubble B and Mr. B's grandchildren,
Megan and Benjamin, "Bizzy Band Ben Bo," have
joined in on performances.
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ildred had been just as serious about lifelong learning
in her education career
and went to Shippensburg
University for a master's
in library science. Nothing
has changed today except,
perhaps, the pace, as Forrest "just got the Jefferson County Outstanding Conservation Farmer Award and will participate in the state competition," Bubble B says with pride.
Both stay on the cutting edge of clowndom. The couple
have completed Advanced Studies: the Arr of Clowning and
Advanced Studies: Road Show with Glenn "Frosty" Little
and Leon "Buttons" McBryde of Ringling Bros. fame. The
couple have also attended the University of Wisconsin La
Crosse Clown Camp, Komedy Kids Klinic, the Clowns of
America International Convention, Fun House Big 3 Convention and Disney's Keys to Service Excellence at Disney
University. Their hard work has paid off in countless ways
- millions of giggles and smiles - and a prestigious invitation to the Disney World Parade in Orlando in 2001.
Despite the enviable clown credentials and the daily
fun, "nothing compares to the looks on children's faces,"
says Bubble B. "Even better is when the grown-ups admit
to having fun."
m

Jaywalking may be OK when you have a personality that
stops traffic. Is that Mr. B "leading" the way? (lnse~) B~bble B
knows the perks of stardom include the never-ending JOY of
giggles, grins and requests for autographs from happy fans.
See Casey's photo essay at www.caseytempleton.com

*
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Fighting childhood obesity
Parents can protect the SesameScreec crowd
new epidemic is gripping our nation and spreading worldwide. You can see it in classrooms, playgrounds and the food court at the local mall: Far
too many kids are overweight. In just a few decades,
childhood obesity has become the biggest threat to
our children's health. Approximately one in six children in the United States is significantly overweight, putting them on
the fast track for heart disease, type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure
and many other ailments. Tens of thousands of our overweight kids
already have developed type 2 diabetes, a disease that once was almost
exclusively seen in middle-aged adults. Experts predict that many
children already living with this debilitating disease will become blind
or lose a limb by the time they reach their 20s or 30s.
As if it weren't bad enough, obesity rates have tripled for elementary school children in the last 30 years, and today's high school
students are twice as likely to be overweight as they were in the
'70s. In the final days of 2004, we hit an all-time low when the
American Heart Association announced that at least 10 percent of
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BY LISA TARTAMELLA KIMMEL

('92), M.S., R.D.

preschoolers are overweight. It was our wake-up call- our nation's
obesity epidemic had finally reached the Sesame Street crowd.
Because so many people view weight issues as personal responsibility, blame often falls on the victim or, in this case, on the parents. Whether they hear snide whispers at the grocery store or get
disapproving looks from neighbors, they carry the bulk of the guilt.
But mom and dad can't take all of the blame for this epidemic.
They aren't the ones spending $3 billion a year on TV ads for fast
food, and they aren't the ones cutting physical education and recess
from schools across the country. In short, parents aren't the cause
of this new epidemic. Far from it; they are the solution. Parents
have the power to protect their kids from our fattening culture, and
more and more of them are starting to take a stand.
As a working mom, I can relate to the balancing act that so many
of us face. After a long day at the office, the thought of putting a
home cooked dinner on the table or going for a walk easily falls to the
bottom of the priority list. The whole idea of switching to a healthful
lifestyle can seem overwhelming, but it's easier than you might think.

PHOTOGRAPH BY DONNA DAY/STONE
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Clearing the cupboards

Return of the family meal
Forry years ago, putting together a family
meal was a two-hour project. Given the realiry that families in which both parents work
outnumber those with only one breadwinner,
trying to find an extra 15 minutes seems like
a burden. Lengthy commutes, long workdays
and possibly juggling m ulti-pie jobs result
in many of us being handed dinner from a
drive-through window or calling for takeout.
In the process, we hand over control to Ronald McDonald or Papa John. Research shows
that bringing back the family meal is time
well spent. Children who eat regular family
meals consume more vegetables, drink less
soda and eat fewer fried foods. Simply put,
their diets are more healthful. Putting a wellbalanced dinner on the cable doesn't require
a degree in culinary arts either. Here are a
few tips for chose short on time:
• Take a few minutes to plan your meals for
the week. Before you head to the grocery

store, make a shopping list and save it for future trips. Having the food on hand makes
it m uch easier to whip together a meal.
• Pre pare meals in bulk. Many meals,
like soups and casseroles, keep well in the
freezer. Invest in a slow cooker that does
mos t of the work while you're at the office.
Make the most of the microwave and the
grill - both cue down on cooking time.

O B ES I TY

Activity in a sedentary world
0besity rates have
While most parents are rushing around,
tripled for elemenour kids are sitting still. At home, the
tary school children in average child watches three to four-andone-half hours of television every day,
the last 30 years and giving
advertisers a captive audience for
today's high school
the latest cola or cookie con coction. In
fact, children who watch television are exstudents are twice
posed co 40,000 advertisements for junk
as likely to be overfood a year. In the midst of this feeding
fren
zy, watching television takes the place
weight as they were
of physical activity, the other piece to the
in the '70s.'
puzzle. In addition to setting the table and

Kids want to be healthy and active. The
challenge for parents is to create a home
environment that helps them reach that goal.

Many parents respond to the onslaught
of fast food res taurants and TV ads for
sugarcoated cereals by launching an all-out
counterattack against our fattening culture.
They banish soda, cookies and chips from
the pantry and cry to ass ume total control
over what and how much their children eat.
Bue chis type of micromanagement may
actually do more harm than good. When
inevitably confronted by "forbidden" foods
outside the home, most kids overindulge
to make up for lost time. What's a parent
to do? Teach your kids to become moderate eaters. Instead of keeping their favorite
chocolate chip cookies under lock and key,
make chem available every once in a while.

C HILDH OO D

('92)
author of Generation Extra Large

LI SA T ARTA M ELL A KI MMEL

• Serve easy-to-prepare breakfast foods at
night. You can fit most of the food groups

into an omelet. Even hot cereal topped with
fruit and nuts is a nutritional powerhouse.
Most grocery stores and food manufacturers have taken notice of our modern
daytime crunch by providing timesaving
meal staples. When preparing your weekly
menu, use convenience items like rotisserie
chicken, precooked skinless chicken strips,
pre-cut or frozen vegetables and pre-washed
bags of salad or spinach.
• Shop smart. Turn your grocery score into
a classroom by teaching your kids how to
use the information provided on food labels. Take them on a tour of the produce
aisle and have them choose a few items.
You'll have better success at getting them to
eat it when it's on the table.
• Revoke your membership in the "clean
plate club." Children, especially very young

ones, have a built-in sense of how many calories they need every day. These needs can
change rapidly as they go through growth
spurts and lags. Give them small portions;
and let them decide when they' re fu ll.
They'll ask for more if they're still hungry.
• Stick to a schedule. Just as kids need a
bedtime routine, keeping to a mealtime
schedule is equally important. It also helps
them to maintain their normal hunger cues.
• Begin with breakfast. It's still the most
important meal of the day. Not only does
it jump-start the morning with energy, kids
who head to school with breakfast under
their belt have better concentration and do
better on tests.

restocking the cabinets, parents can compete with the remote control.
Do whatever you can to prevent your
kids from permanently p lanting themselves in front of the tube. Studies show
that kids who watch five or more hours of
television a day are four times more likely
co be overweight. Encourage creative play
with coys or dance in the family room.
• Get outside on the weekend. Don't get
bogged down with household chores. Go
outside and play with your kids! Take a
nature hike or throw around the football.
The laundry can wait another hour.
• Turn off the ignition . If feasible , walk
your kids to school or at least to the bus
stop. Whenever possible, run your errands
on foot. Even a 15-minute walk can make
a difference.
• Stimulate skills. Enroll your kids in an
activiry that interests them such as martial
arts, a team sport, swimming or ice skating.
• Assign active chores. Vacuuming, washing the car and mowing the lawn all add to
your daily exercise quota.
• Most of all, be a positive role model. If

your kids see you rushing out the door
without breakfast or think that you're getting your exercise by working the remote
control, it's unrealistic to expect them to
value the importance of nutrition and
exercise. By making a family commitment,
you're establishing a foundation for a life-
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Abou t the Au t hor: The author a/Generation Extra Large: Rescuing our Children from the
Epidemic of Obesity, Lisa Tartamella Kimmel M .S.,
R.D . ('92) provides nutrition and wellness counseling and manages the outpatient clinic at Yale-New
H aven H ospital's Centers of Nutrition. She dedicates
this article to her father, Michael Tartamella.

Do you have an area of expertise you'd like to share with Madison readers?
E-mail madisonmag @jmu.edu, ca ll (540) 568-2664 or write to Madison. JMAC #6, Suite 21. MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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{Books}
Generation Extra Large
BY LISA TARTAMELLA KIMMEL

('92),

ELAINE HERS C HER

AND CHRIS WO OLSTON

2004 Basic Books
ISBN 0-465-08390

Nipple Confusion, Uncoordinated Pooping and
Spittle: The Life of a
Newborn's Father
B Y RO GER FRI EDMAN ('92)
2005 iUniverse Inc.
ISBN 0595338283

First-time father Roger Friedman ('92) became a first-time
Generation Extra Large
author when his notes and
reveals the truth about the
obesity epidemic and uncov- jotted-down anecdotes turned
ers the cultural
into an insightful account of
Generation and economic
the first year of parenthood.
causes of childThe Georgetown University
editor discusses all the firsts
hood obesity.
about pregnancy and fatherThe book
offers real-life
hood - the ones that everyone
Rt"+JCuinic Our Children From the
Epidemic of Obesity
fails to mention, including he
examples of
says, "the first time you discover
.=..
families who
... ..... are finding crebaby poop smeared on your
tie minutes before you need to
ative and simple solutions.
Nutritionist Lisa Tartamella leave for work" iUniverse Inc.
says, "Friedman captures all of
Kimmel ('92) and her coauthors supply practical tips his daughter's firsts in an often
humorous, sometimes poignant
for every family, including
and occasionally grown-up
advice on healthy eating
manner. ... It's an enjoyable,
at every age, from infancy
honest account of the confusthrough adolescence. T hey
also provide the one element ing, terrifying and downright
messy world of parenthood."
that has been missing in the
Friedman says that he hopes
ongoing debate about obehis book will prepare expectsity. Generation Extra Large
ant
fathers and mothers for all
is the first book that tells
the
unanticipated surprises of
- through interviews with
the
first
year. "I wish someone
children and teenagers had enlightened me before we
what it's like to be an overembarked on
weight kid in America.
this challeng"C ompelling and beautiing
quest,"
fully written, it's a mustsays
Friedman ,
read for every parent,
who with wife,
educator and health-care
Jessica, welprovider in America,"
comed Leah
says former Parenting
Janae Friedmagazine health editor,
man in 2004.
Melanie Haiken.
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Yaoza!
The Year of Yao
DOCUMENTARY FILM NARRATED BY COLIN PINE

('96)

April 15, 2005
New Line Cinema

T

he Year of Yao

documentary
chronicles the
Houston Rockets
center's first year in the
United States and the
NBA. Though the critics
were harsh, calling it a
"non-documentary," the
NBA Entertainment-produced film is a behind-the-scenes, entertaining look at the
Chinese basketball phenom. Yao Ming's translator and friend
Colin Pine ('96) narrates the film. Viewers watch Ming learn
English, basketball lingo and the aggressive American game.
Face-offs with Shaquille O'Neal leave viewers impressed by
Ming, especially his grace in handling Shaq's racial slurs.
The close relationship between Ming and his Madisoneducated interpreter is palpable throughout the film. Movie Web
site Fandango.com says, "Facing the odds against cultural
and language barriers, ... the NBA's most dominant player,
7-foot-6 Yao Ming succeeds in his first year in the NBA by
finding friendship and support in his American translator,
strength in the wisdom of his traditional Chinese values and
confidence in his own abilities."

Billibub Baddings
and the Case of the
Singing Sword
BY TEE M ORR IS ('92)
2004 Dragon Moon Press
ISBN: 1896944183
Tee Morris's first solo novel,
Billibub Baddings and the Case
ofthe Singing Sword pokes
fun at hard-boiled detective
novels, the fantasy genre, and
even the legend of Chicago's
1920 underworld. Morris'
tough-talking, axe-wielding

detective, the 4-foot dwarf
Billibub Baddings, must crack
the Singing Sword case. Baddings discovers that a brood
of ores and a renegade warlock have opened a portal of
oblivion in his home world
and are planning to submerge
his nine lands of Acryonis
into an Age of Darkness. T he
hero sabotages the evil scheme
but gets caught by the portal's
magnetism. Regaining consciousness, he finds himself
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in the heart of Chicago during the Roaring '20s, where
he must face the likes of Al
Capone. Dragon Page Radio
Talk Show host Joe Murphy
says, "Tee Morris thoroughly
lampoons both the fantasy
and detective genres while
still paying close attention to
good storytelling."
www.dragonmoonpress.com/billi

Emotional Anesthesia:
A Story of Learning to
Feel Life Again
BY TAMARA VIRGILIO ('99, '01M)
2004, PublishAmerica
ISBN 141371885X

Have you ever looked for ways
to numb pain, anger or uneasiness? Tamara Virgilio ('99)
offers hope to women dealing
with eating disorders and emotional problems in her debut
novel, Emotional Anesthesia.
Virgilio features 15-year-old
Janelle and her struggles with
anorexia, bulimia, depression
and emotional numbness. After
a suicide attempt, Janelle finds
herself in a hospital confronting dark memories and dealing
with her emotions. Through
self-discovery and exploration she recovers from
her emotional problems
and begins to experience life again. Virgilio
acknowledges that many
young women face issues
similar to Janelle's. "I
hope my book will help
some of them stop hiding and start to recover."
www.publishamerica.com

{Music}
Time Fi Akshan
BY AKSHAN ('OO)

{Book Signing}

2005, Akshan Music Enterprises

BY MATT BONDURANT ('93)
2005, Hyperion, ISBN 1401301819

Akshan ('OO) lays it on the line
in the liner notes on his debut
C D , Time Fi Akshan. The CD
"rakes reggae music to the next
level," says Akshan - aka
former student Nickia Palmer.
The Washington, D .C., disc
jockey's music reflects happenings that have given him
a "great understanding and
insight to life and all its possibilities," he says. "I hope my
album's array of songs will
touch the heart, induce selfchange, spark body movement
and highlight some of the
complexities of male/female
relationships." The C D is an
eclectic mix of dance hall and
roots reggae, with strong hiphop and rhythm and blues
influences. Akshan notes his
influences as Sizzla Kolonji and
the legendary Bob Marley and
R&B artists like Prince. "Reggae artists Spragga Benz and
Sizzla Kolonji, with their personification of lyrical strength
and positive portraits of female
adoration,
have had
the greatest
impact on
me," he says.
The 16-track
CD also
has three
unnamed
bonus tunes.
www.akshan
music.com
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The Third Translation

G

eorge Mason University professor Matt Bondurant's
debut novel centers around American Egyptologist
Walter Rothschild, who is living in London and has been
commissioned by the British museum to solve the riddle
of the Ste/a of Paser. an ancient Egyptian funerary stone whose
references to a "third way" of deciphering the stone's hieroglyphics have puzzled scholars for 3,000 years. Rothschild is seduced by
a young woman who steals a papyrus scroll containing the key to
the mystery. While on a quest to find the scroll and the seductive
thief. the Egyptologist encounters a bizarre modern-day Egyptian
cult obsessed with discovering the Stela's secrets. Bondurant's
elements of mystery, suspense, conspiracy and seduction create a
modern-day novel that explores the secrets of the ancient Egyptian world. Foreign-language rights to the book have been sold in
six languages. Bondurant began work on the novel while livi ng in
London and completed it while employed at the British Museum,
where he first viewed the Ste/a of Paser and learned of its intriguing, cryptic third translation. Booklist says, "Bondurant's extensive
research on the Ste/a has paid off in a literary page-turner whose
characters are as compelling and complex as the Ste/a itself." The
book was featured as a "hot novel" in the March 17 USA Today.
and Publisher's Weekly calls it "an ambitious debut, a sprawling
picaresque infused with mythic resonance."

* www.mattbondurant.com or www.thirdtranslation.com

The Metro Dukes hosted a book signing with Matt Bondurant ('93)
at Border, Books and Music at Bailey's Crossroads, Va., in April.
The GMU professor lives in Alexandria, and he did a spring series
of book readings and signings in the D.C. area at GMU, Olssons
Books in Arlington, Politics and Prose in Washington, D.C., and
Barnes & Nobel in Bethesda.
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Transformations

A different kind of labor
I

At first numbed and broken) I would ultimately learn there is no right
way to create a family BY DONNA RAGSDALE D U N N ('94)

I

never expected to have trouble getting pregnant.
I always liked to say I was born with childbearing hips.
After Randy ('93) and I had been married about five
years, I bought a copy of What to Expect When You 're
Expecting. A couple of years later, Dealing Naturally
with Infertility joined What to Expect on my bookshelf.
Then came a whole series of books like Yes, You Can Adopt!

I

After four years, a miscarriage and a battery of infertility tests,
I realized that creating a family would not go as I had expected.
This realization brought me grief, loneliness, frustration and,
ultimately, joy.
Randy and I thought the time was right to start a family in the
fall of 1999. A few months later when I discovered I was pregnant
and had miscarried, I was heartbroken and unprepared. I had

I

'I
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attended many baby showers but had never
gone thro ugh a miscarriage with a friend.
We waited a year before trying again.
I did not get pregnant. While people
joked that our church must have something in the water - eight or more babies
we re being born every month - I felt
broken. What was wrong with me?
I read books, joined Internet groups
and started charting my temperature. It's
amazing how you can spend years terrified about getting pregnant, then become
consumed with it when the time is right.
After a year of frustration, I went to see
my doctor. Near the end of 2002, we
went to a specialist and discovered that
because of a misshapen uterus I would
have a difficult, if not impossible, time
in carrying a pregnancy to term. At
fi rst, I was numb, as I explored as much
as I could about my condition and our
options. There is no "right way" to create
a family, I would learn.
A friend, Shannon Reid Harrison ('93)
told me, "We had lost five children to
miscarriage in seven years, and infertility
treatments had begun to take their roll on
our bodies and our patience." She, like
more and more adoptive U.S. parents,
turned to international adoption, which
has doubled in the last IO years. The Reids
brought Max home from Guatemala.
As Andrea Arndt of the JMU School
of Theatre and Dance put it, "Ultimately
yo u have to ask if you want to be pregnant or do you want to be parents?" She
and history professor Chris Arndt adopted
Olivia in December 2002 and Ruby in
November 2004 from China.
While deciding whether we should
adopt, Randy and I read and talked to
each other and to family and friends. We
asked how they would feel about a child
who would not look like us, from another
culture. Almost across the board, the
response was positive.
We had to consider the cost of adoptio n. Adoptions, domestic or international, can range from a few thousand dollars to nearly $30,000. We did not know
exactl y where all of the money would
come from but decided having a child in
our life was worth the cost. In February
2003, Randy and I applied to Bethany

DIF FE R ENT

OF

LABO R

'Ultimately you have
to ask if you want to
be pregnant or do you
want to be parents?'
A N DR EA AR N D T

School of Theatre and Dance

Andi and history professor Chris Arndt
adopted their daughters, Olivia and Ruby,
from China.

Christian Services, an adoption agency in
Fairfax. We attended three required classes
where we learned about the differences in
domestic and international adoption, and
had adoptive parents, adoptees and even
a birth mother come to prepare us for the
exhaustive and emotional process.
Our agency worked with 11 countries
and encouraged us to choose a culture
we felt comfortable with and one that we
felt we could share with our child as he
grew. Our caseworker suggested Colombia. With 20 different family courts in
Bogota - some faster, some notoriously
slower - it was difficult to predict how
long it would take to process the adoption
papers. We expected to spend between
five to 12 weeks there.
We had heard little about this beautiful country outside of illegal drugs . I felt
uncertain about our safety, but our caseworker assured us that it was safe and that
the program was stable. So, I put the potential 12-week stay out of my mind. We said
yes to Colombia.
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Those early months were difficult. In
my journal I wrote, "Now that the frenzy
(of paperwork and classes) has slowed, I
feel. I hurt for the loss .... It is like a visceral reaction to the internal turmoil of
my heart."
Deciding to adopt had helped me move
forward, yet, in the months of waiting,
there were times when I wondered if I
would ever really be a mother. Everything
else I had planned had gone awry; what if
this didn't work out either? Filling out the
paperwork was somewhat therapeutic, but
there were also times it made me angry.
Why was my life scrutinized in detail,
when I would see parents yelling at their
children in McDonald's or having a meltdown at Wal-Mart? Why didn't they have
to prove they were worthy to be parents?
We went to our local pregnancy center's
annual dinner as a favor to a friend, but
that night I wrote, "I found tears in my
eyes as I calculated [a] number: 180,000.
That's how many babies have been
aborted in the time that we have tried to
adopt one child."
Finally, in late 2004, our caseworker
called to say we had been assigned to an
orphanage and could submit our paperwork. Though the dossier was daunting - fingerprints , updated physicals,
updated references and more applications
- we were making progress. As Arndt
says, international adoption can take time,
but it is a relatively "predictable" process.
Something inside me changed. I didn't
feel like my old self. I wrote in my journal,
"I feel at peace this Sunday, knowing that
I will someday button a new little blazer
on my little boy or put on the purple
straw hat of my little girl. ... This Easter
Sunday, I thank God for hope."
On Monday morning, June 14 - coincidentally just four days after putting up
the crib - our caseworker called to say
she had received a referral for us. Our
baby was 3 months old and named Nicolas. As I sat waiting for the referral e-mail
to appear, I felt an overwhelming sense of
destiny. In seconds I would meet, at least
visually, the child who I would send off for
his first day at school, who I would watch
throw his graduation hat in the air and
who would likely be holding my hand
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when I leave this world. To be honest, the
referral moment turned out to be a little
anticlimactic. The picture was so tiny and
pixelared that all I could really tell was that
he was a little baby with dark hair wearing some sort of plaid outfit. Still, I was
thrilled. I immediately phoned Randy. As
soon as the words, "We have a son! " left
my mouth, the moment became real.
I hardly had time to think. The next
two weeks became a whirlwind of preparing to leave our lives and work for
up to 12 weeks. We flew out June 28,
expecting to meet our son the next day
only to find out that our presentation
was delayed. The orphanage director's
mother was gravely ill and could not
meet us. More waiting.
Bogota is a city in progress. Everywhere
you look there is construction - a mix of
old and new. The climate is cool at 9,000
feet above sea level, and the city is reaming with about 8 million people. "We
pray today flies by," I wrote in my journal, "and we will soon be meeting Graham
[Nicolas]. I was talking to a lady from Finland last night. She said the first meeting is
like nothing she's ever experienced before.
When she first saw her daughter, Maria
Jose, she said it was like rime stood still."
On July 2, we were taken to the home
of the orphanage director for our presentation. We put on our best clothes, packed
a diaper bag for the first time and brought
a little outfit for Graham Nicolas to wear.
I had to remind myself to breathe as we
waited on the director's couch. Finally,
she came in, kissed us and handed us a
little bundle dressed in white.
The moment was like a dream; I could
hardly rake it all in with my physical senses.
But recently, while looking back at the video
of our tiny son being placed in my arms,
I wept. In that moment, my life changed;
and I no longer felt broken. The song When
Love Takes You In by Stephen Curtis Chapman describes this perfectly, "Like the rain
that falls into the sea/In a moment what has
been is lost in what will be."
The next week was one of learning
about each other and learning how to
rake care of a baby. We didn't feel like
we knew what we were doing - we even

I
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rook a short trip without a diaper bag.
A near disaster! The wait for approval of
our adoption seemed interminable. We
couldn't see it then, but now we are so
thankful for the time to get to know each
other. Probably the most difficult rime
was after Randy had to fly back on Aug. 2.
He had missed five weeks of work, and we
had no idea how much longer we would
be in Bogota. Four days later, I found our
we had received the court's approval for
our adoption.
As I finished the last bit of paperwork, getting Graham ' s visa at the
U.S. Embassy, I felt a huge weight lift.
In some ways, it was finally real. We
were really going home. In my journal,
I wrote, "I was telling our representative, Isabel, on the ride back that I have
learned so much here. Mostly about faith
and trust. Even though I would have
rimed things completely differently, this
is the way it was meant to be for Graham
to be in our lives."
Friends have told me that after childbirth, the joy is so great that you can
hardly remember the pain. I suppose I
had a different sort of labor, but the sentiment holds.
What a joy our little boy is to us! After
years of hoping for a little one, it's wonderful to trip over colorful play mats in the
dining room and to find stuffed animals in

Dad and Graham during their f irst week
together in Bogota. Randy joked that the
long waiting time there reminded him of the
movie, Groundhog Day.

the most unexpected of places. Ir's a special
feeling to sir in the rocking chair that has
sat largely unused and to hear the rhythmic
creaking of the wood as I feed Graham his
last horde of the night. I look around his
star-filled room and I feel far, far away from
Colombia. Yet it is a place forever in my
heart because there are special people there
who brought us together with our son.
There is a biological mother who I pray is
comforted by God to know that her baby
has a "forever home" with parents who will
love and protect him. I think about her and
the love it rook to give Graham this life,
and I am grateful beyond measure.
A few months ago, in the night, Graham
was struggling with a cold and coughing
quite a bit. I had read that elevating rhe
head of the crib would help. In the darkness, I pulled four thick books off the shelf
in my room. In the morning, I noticed
that What to Expect When You 're Expecting was holding up Graham's crib. I never
expected that.
fl1
Abo ut the Author: Donna Ragsdale D unn
( '94) (ragsdaledunn@go.com) welcomes e-mail from
readers. The ]MU School of Media Arts and Design
graduate is the education and outreach coordinator
fo r the N orthern Virginia Daily in Strasburg, Va.

Do you have a story of transformation you'd like to share with Madison readers?
E-mail madi sonmag @jmu.edu, call (540) 568-2664 or to wri te Madison, JMAC #6, Suite 21, MSC 5718, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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{Alumni Board}

{Madison Cup}

New leaders

Can anyone
stop them?

Elaine Toth Hinsdale ('85) takes helm of alumni board

E

I

I
I

I
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BY JOSH PRINGLE

Jaine Toth Hinsdale ('85) was elected Springs, Fla., is president and CEO of United
president of the JMU Alumni Associa- Arts of Central Florida. The Orlando Business
tion Board of Directors in June. She has journal recognized her as one of its 100 most
served as president-elect for two years. influential people in 2002. Since 1989, United
Hinsdale is director of communications for Lock- Arts of Central Florida has raised more than $78
heed Martin in Orlando, Fla., where
million dollars. As CEO, Knight
she won the 2004 NOVA award, the
makes sure the arts have a voice in
corporation's highest recognition. She
every level of the local community
was recognized for her efforts in the
and government.
Nancy Bowman Lantz ('71) of
redesign of the company's Web site.
New members joining the alumni
Harrisonburg is director of grams and
association board within the last year
federal programs for Rockingham
are Dawn Smith Barnes ('93), Mark
County Public Schools. She and her
Chernisky ('92), Kevin Dunbar ('80),
husband, Hugh ('73), served as coSean Harrington ('98), Sam Jones ('91),
chairs of the Volunteer Leadership
Margot Haliday Knight ('74), Nancy
Committee of the Leeolou Alumni
Center Program Fund during Hugh's
Bowman Lantz ('71), John Leake ('87),
Elaine Toth Hinsdale
four-year term as president of the
Jamie Jones Miller ('99), Josh Pringle
('85) leads t he alumn i
alumni association.
('95) and Scott Thornhill ('78).
board for two years.
John Leake ('87) of Louisville, Ky.,
Dawn Smith Barnes ('93) of
Alexandria is director of human resources for
is a district sales manager for Holland America
Lines of Seattle, Wash.
Scientific and Commercial Systems Corp. in
Falls Church.
Jamie Jones Miller ('99) of Vienna is a legislaMark Chernisky of Fairfax is a business develtive assistant in the U.S. House of Representatives.
opmem manager for the Fairfax County EcoJosh Pringle ('95) of Arlington is merchandising
manager for Premium Distributors of Virginia.
nomic Development Authority. He and his wife,
He has served as president of the Metro WashErin Goewey Chernisky ('92), are active memington Alumni Chapter and is currently chair of
bers of the Metro Washington Alumni Chapter
and former JobFair organizers. Mark serves as
events similar to the JMU at GMU Basketball
the career services committee chair and is one
Game and the alumni gathering at Fat Tuesdays.
of the nine founders of the JMU Alumni ProfesL. Scott Thornhill ('78) of Richmond is a
sional Network (www.jmuapn.com). He and
senior vice president and investment officer/finanErin have a daughter, Emma, and are expecting
cial adviser for Wachovia Securities, where he has
served since 1991. He has served as president of
twin boys just in time for Homecoming 2005.
Kevin Dunbar ('80) of Hunt Valley, Md., is
the board of Willow Oaks Country Club and is
president of Dunbar Armored, a transportation
a member of the Elder River Road Presbyterian
Church. As a student, Thornhill represented comcompany. Sean Harrington ('98) of Littleton,
Colo., is a senior account executive with Entercom muter students on the SGA and established a calCommunications in Denver.
culator loan program in Carrier Library.
An active leader in the Richmond Chapter,
Alumni association board members involve
Sam Jones ('91) of Mechanicsville is an audit
alumni and current students in supporting the
manager with Keiter, Stephens, Hurst, Gary. He
mission and goals of JMU by providing quality
is married to Mary Macdonald Jones ('91).
comprehensive programs to support educational,
Margot Haliday Knight ('74) of Winter
cultural, service and socially diverse opportunities.
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('95 )

olfers ask themselves questions all
the time. What is my
tee time? What is the yard·
age to the hole? Is this an
eight iron or seven? Where
is the beer cart? But lately,
JMU golf enthusiasts have
been muttering - whether
under their breath or to
their friends - the same
question. Can anybody
stop the foursome of Mike
Kelly ('84), John Love
('86), Bob Palkovics ('87)
and Eric Schnurr ('84)?
In April the foursome
completed a three-peat of
the Madison Cup, JMU's
alumni golf championship.
The winning and second
place foursomes from each
of the seven universitysponsored golf tournaments compete in the cup
for the chance to etch
their names on the Water·
ford Crystal Bowl trophy
that resides in the Leeolou
Alumni Center.
Bull Run Country Club
in Haymarket, Va., hosted
the competition aga in, and
Denny Petrella ('83) and
Cheers Sports of Sterling,
Va., provided embroidered
apparel for all participants.
With Bull Run in fabulous
condition, the competing
teams needed only to deal
with three factors: slightly
cooler temperatures,
overcast skies and the
juggernaut of Kelly, Love,
Palkovics and Schnurr, who
bested the field by three
strokes. Pinpoint irons
and clutch putting were
the key to victory. Schnurr
says, "John and I really
were just along for the ride
today. Mike was perfect all
day long."

Dawn Smith Barnes ('93) * Mark Chernisky ('92) * A lex DerHovhannessian ('97)
* Kevin Dunbar ('80) * A.J. Fischer ('92) * Sean Harrington ('95) * E laine Toth Hinsdale ('85) * Sam Jones ('91) * James R. Katzma n ('89) * Margo t Haliday Knight ('74)
* Meda Lane ('71) * Nancy Bowman Lantz ('71) * Jo h n Leake ('87) * Betty Ball
Mann ('58) * Keith Mann ('06) * Jamie Jones Mi ller ('99) * J on Offley ('89) *
Josh Pringle ('95)

* Inez Graybeal

Roop ('35)

* L.
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Beunion of the Hearl'

Friendship of the '1958 Madison nine' survives the test of time
BY BETTY WALKER RUDD

('58)

n the fall of 1954, nine excited young women arrived on the
Madison College campus and formed a unique friendship
that was rekindled nearly 50 years later when we found one
another once again. I am one of those women.
Our friendship began when we were assigned to three
rooms in the basement ofJackson Hall, isolated from the
rest of the dorm because of an overflow of freshmen. Our immediate common denominator: We all had dining hall scholarships.
We were in this together. We had tight schedules, had to get up
early, set tables, serve food from mobile "trucks," clear tables and
get to class, sometimes still wearing our uniforms. Some students
thought we were hired waitresses. One of our favorite memories is
the tunnel that connected Jackson basement to che dining rooms in
Harrison Hall.
Our lasting common denominator : friendship. We laughed
together and supported one another. The homesickness and anxiety
that we initially felt faded as we formed a strong bond and became
one another's "family." Before first semester ended, though, we did
lose one of our original nine to homesickness. The remaining eight
managed to find enough mischief to eventually squash any feelings
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('05)

of homesickness or insecurity chat By the windows of their
Jackson Hall rooms:
dared disrupt our daily schedules.
Mischief, fun and hard work (Front): Betty Walker
Rudd, Iris Mahan Hutchinfilled our freshman year. Memories
son and Diane Janney
include sneaking in and out of our Melott. (Middle): Sue
ground floor windows, studying by Plentovich Hollinger, Pat
flashlight after "lights our" at 11 Lumpkin Rose and Elrose
p.m, and sneaking into the kitchen Plentovich Courie. (Back):
after hours to make cocoa. We Annette Moore Acree,
Kitty Kelley Saufley and
also mailed a letter to VMI asking
Lois Hall Caseiro.
for dates for a fall semester cabaret
dance - VMI cadets were the closest potential dates; unfortunately, however, their situation was more strict that ours. Our letter
got us "on probation" for six months.
Generally speaking, the mischief we created was minor - funny
and harmless - at lease from our perspective. As the years flew
by, we became closer. Five of us pledged Alpha Sigma Tau and one
pledged Tri Sigma. We had different majors and made similar and
different decisions. The fact chat whatever was good for one was fine
with che rest of us reveals the depth and maturity of our friendship.
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and extended our next reunion to
Almost 50 years after graduation, we discovered that our Madia week. In September 2004 we got
son friendship had survived the
together in Nags Head and rented a
house on the beach with a gazebo,
test of time. One by one we found
one another and rekindled our
a must location to watch sunsets
or, for some of us, await sunrises
friendship. Our group reconnected
with a steaming cup of coffee. We
through chance and circumstance. I
walked the beach, visited historic
got in touch with my old roommate,
Iris Mah an Hutchinson, through
sites and devoted the first few days
the 1958 Class Newsletter editor
to catching up, laughing and learnand found out that she lived close
ing more about each other. We
by. Five of our nine reconnected
simply had fun.
at our 40th class reunion and disFor our third reunion, we decided
covered that Diana Janney Melott,
it was time to revisit M adison
our roommate who had left school 1958 Madison friends from Jackson Hall: Acree, Hutchinson,
- where it all began. We gathered
Rose, Saufley, Anna Bland Faison Fisher ('59), Caseiro,
at Massanutten for a week in May
because of homesickness freshman Courie, Rudd and Hollinger.
year, had passed away. Annette
and shared more fun, laughs and
Moore Acree and twins, Elrose Plentovich had lost Diana, we completed our nine, by stories, but the high point of our visit was a
Courie and Sue Plentovich Hollinger, recon- adopting another dining hall work scholar,
campus tour. We were asto unded and a litnected at a high school reunion in 2003 and Anna Bland Faison Fisher ('59), who was
tle overwhelmed, by the changes, delighted
discovered that the twins lived near Iris. assigned to one of our Jackson Hall rooms
that the integrity of the original campus and
W ith the help of another former roommate, during sophomore year.
bluestone buildings has been preserved, and
Lois Hall Caseiro, we found the other MadiAfter we spent the first reunion weekend especially pleased that the Wilson Hall audison roommates and decided to get together.
sharing Madison stories into the wee hours,
torium remains as we remember. We also
Our Madison reconnection happened at we d ecided that two days was too short appreciate the growth and expan sion and the
a reunion in September 2003 in
reputation that JMU h as gained.
Maggie Valley, N.C., since six of
As members of the Class of 1958, ir
us now live in the Tar Heel state.
gives us an enormous sense of pride
We simply picked up where we
to realize that we are part of Madihad left off - sharing stories into
son's heritage, and when JMU celethe wee hours about our Madibrates its 100th anniversary, which
son antics, telling stories on one
coincides with our 50th reunion,
another and talking until coffee
we will be there with bells on, from
the next morning. Even though we
row center.
lifl

Friendship
Threads

L

ois Hall Case iro fo und a
way to perma nently commemorate our lifelong
friendship that began at
Madison. Since four members
of our group are quilte rs, she
proposed tha t we jointly c reate
a 1958 Friendship Quilt. The
quilt feature s 10 squa res, one
for each of the original "baseme nt nine," including Dia ne
Janney Me lott, who left Madison
after one semester and is now
deceased.Another square is
for Anna Bland Fisher ('59), a
fellow dining hall work scholar
and friend who moved into one
of our basement rooms during
sophomore year.
Each of us created a 12.5-inch
square that represents and symbolizes our friendship.
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Joined by the Madison College seal, each classmate's square
shows her connection and, yes, the upper left square is a
true story: While serving in the dining hall, Lois Caseiro accidentally spilled a tray on Dean Dorothy Garber.

The qui lt describes us as individuals and as a part of a united
group because - like us - each
square is so different yet so
much a part of a whole.
After our 2003 reconnection, Pat Lumpkin Rose wrote
the piece, Reunion of the Heart,
which appears in the center of
the quilt. It states: "True allia nces fo rmed so many years ago
must be valued and acknowledged. They willingly seized the
opportunity ... heart to heart."
Our quilt was featured in the
New Jersey State Quilt Show in
Edison, N.J., on June 9-10, and
we plan to share this emblem of
our wonderful friendship with
as many Madison friends as
possible. It will be on display at
the Harrisonburg Quilt Museum
in 2007. The quilt is symbolic
of our friendship and t he way
we always pulled toget her to
accomplish a common goal.

Do you have a 'My Madison' story to tell?
E· mail madisonmag@jmu.edu, call (540) 568-266 4 or write to Ma dison, J MAC #6, Sui te 21, MSC 5718, J MU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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{Reunions}

Did you miss it?
Spring Reunion
alumni
recall e11eryth1ngfrom
Reed Hall to 'call downs' and Mama Ding
Tom Dingledine (left) greets
his grandmother's Madison
College charges.

T

om Dingledine, whose
name should have a
familiar ring to Madison College alumni,
brought some celebrity and
history to Reunion Weekend in
April. He presented a talk on
his grandmother and Madison
College icon, Agness Stribling
Dingledine ('17), affectionately known as "Mama Ding."
He will write an article on his
grandmother for an upcoming
Madison magazine issue.
The Class of 1955 presented
JMU with a 50th reunion gift of
$57,193.83. The class exceeded
its original reunion giving goal by
$32,000. The class also enjoyed a
reception in the president's home,
Oakview, hosted by JMU President Linwood H. Rose and his
wife, Judith.
Nearly 300 more Madison
College alumni from the Classes
of 1935, 1940, 1945, 1950,

1955, 1960 and 1965 joined the
50th reunion class in renewing
Madison friendships through
class dinners, campus tours,
receptions and luncheons. President Rose addressed classes and
inducted members of the 50th
reunion class, and earlier classes,
into the Bluestone Society.
A popular reunion event, the
Madison Confessional is an
interactive discussion on rules,
rule breaking and ocher Madison memories. Sessions were
facilitated by Steve Smith ('71,
'75M), associate vice president
for constituent relations, and
raped for the university's oral
history collection housed in
Carrier Library. Alumni from
the 1940s, '50s and '60s remembered traveling from Jackson
Hall to Harrison Hall via the
runnel; wearing raincoats over
Bermuda shorts to go sunbathing, having to get parental
permission slips signed to be
eligible to attend dances, Class
Nights and mandatory assemblies in Wilson Hall and getting
"call downs" for walking on
the grass. "That made it hard
to get to Kissing Rock, because
you had to walk on the grass,"
shouted one alumna.
Berry Lou Morgan Matthews ('55) asked alumni if they
remembered the dinner bell.
"After it rang the first time, you
had five minutes to get to Harrison. After the second bell, the
doors were closed!"
Lucille Jones Smead ('28)
brought down the house when
she told her younger Madison
friends from the '50s and '60s,
"We had dances with boys
in the Reed Hall gym [now
Keezell] , but we had to keep the
length of a hymn book between
us while we danced." m
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Top: Peggy Biggins and Fran Topping toast to their purple and
golden reunion. Second: Professor emerita Lee Morrison chats
with Annette Fletchall, Janet Tink and Pat Bruce at the 50th class
reunion luncheon in the Leeolou Alumni Center. Third: Betty Lou
Morgan Matthews ('55) chats with classmates during a reception
honoring the Class of 1955, hosted by JMU President Linwood H.
Rose and his wife, Judith, in their home. Bottom: The annual
reunion discussion of breaking the rules, the Madison Confessional,
prompted an inspection of The Schoo/ma'am with the help of
alumni office assistant Marissa Heberer ('05). (Left:) "We wore our
Tri-Sig hats every Monday," said Jane Wine Kruger-D'Arcy ('55),
pulling hers from her purse during the Madison Confessional.
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COME on HOME.

••

Homecoming 2005, Oct. 28-29

Gather your friends; you won't want to miss a moment of Homecoming 2005
* Meet friends at the Sixth Homecoming Tailgate and Pre-Game Field Festival * Cheer on
your national championship-defending Dukes as they battle the Richmond Spiders * Have fun
with the whole family or old friends at the Homecoming Parade * Start a tradition! Rally with
fans and friends at the Plecker Center's Ehlers Community Plaza * Grand opening of the brand
new physics and chemistry building * Open house at the completely renovated Harrison Hall,
home of Media Arts and Design, Comm Arts, and Technical and Scientific Communications
* And don't forget Duke Dog *

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol28/iss2/1
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{Metro Dukes}

Relay for Life
DC area alumni and friends tu rn out for an aJJ1eso111e cause

T

eam Metro Dukes
raised more than
$1,200 for che American Cancer Society in
a Relay for Life event at South
Lakes High School in Reston,
Va., in May. Amanda Fournier
('04) and Rob Parron ('99)
coordinated che Metro D.C.
Alumni Chapter's team effort.
'Tm really proud of my fellow alumni as we!( as friends
and co-workers who came our
co participate for an awesome
cause," says Fournier. "Kaija
Johnson was our cop fundraiser with $375. We all felc
that we were a pare of something very special."
Metro Dukes also participated in the June 4 National
Race for che C ure, a 5K char
raises money for breast cancer
research and screening. John
Finamore ('94), team captain,
has led fami ly and friend teams
in che 5K for six years to honor
his mom, who died in 1999.
Finamore's teams have averaged 130 members and raised
nearly $30,000.
Metro Dukes Chapter president Kate Ouellette Finamore
('94) says, "The beauty of
Metro Dukes is chat there is
room for everyone. When I
firs t joined, I went co a Joe
of happy hours. Now, 10
years and one toddler lacer, I
frequent many more service
events and family-friendly
gatherings . .. . There are ways
for everyone co gee involved,
and our alumni embody che
service-learning environment
chat thrives at JMU. We owe
a Joe of the credit for our
chapter's thriving success to
the leadership ofJosh Pringle
('95), our president from 2000
co 2004, and to our exceptional fellow alumni." m

* www.metrodukes.com. Want
yourchaptereventfeatured?
E-mail madisonmag@jmu.edu.
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Rain couldn't dampen the energy or enthusiasm of D.C. alumni who walked into the night to raise
money for can~er r.esearch. Top 1:ft: A_lissa S. Merr_ill ('96) and boyfriend, Matt Thornton. Top right:
Amanda Fournier ( 04),_center, with f_nen~s Tara Z111,1mer and Eddie Mitchell. Middle: Sharing the
day's events by candl~hght are Maggie Pnd~y Ivey ( 99), Aman~a Fournier ('04), Chad Johnson (' 96 ),
Kaija Dinse Johnson ( 00) and Janet Sobel ( 03). Bottom: Maggie Ivey ('99) and Kaija Johnson ('OO)
take a break, while the American Cancer Society's Polyp Man, Chad Haynes Ill ('98), works the crowd.
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Stay in touch, get involved and be Mad cool
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{One Potato}

Madison Events

Spudtacular
There's a Duke behind that Frito-Lay
1 fl ai or

September Sonatas
at the Kennedy Center
Sept. 28
School of Music event featuring three professors
(888) 568-ALUM

Family Weekend
Oct. 7-9
www.jmu.edu/parents
(previously Parents Weekend)

Homecoming Festival and Gala
Oct. 28-29
www.jmu.edu/alumni

James Madison Day
March 15, 2006
www.jmu.edu/birthday

Spring 2006 Reunion Weekend

;s.

April 6-8, 2006
www.jmu.edu/alumni
For information on any of these events, please call the
JMU alumni relations office at (888) 568-ALUM or
visit www.jmu.edu/alumni/calendar/.

2005 Football Schedule
Sept. 3

W

hen yo u hear
the potato chip
adage "you
can't eat just
one," alumnus Jeffrey Campbell
('87) is delighted. This fourthgeneration potato farme r sells
his harvest to Frito-Lay Inc. for
making Lays Chips, and his
family's hard work and quality
control earned them the 2004
Farm Family of the Year title
by the Maine Potato Board.
"Farming is in my blood," says
Campbell, who credits his
father for helping them earn
the award. "My father is very
active with leadersh ip roles in
local, state and national potato
organizations." The Campbell
fa mily's farming roots go back
to Campbell 's great-grandfather,
who purchased the fami ly farm

Sept. 10
Dawn and Jeff Campbell ('8 7)
with the ir son s, Cole and Brody,
in spudtacular surroundings.

in 1917 to grow potatoes, wheat,
hay and livestock. In the past
five years, Campbell Farms
acreage has tripled to 600 acres
of potatoes, which consistently
exceed market standards. "The
hardest aspect about farming is
the long hours of work that keep
me away from Dawn and our
boys," says Campbell, who loves
the fact that there is no such
thing as an average day. "I may
be behind a desk one day and
behind the steering wheel of a
tractor the next day."
* Discover more about this
farm family of the year in a
feature by Melinda Marcelo
('04), online at www.jmu.edu/
MadisonOnline
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Sept. 17
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

Lock Haven
Coastal Carolina
Delaware Stale
Hofstra
Maine t,m,ifr iVi,elmul
Massachusetts
Delaware
Richmond 110,11cco111i,,g
William & Mary
Villanova
Towson
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Join us on the road at
four Pregame Tailgates!
Sept. 10 at Coastal Carolina, Oct. 1 at Hofstra
Oct. 22 at Delaware, Nov. 5 at W&M
Tickets: (540) 568-DUKE or
www.Jmu.edu/alumnl/football
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jTldewater Chapter}

Sand, sun and scholarships

T

he Tidewater Alumni
Beach Party is the
chapter's marquee family friendly event. In
June, nearly 120 alumni and
their families trekked co Virginia
Beach's Duck-In to soak up some
sun, share Madison memories and
support JMU students. Alumni
enjoyed live Caribbean steel-drum
music and bingo, and Lani Barao
('91) and Mary Loumeau ('93) set
up games for future Dukes.
Denise Rembis ('01) coordinated a scholarship raffle, which
netted more than $400 for the
Tidewater Alumni Scholarship
fund to support students.

"This is a great opportunity for
alums co welcome new grads back
home, gee together with friends,
make valuable connections, and
kick back and enjoy the sand
between their roes," says chapter
president Kelly Stefanko ('94).
Two Tidewater alums found
unique ways co get involved in
the chapter. Marsie Trotta ('Ol)
distributes and designs chapter
e-vites and Web postings. Brooke
Nielson ('Ol) scans newspaper
wedding announcements and
writes personal notes of congraculacions from the chapter. Newlyweds, keep your address updated
in the JMU online directory.

* More about the chapter: www.jmu.edu/alumni/chapters/tidewater

* Want your chapter featured? Learn how: www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline

PHOTOGRAPHS
BY A LI
SON COOPERCommons,
('93)
Published
by JMU
Scholarly
2005

It's a miniclass reunion: Cathy Doyle ('94), Susan Gibbons
('94), Kelly Stefanko ('94), Karen Badman (' 94) and Alison
Cooper ('93). Right: David Grimm ('74), who owns beach party
sponsor Long John Silver's, and wife, Debbie Grimm ('74).

Beach party band sponsor Mike Stefanko ('94P) and Kenny
Sims ('93) chat with future Duke Haley McKinney. Rich
Pancoast ('82) uses the Hawaiian shirt distraction method to
jump in line for a brew.
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42

* Lois O liver Crabtree is
retired and enjoys sewing
and qu ilting.

45 *

Mary"Betty"Clougherty
Miller celebrated her 60th
wedding anniversary.

49

* Evelyn "Evy" Dickson

Dowling won two silver
medals at the 2004 U.S. Synchron ized Swimming Masters National
Championships for solo in the 70's
age group and for group duet in
the 60s age group. She is a level III
synchro judge and assistant coach
of Palm Beach County's Synchro
Club, teaching ages 9-18 and adults.
She is also first vice president of the
West Palm Beach Garden Club and
celebrated her 55th wedding anniversary with Russ in June 2004.

72 *

Linda J. Loughrey
moved back ro the Ease
Coast after living in Denver for 27
years. She shares Madison memories
with her cousin's son, aJMU alum.

74 * Diane Huddle Browne

is a licensed psychologist in Maryland and Virginia
and opened her own practice in
Rockville, Md., affiliated with
Wescview Psychological Associates.
* A lan Mayer is sales manager for
rhe Office of Assurant Employee
Benefits for its Kansas City, Mo.,
group sales office.

75

* James "Jim" Baker owns
Irish Bear Companies Inc.
in Northern Virginia. * Albert ''Al"
Blaine DeWitt has served as head
baseball coach ar Mathews High School

T H A N K

y 0

u

The Class of 1955, represented by Barbara Shafer Ohmsen of
Chesapeake, presents JMU President Linwood H. Rose with a
check for $57,193.83 during Reunion Weekend in April. The 50th
reunion class originally set a goal of $25,000 for their class gift,
but later raised their goal to $50,000, and then exceeded it by
$7,000. Shafer, a former Breeze staffer and current circulation
manager of the Old Dominion Gardener, says she's proud of her
classmates. Go Madison!

since 1991. His team won its first Group
A Scare Championship chis year. A
29-year veteran educator, DeWire is also
athletics director and strength coach.

77

* Thomas "Tommy" R.
Deal Jr. is associate coordinator of che Cooperative Baptist
Fellowship of Florida. * Hal Wi llard is assistant baseball coach at St.
Mary's College of Maryland. His
son, Drew, is a sophomore catcher
on the college's baseball team. Willard is the second most winning
coach in the program's history.
* Alan Young is dean of enrollment
management ac Marlboro College in
the Green Mountains of Vermont.

78 *

Robert "Bob" P. Grimsey
Jr. was named Scace Administrator of the Year by the Virginia
Music Educators Association. He is
in his fourth year as superintendent
of Alleghany County schools.

79 *

Cynthia Handy Coulson
was the first music teacher
in her county and region to accain
National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards cercificarion. She
earned rhe early- ro middle-childhood
vocal music certification.

HOMECOMING
REUNION

80*

W illiam King Hardy is
president ofI nternarional
Ribbons & Paper, headquartered in
Cave Creek, Ariz. * Col. Michael
C. Doherty has generously established che Alison MacDonald
Doherty Endowment for Geology
Student Research Scholarships with
a $25,000 gift in memory of his
!are wife. The scholarship provides
financial assistance to deserving
undergraduate students conducting
research in rhe field of geological and

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol28/iss2/1
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environmental science. Through her
work, Alison Doherty emphasized rhe
importance of research to understand
how environmental contaminants
move through and are affected by
geological formations. As a student
she helped teach historical geology
and participated in field geology
excursions. In her own research,
she examined karsc formations in
Virginia's Shenandoah Valley. As an
environmental hydrogeologisr, she
worked for several nationally known
environmental firms and investigated
Superfund sires as well as underground contamination at Department of Defense and Department of
Energy inscallarions. She convinced
a previous employer ro drill a well
at rhe university farm to show JMU
geology students how to log soils as
rhe drill auger brought them up from
underground. The Doherrys lived
in Germantown, Md. Also a strong
proponent of education, Michael
Doherty is a colonel in the U.S.
Army Reserve Med ica l Service
Corps and a veteran of Operation
Enduring Freedom and Operation
Iraqi Freedom.

81 *

Rebecca A . C hiaramida
was named collection area
director for the IRS ' Small Business/Self-Employeed Operating
Division. She oversees the IRS' collection operations related to small
business and self-employed taxpayers in che North Atlantic area.
* T homas McGloon is a mortgage
loan officer wirh BB&T.

82 *

Diane Lorraine Dovell
earned a master's in public adm in istration from JMU in
December. She has worked for
JMU's Madison Fund in the development office for nearly five years.
* Tom Kin nahan ('85M) earned

72
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a doctorate in English from West
Virginia University. H e teaches at
Carlow University in Pittsburgh. He
and his wife, Linda Arbaugh ('78,
'87M), have a daughter, C hloe.

83 *John Bacak is vice president a nd chief fin ancial
officer of Valador Inc., a government contractor based in H erndon.
Bacak and C heryl have four children a nd live in South Riding.

*

Christine Moniz Barham
earned a doctorate of philosophy
degree in society and religion studies from O xford Graduate School
in D ayton, Tenn. She earned the
C hancellor's Lamp Award for
contributions to education for her
dissertation, Attitudes of Christian
H igh School A dministrators Toward
D rama. Steve Church is di rector
of global consumer products and
paper communications for Geor-

*

Lt. Col. Laurie Moe Buckhout ('84) with one of
the soldiers under her
command in Ad Diwaniyah.
Read her Operation Iraqi
Freedom diary at www.jmu.
edu/madisononline.
gia-Pacific Corp. Church, who
jo ined G P in 1994, works with the
corporation's European leadership
team to develop a communications
strategy across all of GP's European businesses. Deborah Ruth
Lemon earned a master's in Span-

*

u WORKS

Virginia Symphony Chorus
BY L IS A FREEDMA N

Buri d deep in a practice hall in Virginia, 90 voices
ring o t clearly together under one name, the Virgini :;s mphony Chorus. The group's sounds are
beau
, though the risers hold a diverse group of
si nger , 11 of whom developed their sound as stude nts
James Madison.
=fh \iirginia Symphony Chorus, founded in 1990,
is a musical organization under the umbrella of the
Virginia Symphony. Numerous hopefuls try out their
voices at annual auditions, and the chosen perform
about six programs with the Virginia Symphony and
in other concerts throughout the year.
The group has sung with the orchestra at the
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts and traveled independently on two European tours, which
included performances in Prague, Bruno, Vienna,
Salzburg and Munich. The chorus was also the resident chorus for the Breckenridge Music Festival in
2003 and 2004. The chorus has shared the stage
with Renee Flemming, Kristen Chennoweth, Robin
Redmond and countless nationally known vocalists.

('05 )

"We join the group because of its very high standards for rehearsal and performance," says Gail
Pittman ('73). "Our music director is demanding and
requires us to stretch and grow musically."
"We also enjoy one another," says Ann Prince ('53),
the oldest JMU chorus member. "The JMU connection
was activated by Gail's efforts. It has been nice to
become aware of the connection with people whom
we knew otherwise in our music circles."
The alums span the JMU timeline, ranging from
Prince, the oldest, to Corbin Thomas, a 2004 grad.
"The older members are really enjoying the young
ones," says Anne Kincaid-Luna ('71), "It is a legacy
to see the JMU generations and the passion for
music continue."
"We have the best time talking about JMU, the
music program and our teachers," agrees Deborah
Harris ('79). "We have lots of stories."

* www.virginiasymphony.org

ish language a nd literature at the
University of C ali fornia at Santa
Barbara. She is a Spanish inst ructor at Ohlone College in Fremont,
Calif., and a Middle Eastern dance
performer and instructor.

84 *

Lt. Col. Laurie Moe
Buckhout gave u p command of the 32nd Signal Battalion
in June 2004 in Darmstadt, Germany. Buckhouc led the 600 soldier
battalion for two years, including
lead ing it to combat in Iraq and
bri nging the entire battalion home
after a year in the Sun ni t riangle.
She earned a Bronze Star, the Army's
award for meritorious service in
combat, and her fourth Meritorious
Service Medal. Buckhouc and Paul
work at the Pentagon and live in
Centreville with their sons, John,
6, and Thomas, 3. David E. Lees
was promoted to national d irector
of wealth advisory services and chair
of the investment advisory council
for Ernst & Young, Ph iladelph ia.
Lees was named by Worth Magazine
as one of "The N ations' 100 Most
Exclusive Wealth Advisors." He is
also an adjunct professor for Villanova University's D epartment of
Finance. H e and C onstance live in
Rosemont, Pa., with their ch ildren,
D avid, Kaitlyn and Brady.

*

JMU members of the Virginia
Symphony Chorus (1-r): Ann
Prince ('53), Sheila JamisonSchwartz ('72), Gail Pittman
('73), Kari Foster ('88), Anne
Turner ('79), Corbin Thomas
('04), Anne Kincaid-Luna ('72),
Emily Russell ('03) and Deborah
Harris ('79).
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* Rosemary Stifter earned
Technology and Learning
Magazine's Education Technology
Leader of the Year Award, which
recognizes U.S. educators for technology leadership.

86

Ari wilh a higher power
B Y MIR AN DA B A I NES

('05)

eachers here really care about students," says Cynthia
eene, a 2002 graduate who has returned to Madison to
rn her M.F.A. "JMU's small class sizes foster close student-faculty relationships, and my professors have challenged
e to explore different styles and types of artwork."
Greene says that she's been interested in art "ever since I
can remember." She began her art studies at Virginia Commonwealth School of the Arts in Richmond, and finished her
B.S. degree in art and design at JMU. As a graduate student
she's studying painting and sculpture, and she has exhibited
her artwork in Norfolk, Fredericksburg, Richmond and, most
recently, at Eastern Mennonite University.
The theme of Greene's current exhibit is Alterations. Her
primary piece in the exhibit, a lithograph, inspired her to create other artwork based on the same theme. Greene cites her
relationship with God as her primary source of inspiration.
She explains that the sources of inspiration for her newest
artwork were the deaths of three of her close friends within
a short period of time and the adjustments that she had to
make as a result of those lost relationships. Greene's lithograph incorporates a collage with various sewing elements
and a mannequin with the verse: "Those who allow God to
alter their lives to His will experience peace and security."
Other pieces in Greene's exhibit include screen prints, rel ief
prints, an etching, paintings and shaped canvases. Many of
Greene's canvas paintings are based on Bible stories demonstrating how Bible characters either did or did not allow God
to alter their lives to do His will and the consequences of these
characters' actions. Greene's paintings include the stories of
Jacob's ladder, Lot's disobedient wife, Moses in the bulrushes,
and several aluminum paintings based on the story of Joseph.
Another theme in Greene's work is scissors, which "show how
God shapes and prunes individuals to do His will," she says.
Greene says that one of the best lessons she learned at
JMU was to "not be afraid to experiment with art." She uses
creative images such as animated scissors and materials
like her daughter's cloth diapers to create dimension in her
pieces. Greene has participated in two traveling shows, which
exhibited across the United States, and one of her screen
prints is currently traveling around the nation in an exhibit
sponsored by Christians in the Visual Arts. Greene plans to
continue her passion of making art and to share her love of
art through teaching.

* Steve Cornwell is vicepresident and general
manager ofWIBW-TV the CBS
affiliate in Topeka, Kansas. He and
his wife moved to Topeka in July
2004. * Marcie Harris is director
of operations for a financial planning and investment management
firm in Staunton. She is responsible
for daily office operations including bookkeeping, marketing,
human resources and office management. She has 25 years of work
experience, including 10 years as
an office manager and five years as
a human resources manager. The
firm is independently owned and
operated by fellow alumna Kathy
Moran ('87) . The office is an
affiliate of Raymond James Financial Services Inc. * John R. Rose,
cartoonist of the Barney Google and
Snuffi Smith comic strip, earned
the Outstanding Professional
Achievement in the Media award
by the Public Relations Council
of the Shenandoah Valley. Rose
was recognized for his work as an
editorial cartoonist for the Harrisonburg Daily News-Record and as
a children's book author/illustrator.
He lives in Harrisonburg with his
wife, Karen Irby ('84), and their
daughters, Meredith and Sarah.
Irby is a part-time accountant and
church and school volunteer.

87

* William A. Truban
Jr. was elected to the
board of directors of Shenandoah
Telecommunications Co.

A graduate of the TC. Williams
School of Law at the University
ofRichmond, Truban practices
law in Winchester in the areas of
tax, business and estate planning.
SHENTEL is a holding company
chat provides a broad range of
telecommunications services
through its operating subsidiaries in
the mid-Atlantic and southeast.

88

* Stephen Mares ('94M)
is the 2004 Principal of
the Year for Wake County school
system in Raleigh, N.C. Mares
is principal at Joyner Elementary
School, where he visits each classroom daily and includes handwritten comments on the report
cards of all 420 students. Joyner
is known for its Spanish language
programs. All students gee 45 minutes a day of Spanish instruction
and can also rake social studies and
science in Spanish.

89 *

Beth Christian Cooke
and Don moved to Eagle
Rock, where she te~ches fourth and
fifth grades at Eagle Rock Elementary School. The couple have two
children, Jonathan and Elizabeth.
* Freed "Mike" Etienne finished
Harvard University's John F.
Kennedy School of Government's
program for senior executives in
state and local government. He is
direcror of housing and neighborhood services for the city of Roanoke. * Joelle Grahame Kenney
is a speech pathologist in Barbour
County schools in West Virginia.
She and Bruce live in Elkins, with
their children, Tyler, Braxton and
Jensen. * Donn Scott Miller is
marketing manager at Philadelphia
Mixing Solutions, a major supplier
for industrial mixing equipment
used in chemical processing, oil
storage and wastewater treat-
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Pretty good lor
government work
B Y ERIN P ET I T

Front: Phyllis Weaver Harpster, Dorothy Rowe, Mary Gilmore McCormack,
Wannie Mattern Crump, Nancy Penn Tiller, Elsie Chapman Atkins,
Madeline Wiseman Tankard. Back: Lucy Peterson Kilby, Mary Jane Bradley
Knudse n, Betty Hurdle Ossman, Jean Parker Colonna , Anne Hill Parker,
Lorrain e Foster Gray, Nellie Shumake Flora and Kittle Blakemore.

*

ment plants. Michael O'Brien
is regional sales di rector for the
northeast at Eisai Inc., a pharmaceutical company based in Teaneak, N.J. He lives in Tenafly, N.J.,
with his wife, Lynn, and daughters,
Elle and Grady. Amy Staska is
staff instructional designer for Arvana
Clubs Internationa l headquarters.

*

HOME COMING
RE UNION

90 * Michelle Burt Campbell

is director of ad missions at
Pine Cas tle Christian Academy in
Orlando, Fla. C h ristopher "Chip"
is an area manager at Disney's
Animal Kingdom. The co uple have
a son, Cody, 10, and a daugh ter,
Kate, 6. Rani Goyal is principal
of Leadership Public Schools in
East San Jose, Calif. Goyal moved
west for the opportun ity to open a
new high school after 13 years with
Fairfax County public schools.
Paul Kotz is human resources
manager for Valeant Ph armaceuticals in Ora nge County, Cal if. He
and Karen live in New port Coast,
Calif. Malissa Murray Ladd is
vice president with responsibil ity
for the Treasury Services Department at the Federal Reserve Ba nk
of Richmond. She has worked
with the federal government for
15 years and lives in Richmond
with her husband , G reg, and
daughter, Hailey. Ola Lessard
owns a strategic public relations
firm. Her clients have appeared in
numerous national publications
such as Elle, Decor, Better Homes &
Gardens, and Custom Home and on
National Public Rad io and H ome
& Garden Televis ion. Lessard has

*

*

*

*

two daughters and enjoys running
and making handmade tiles and
paper. Lisa Matthews earned
the Oliver S. Gramling Award
for her dedication to the Associated Press' m ission of cooperation
and for her exceptional service
to coll eagues member broadcasters around the globe. Matthews
is the All News Radio editor for
the Broadcast News Center in
Washington, D.C. Elaine Little
Oaks is an independent executive
sen ior sa les d irector with Mary Kay
Cosmetics Inc. Lynn (' 91) is gro up
contracts director with SAIC.
T hey live in Madison, Ala., with
their sons, Brenner and Graeme.
Amy Yoder Spurlock received
a doctorate in nursing from the
University of Kentucky. She is an
associate professor of nursing at
Troy University in Alabama. She
and Jeff have five children, Steph anie, Sarah, Jeb , Bobby and Sam.
Tracy Turman and Amy Key
Turman (' 91 ) live on the Eastern
Shore of Virginia with their daughters, India and Katherine. Amy is
a psychotherapist and Tracy is vice
president of post-acute care for
Shore Hea lth Services.

*

*

*

*
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(' 05)

had it in my head that I wanted to go to school as far away
[ rom home] as I could get." says alumna Ellen Tunstall ('69).
I oking back on her college choice. "I visited JMU one weeknd to see a friend who wa s a freshman , and I fell in love with
e campus ."
Tunstall has never regretted her decision. "My experience
a MU helped me grow up and learn to stand on my own
two feet." she says. " It taught me that even in 1969 a woman
could have an interesting and important career and dream
about accomplishing positive things. As far as my academic
experience, in general, at JMU I learned to think creatively
and critically. No matter how much I hated statistics. I bless
the professor. And to my English professor, I'll be forever
grateful for my writing skills."
These skills led Tunstall to a successful career at the
Department of Defense, where she serves as a director at the
Pentagon and as principal deputy to the Deputy Secretary of
Defense for Civilian Personnel Policy.
" In 1969, John Kennedy challenged my generation to give
back to the nation. I mortified a couple professors by choosing a job with the DoD rather than graduate school, but I've
never been sorry. I've had amazing opportunities to learn,
live. travel and make a difference."
And despite what you hear. government jobs aren't easy.
"They are demanding and exacting," says Tunstall. "They
require talented and dedicated people who want to make a
difference for the American people."
Tunstall has visited JMU to talk to students about her career
experiences. "The department has almost 800,000 civilian
employees who work at military installations around the world
and in varied jobs that range from administrators to zoologists
and everything in between," she explains. "We also have about
50,000 foreign national employees who work for the DoD."
Tunstall's office is responsible for all of the DoD's corporate
human resource policies, including employment. compensation, labor management relations training and education. "My
biggest challenge is mentoring, motivating and developing
employees, and helping to convince bright, creative and energetic graduates to consider public service," she says. "I'm glad
to see that JMU emphasizes community service and public
service to students. The office of Community Service Learning is a great idea."
Tunstall's advice
to anyone seeking
employment with
the government is
to "learn critical
thinking, develop
writing skills, learn
to express your
thoughts logically
and convincingly,
and never be afraid
to try something
new." And she urges
everyone to check
out the DoD's exciting jobs and benefits
of federal employEllen Tunstall ('69) is a director at the
ment at www.goPentagon and she cites her JMU
statistics professor for her success.
defense.com.
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91 *

Susan Weber Black
('93M) owns a pediatric speech-language pathology
practice in Orange County. She,
David and their daughters, Jessica
and Katherine, live in Lake of the
Woods. * Brooke Anne Bogue
lives in The Plains. She is taking a
break from practicing law to work
for a film director. * Bryan Eric
Brown ('04M) earned his master's
in community counseling from
JMU. He and his wife, Michelle
Lynn Woodard ('90, 'OlM), live
in Massanutten. * Charlotte
Herndon was named president of
the New York Times Co.'s Shared
Service Center in Norfolk. She
for nine years,
has served the
the last six as finance director. *
Michael G. Kipp is a manager for
a wholesale mortgage company in
Rockville, Md. His wife, Susan
Palmieri ('98), teaches kinder-

sec

garten in Falls Church. * David
P. Klisz is a criminal investigator
for the Hanover County Sheriff's
office. This year, he cleared a major
graffiti case involving offenses
from Baltimore to Miami . Klisz
and Monica Dimartino ('92) live
in Hanover with their daughter,
Lucy. * Elizabeth "Beth" Strait
Mantip ly earned an MPA from
George Mason University. She
is a budget analyst for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture in the
Agricultural Marketing Service in
Washington, D.C. * Kevin M.
Robertson is a CPA and attorney for Ober!Kaler. He focuses
on corporate securities, venture
capital, mergers and acquisitions,
and commercial finance. He also
advises emerging companies on
public and private offerings of
equity and debt securities, mergers
and acquisitions.

Sweet lune:
Teacher ol lhe year
B Y E R I N P ETIT

(' 05)

ecaus she has demonstrated a great amount of enthusiasm
and passion for helping students learn to love and appreciate
mlfs1c, Wendy Whitford ('99M) earned the 2004 Shenandoah C unty Public Schools Teacher of the Year award.
"I f¥el especially motivated as a teacher," says Whitford,
"because of where I teach . Southern Shenandoah County
is primarily rural, and there are no local music stores that
offer lessons on band and
orchestra instruments. While
my school is only 30 minutes
from Harrisonburg, that 's
another world for many of
my students .... Each year we
have more requests for after
school music lessons. We've
[also] begun hiring JMU music
education majors to help
teach after school." The result
has been a win-win collaboration. Whitford's students get
to hear young, talented musicians, and the JMU students
get more experience coaching young people.
"I think teachers should
strive to reach the many layers of humanity," Whitford says.
"Our first responsibility is teach ing our assigned subject and
making sure students learn SOL material. More important
than any single subject area is creating lifelong learners. Are
we helping children to become inquisitive and creative? ...
My greatest reward is watching my students grow not just as
musicians, but as human beings."
Learn more about Wendy Whitford in a MadisonOnline
feature by Erin Pettit ('05) at www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline

*
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Members of the Class of 1955 gather for their 50th reunion portrait.

* Want your Reun ion photo e-mailed to you ? Call (540) 568-2664.

92 *

Christina Louise
LaVarre Auch is manager
of major gifts fundraising for
Greenpeace USA. She was elected
board president of the workplace
giving federation, Conservation &
Preservation Charities of America.
* Phil Bennett is a partner with
KPMG , and he and Tara live in
McLean. * Lynne Outland Cuppernull is an organization development consultant with Kaiser
Permanente. She and Peter live in
Herndon with their son, Jake. *
Amber Daniels is an early childhood education teacher and community organizer in Detroit. She
also is a two-time roto champion
working on her third title. * Geoffrey J. Greeves is a shareholder at
Greenberg Traurig in the Washington, D.C., office where he practices
commercial and complex litigation.
Lisa is a distance writing instructor for Johns Hopkins University's
Center for Talented Youth. * John
Hinshaw is chief information officer for Verizon Wireless South, in
Alpharetta, Ga. * Paul L. Martin
passed the Assessment of Professiona l Competence and earned
membership into the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, the
British-based standards and membership organization for professionals involved in land, property, construction and environmental issues.
* Daniel Phi llips serves on the
graduate faculty in the Department
of Correctional and Juvenile Justice, College of Justice and Safety
at Eastern Kentucky University.
Melody Hubbard Reynolds is
general manager/director of d ining
services for Sodexho at Hood College. Scott ('93) is a field representative for Nielson Media Research.
Dawn Marie Term inella is

*

*

operations manager at Alexandria's
Computer CORE, a nonprofit
organization that teaches computer
and job skills to low income adults.
Krissy Weisenfels Thornbrugh,
Jon, and their children moved to
Virginia after living in the Midwest. Thornbrugh practices insurance defense law and is a litigation
technology consultant. Jon owns a
criminal defense firm.

*

93 *

Matt Bondurant ('97M)
is a literature professor
at George Mason University, and
his first novel, The Third Translation, is in bookstores nationwide.
See more alumni-written books in
Mixed Media on Page 57. * Matthew Carpenter earned a doctorate
from the University of Vermont.
He and Laura are licensed clinical psychologists and work at the
Medica l University of South
Carolina in research and clinical
activities. * Monique Hall ('95M)
earned a doctorate of audiology
degree from the University of
Florida. She is staff audiologist for
Audiology Hearing Aid Associates
in Danville. * Michael O'Mara
is a partner in the Philadelphia
office of Stradley Ronon Stevens &
Young LLP. He is a member of the
litigation department and repre-

IS YOUR
MADISON
FAMILY
EXPANDING?
Find a full listing of
JMU weddings and
Future Dukes online
www.j mu. edulalu mni
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senrs individuals and corporations
on matters incl uding class action,
RICO, unfair
competition, secunnes, insu rance
and business torts.
O'Mara graduated
from the Dickinson School of Law
at Pennsylva nia
State U niversity.
Michael
O'Mara ('93)
Julie Kennedy
W hetzel ea rned a Master's in
Education from North Ca rolina
State U ni versity. She is a special
education teacher at A.B. C ombs
Elementary. She and Karl ('97) live
in Raleigh, N .C.

*

94

* Cary S. Ashby is a
crime and education
reporter with the Norwalk Reflector in H uron County. H e won
awards from the Associated Press
Society o f Ohio and Society of
Professional Journalists las t year.
Ashby has interviewed attempted
murder victims, the reigning M iss
Ohio and the Ohio Supreme Court
Chief J ustice. H e lives in Huron
with Ki mberly and their daughter,
Megan. * Logan Ellington-Harrison is a licensed clinica l social
worker and a therapist at The Pines
Residentia l Treatment Center in
Portsmouth. * Jill Armstrong
Grimm m oved west to Tualatin,
Ore., w it h her husband, Keith, and
son, Owen. She is a senior human
resources consultant for the Local
Governme nt Personnel Institute,
provi ding human resource services
to Oregon's public sector ent ities.
Magnus H . Johnsson is di rec-

*

tor of development for Guardian
Foundation ar United Methodist
Family Services in Richmond. He
is president of the Virginia Association of Fund-Raising Executives
and earned certification as a fundraising executive. * Stephanie
Clevenger Shafer is director of
ad m issions for undergraduate programs at Eastern Mennonite Univers ity. * Andrew van Esselstyn
is the Sunday sports editor for The
Miami Herald. H is wife, Nicole
Morley ('95), is a freela nce writer
and edito r. T he co uple have two
children, Abiga il, 6, and Dalton, 3.

HOMECOMING
REUNION

95*

Courtney Lambert
Clamons earned a professional geoscientists li cense
from the state of Texas and is an
environmental coordinator for the
Lower Colorado River Authority
in Austi n. * William Harper is
a demist practicing in Poquoson.
H e and Lori Moore h ave two children, Jackson and Libbie. * Sean
Harrington is a sen ior accou nt
executive with Entercom Communications' KQMT-FM 99.5,
T he Mountain, in D enver. * Laura
Quinn Leverton earned a doctorate in microbiology from the University of Maryland at Baltimore.
She and Jeff li ve in Maryland. *
Rayne Dennis Reithauer earned
an AAS in veterin ary technology
from N VCC. She is a licensed veterinary technician and public and
commu n ity relations coordin ator
fo r Loudoun County Animal Care
and Cont rol. She lives in Leesburg

CLA SS

with Kerry and their three dogs . *
Jonathan K. Rhudy and his wife,
Michele, launched Rhudy & Co.
Communications and Marketing
in Richmond to serve corporate
and entrepreneurial clients. *
Lynn "Lindy" D aum Zamborsky
(' 96M, '98Eds.) is a gu idance
counselor at Stillwater High School
in Oklahoma, where she and Kevin
live with their son, Conn or.

96 *

Jennifer "Brooke"
Martin Chao run s her
own Web- based fi ne art photography business, J. Brooke Chao
Photography. She and A lvin, and
their son, D ylan, live in Massanutten. * Juan Dorsey is athlet ics
director fo r Merritt Athletic C lubs
in O win gs M ills, Md. * Jennifer
Small Lehman was recognized as a
Super C PA in the November 2004
Virginia Business Magazine in the
field of employee benefit plans.

She has worked fo r H antzmon
Weibel since graduation. * Kerry
Callahan Mandulak is studying
speech and hearing sciences at
the Un iversity of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill. * James Moye is
pl ayi ng Ori n in the 2005 national
rour of th e Broadway production
of Little Shop of Ho rrors. Moye has
also been seen on Broadway in The
Full Monty and Urinetown , on TV
in As the World Turns and Guiding Light and ca n be hea rd on the
cast recording of the Off-Broadway
show Dream True. * Katherine
"Kitty" Dunman Nix and Brad
(' 95) li ve in Arlington with their
daughter, Ellie. She is director of
hum an resources at Ventera Corp.,
and he is an IT security consu ltant with International Network
Services. * R. Bernie Pritchard
earned a master's degree in national
security and information systems
protection from the University of

9/11 S C H O L ARSHIPS UPDATE
The Craig M. Blass and Matthew D. Horning Memorial Scholarships
were established by family and friends of the alums after the two died
in the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center on Sept. 11, 2001.
Neil and Barbara Blass of Green lawn, N.Y., recently contributed
$50,000 to the Craig Blass Memorial Scholarship to honor their son,
Craig Blass ('96), whose friends and Theta Chi brothers, Geoffrey
Black, Timothy Miller, Andrew Norton, William Roche and Jason Sfaelos, helped establish the scholarship. "Craig was a person who could
make friends easily and would go out of his way to help his friends,"
says Andrew Norton ('95). " We wanted to remember Craig in a way that
would bring some meaning to this terrible tragedy. We realized that
a scholarship to the universi t y would be the best way to honor Craig,
and it would be something that would last a lifetime. We structured the
scholarship in a way that best described Craig -someone who loved
sports, supported the university and was a business major."
Each year, Blass' friends host a golf tournament to raise funds for
the memorial scholarship. The Third Annual Craig M. Blass Memorial
Golf Tournament will be held at Pleasant Valley Golf Course in Chantilly, Va., on Sept. 17. The tournament is open to anyone. For more information, please e-mail golf@collegetransit.com.
The Matthew D. Horning ('97) Memorial Scholarship has been supported generously by Homing's aunt, Jane Shantell, and his parents,
Kurt and Diane Horning of Scotch Plains, N.J. "Everybody said that he
was their best friend ," says his father, Kurt Horning. " I didn't realize one
person could have a million best friends."
When Matthew graduated in 1997, he donned cap and gown and a
gold rope that caught his mother's eye. When she asked what it was , his
reply was "I think this is for magna cum /aude." Not only were his parents unaware of their son 's achievement, they were not surprised that
he played it down. "Matt didn 't collect accolades," says Diane Horning.
To contribute to either memorial scholarship, please make checks
payable to: JMU Foundation Inc. and mail them to: James Madison Uni-

Here's a sign of the times - a 50/50, male/female ratio for a Madison
C lass of 1960 photograph. See more April Reun ion photos on Page 6 5.
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versity, MSC 8602, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. In the memo line of your
check , please write the name of the scholarsh ip: Craig M. Blass Memorial Scholarship or Matthe w D. Horning Memorial Scholarship.
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* Angie Wilkerson of Keysville

II

1965 classmates had fun chatting about 40 years of Madison memories.

* Want your Reunion photo e-mailed to you? Call (540) 568-2664.
New Haven in Connecticut. *
97 * Vickie Robertson Lil-

Erin Rettig is an audio engineer
for Technicolor's Weddington
facility in Hollywood. This
year she worked on nine movies
including, Anchorman, Brother
Bear, Eurotrip, Looney Tunes
Back in Action, New York Minute,
Paparazzi and Shark Tale. Steven Robert Walworth is assistant
portfolio manager in the fixed
income department of Markel
Corp. In 2004, he launched 'Just
Duckin' Around,' a new lifestyle
brand developed to promote the
important things in life.

*

Write,
click
orcall
Madison, the magazine of

James Madison University
JMAC #6, Suite 21
MSC5718
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
www.jmu.edu/MadisonOnline
madisonmag@jmu.edu
(Voice) (540) 568-2664
(Fax) (540) 568-7913

ley, coordinator ofJMU's
Adult Degree Program, is vice
president of rhe Association of
Virginia Individualized Studies
Administrators and is newsletter director for Region V of the
Association for Continuing Higher
Education. Catherine Kimberly
Linberger is captain of the Washington Redskins Cheerleaders.
This year, she entertained troops in
Iraq and the Middle East, her sixth
tour entertaining military troops in
25 countries. She is an IT program
manager for CACI. Michael
McFarland is a U.S. Army captain
and reservist with rhe 2-224rh
Aviation Battalion in Richmond.
He pilots UH-60 Blackhawks.
Diane Fontana Raycob earned
certification in school administration from John's Hopkins University. Leah N. Sansbury earned
a doctorate in epidemiology from
rhe University of North Carolina
at C hapel Hill and is a Cancer
Prevention Fellow at the National
Cancer Institute in Bethesda.
Neil Smith earned a Bronze Star
for combat service in Baghdad, Al
Kur and Najaf with rhe 2nd Battalion, 37th Armor in Iraq. He is
commander ofB-Company, 2-37
Armor, Friedberg, Germany.
Heather Fleischer Swan earned her
law degree from Catholic University's Columbus School of Law in
Washington, D.C. She is an associate at Bregman, Berbert, Schwartz
& Gilday in Bethesda, practicing
commercial real estate law.

*

*

*

*
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is Ms. Wheelchair Virginia 2005.
She is a career adviser for Southside
Community College at Randolph
Henry High School and provides
sensitivity awareness training for
Compliance Alliance, an ADATide III compliance specialist
firm. W ilkerson
represented Virginia in rhe 33rd
Ms. Wheelchair
America program
in July in Albany,
N.Y. The Ms.
Wheelchair VirAngie Wilkerginia non-profit
son ('97)
organization
raises awareness of the abilities and
needs of rhe disabled. Learn more
about Wilkerson at www.mswheelchairva.com.

98 * Erin McManamon trav-

eled ro Athens, Greece,
to cover the summer Olympics for
Hearst-Argyle Television's Washington News Bureau. The news
producer also covered rhe 2004
Democratic National Convention,
Iowa Caucus, New H ampshire Pri-

mary, presidential debates and candidates on election night. Jina
Smiley Narron earned rhe Teacher
of the Year award at Sampir Elementary, where she reaches music.
She earned a Master's of Education
in creative arts from Lesley University in Massachusetts. Narron and
Bruce live in Andrews, S.C.
April Roberts is a George W.
Bush political appointee in the
National Oceanic & Atmospheric
Administration . She is a policy
adviser for environ mental and security issues involving the maritime
community. Capt. John C. Rudmin has been mobilized for deployment in Operation Iraqi Freedom
III. Correspondence information
can be gathered through JMU
ROTC at www.jmu.edu/rorc.

*

*

*

99 *

Peter Gould earned a
doctorate in clinical and
school psychology from Hofstra
University. Amanda Kimball
Helwig earned a master's in
elementary education from DePaul
University. Scott ('98) is leading the U.S. Navy's rock band,
Horizon, while stationed in Grear

*

DOES YOUR
EXISTING WILL
STILL MATCH
YOUR NEEDS?
Have y ou reviewed y our will in the p ast
two years.? Is your will still valid in the
state you reside? Do you even have a will.?
If you're not sure about any of these questions, you 're
not alone. Please consider a living trust as part of your
financial and estate planning. The good news is JMU
can provide you with a complimentary series of informational brochures to help you better think about wills
and other financial and estate planning topics. Contact
Ted Sudol, J.D., director, Office of Charitable Gift Planning, at (540) 568-1776 or toll-free (800) 296-6162 or
sudoltj@jmu.edu.

www.jmu.edu/development/planned_giving/
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Lakes, Ill. The couple live in Chicago with their daughter, Grace.
* Jeremy Morrison is a design
delineator for Libby Perszyk Kathman, an international design agency.
* Kelly Ann Hynes O'Neill
earned an MBA from the Terry
College of Business at the University of Georgia. April Pish is an
in-house corporate attorney at KB
Toys Inc. * Sara Simberg joined
the Morristown, N.J., law firm
Riker, Danzig, Scherer, Hyland &
Perretti LLP as an associate. Simberg earned her law degree from
Rutgers School of Law.

*

HO MECOMING
REUNION

00

* Former JMU running
back and kick returner
Delvin Joyce signed with the New
York Jets, following the April 2005
NFL draft. Joyce played for the
New York Giants in 2002 and 2003
before missing last season because of
injuries. He has worked extensively
as a kick returner at the professional level after becoming the first
Division I-AA player to reach the
1,000-yard career mark in each of
the statistical categories of rushing,
receiving, kickoff returns and punt
returns. At JMU, Joyce established
Division I-AA records for puntreturn yards and combined kickrerurn yards. * Theodore "Ted"
Yeschin works for the Arena Football League's Los Angeles Avengers.

0 I*

Christopher John Kosobucki earned a doctorate

in physical therapy from Duke
University. * Jeffrey Kowalsky is

assistant vice president, investment
portfolio, with HSBC Bank USA
in New York City. He previously
worked as a portfolio manager with
Freddie Mac. * Michael Monroe
lost his bid for the nonvoting U.S.
Congressional seat representing Washington, D.C. He has
launched a new networking society.

02 *

Kristin Stumpf Harmon earned a bachelor's in

nursing from Armstrong Arlantic
State University and works on the
pediatric floor of Candler Hospital
in Savannah, Ga. * Noah Marlier
ofJenkintown, Pa., is serving in rhe
Peace Corps in Malawi as a secondary education teacher trainer, assisting with HIV and AIDS training for
rural community teachers. Marlier is
a U.S. history teacher at Clover Hill
High School near Richmond. The
former JMU Srudent Ambassador
joins the 260 Madison alumni who
have served in the Peace Corps since
the agency was formed in 1961.

03

* 2nd Lt. Jeffrey Cretz
graduated from Joint Specialized Undergraduate Navigator
Training at Randolph AFB , Texas.
He is assigned to the EC-130
Compass Call aircraft at DavisMonthan Air Force Base in Tucson, Ariz. * Kelly E. Williamson
temporarily relocated to Fort
Myers, Fla., to work as an environmental education intern teaching
at the Calusa Nature Center and
Planetarium. A brick paving stone
inscribed with her name will be
placed in the pathway to the Calusa
Butterfly Ariary to honor her dedication to environmental preservation.

Oral history project
Harry Denis Hoo1 •er ('34) shares his pioneering
spirit for Madison history

D

enis Hoover ('34) of Winchester enjoyed some noto riety
as one of Madison's earliest male students. (Note the
diploma signed by President Samuel D uke.) His pioneer
status has given him a unique perspective on Madison history.
Hoover shared his experiences as part ofJMU's Centennial Oral History Project. In June, Charlotte Dombrower ('05), Steve Smi th ('7 1)
and David Taylor ('81) interviewed Hoover in W inchester, where
he had been retired as principal of Bass-Hoover Elementary School.
The school was renamed in his honor after his 41 years in education
in rhe Winchester area. Hoover earned his B.S. in elementary teaching and supervision from the Stare Teachers College at H arrisonburg
and his master's degree from George Mason University.

* Do you know someone who should be interviewed about Madison's
history? Contact m adis onmag@jmu.edu or (540) 568-2664.

04 *

Lindsey Michelle Hayes
Kistner teaches first grade

in Chesterfield County. She is also
assistant coach for Thomas Dale
High School Cheerleaders. Seth
reaches at Norraway High School
and is cross country head coach.
* Ben Nicolls won a Telly award
for editing in the 26th Annual Telly
Awards competition. His entry, Discover at the Chrysler Museum ofArt,
won a bronze award. Tellys honor
outstanding local, regional and
cable television commercials and
programs, as well as video and film
productions. More than 10,000
entries are received annually.

ADP memorial scholarship endowed in record time
Through the generosity of Adult Degree Program students. alumni and supporters, the
D wight M. Sours Memorial Scholarship has
been endowed in record time.

Dwight Sours ('97, '03M) of Stanley, Va ..
died Dec. 3, 2003, in an automobile accident.
He was the dedicated president of JMU's Adult
Degree Program Alumn i Association at the

time and had just earned his master's in public
administration. In July 2004, a scholarship
fund was established with the goal of raising
$25,000 in five years to endow an annual
award for a deserving adult student.
ADP students, alumni and supporters raised
the $25,000 in six months through donations
and an on line auction, according to ADP Alumni
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Association president Daniel Finseth ('00).
"We're delighted with the student and alumni
support throughout the country," he says.
Contributions to the memorial scholarship can
be mailed to the ADP office with checks made
payable to JMU Foundation/Dwight Sours Fund
at Adult Degree Program, MSC 1910, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. Learn more about Sours and
the scholarship at www.jmu.edu/adultdegree.
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II pays lo read the
university magazine
Eleven magazine readers w on ]MU p rizes by updating
their Ma dison p rofiles through a p romotion in the winter
issue of th e magazine. P rizes and wi nners are:

* Set of two 2005 football season tickets:
of Arlington, Va.
* Collection ofJMU football NCAA Division I-AA Championship
merchandise:
ofRuckersville, Va.
* Collection ofJM U football NCAA Division I-AA Championship
merchandise:
of Hudson, Ohio.
* JMU Football National Championship poster signed by Coach
Mindy Aitken Green ('94)

Jennifer Butt ('02)

Marybeth Murphy Connolly ('89M)

M ickey Matthews and players: David Laun ('99) of Fairfax, Va.

* One Fish, Two Fish, Crawfish, Bluefish: The Smithsonian Sustainable
Seafood Cookbook, signed by the author, Carole Baldwin ('81):
Mary-Ellen Cross ('86) of Alachua, Fla.

* The Bachelorette Party, signed by the author, Karen Lutz ('88) :
Johanna Hopkins ('91) of H illsboro, Ore.

Richmond Freshman
Send-Off picnic
Freshmen from the Richmond area were welcomed to the
Madison family in one of 13 summer Freshman Send-Off
Picnics. Richmond students and parents gathered at Robious
Middle School in Midlothian for a lunch program sponsored
by the JMU Parents Council.

[1

~

IN

('27) of Warrento11
FRANCES BELL DUNTON ('31) ofExmore, 1211/03
ELVA MASON EPPERLY ('33) ofHillsville, 11/16/04
GRACE MADDEN McCARTHY ('35) ofNe10Market, 7131/ 04
MAJORIE NEWMAN BLACKMAN ('36) ofLos Angeles, Calif. 51I 104
DORIS VERNA BUBB ('37) of Woodbridge, 9126/03
BEULAH COMER HUFFMAN ('39) ofLuray, 1/13104
JANET WIMER PULLEY ('39) ofAlexandria, 3115/04
VIRGINlA WARlNG MINGES ('42) of Greenville, NC, 7121105
MARY HOPE TURPIN ('44) ofKerrville, Texas, 3 19104
VIRGINIA MOORE WILEY ('46) ofRoanoke, 7/16/ 04
MARY HUNTER DREWREY {'48) of Dunnellon, Fla., 12112/ 04
MARJORIE PHELPS {'48) ofDeltavil/e, 10123/04
JACQUELIN BROOKS EVERETT ('53) ofRichmond, 3/29105
CAROL LYN RUSSELL ('55) of Williamsburg, 7125104
JOYCE RINKER ALEXANDER ('56) ofHendersonville, NC., J/02/05
LAVERNE WENGER CACCIAPAGLIA ('58) ofStaunton, 1/ 12105
LARRY BOHNERT ('59) of Vienna, 8/29104
JOANNE BROWN WHITLEY ('65) ofHudgins, 6/3/04
SYLVIA ANN OTTAWAY ('66) of Yorktown, 317105
ALISON DOHERTY ('80) ofGermantown, Md., 3/20/05
TIMOTHY JOSEPH GoWNLEY ('91) ofRichmond, 2/03/05
MILDRED TYLER IRVING
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* H all ofMirrors: Power, Witchcraft, and Caste in Colonial Mexico,
signed by the author, JMU anthropology professor, Laura A. Lewis:
Ronald Wilmer ('80) of Verona, Va.

* Encyclopedia of Presidential Campaigns, Slogans, Issues, and Platforms,
signed by the authors, JMU political science professors Bob Robem
and Scott Hammond: Sherry E. Parker ('07P) of Bel Ai r, Md.

* Furious Flower 2005 conference poster: J. David Black ('85) of
Winchester, Va.

* Furious Flower: Af rican American Poetry from the Black Arts Movement to the Present, signed by the author, JMU English professor
Joanne Gabbin: Deborah Miller Knachel ('87) of Richmond, Va.

* I Bet She Called M e Sugar Plum, signed by the author, JMU English
professor Joanne Gabbin : Maureen McGovern McCuen ('93) of
Paris, Texas.

Lucille Jones Smead ('28) of St. Simons Island, S.C., drew the win·
ners' names while celebrating her 77th class reunion during Reunion
Weekend in April. Prizes were displayed and winners names drawn
during the Reunion Weekend's Madison Confessional program.

* Reunion information: www.jmu.edu/alumni
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ews for class notes that is no more than a year old. Please submit news of personal
and career achievements and service online at www.jmu.edu/alumni/classnote or use this form and mail news to:
Class Notes, Office of Alumni Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Full Name (include maiden) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Class Year
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - College/Major - - - - - - - - - - - - Home Address
----------------------------------City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sta t e - - - - - - - ZIP _ _ _ __
E-mail Address
Home Phone - ' - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - Employer
Job Title - - - - - - - - - - - - Spouse Name (include maiden)
JMU Class Year - - - - - - - - - - News _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

It can take up to six months, or two issues, for your class note to appear in Madison. We appreciate your patience.
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www.jmu.edu/alumni/classnote/
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Attend the world premiere of Rant, a fun, flashy composition that JMU music theory
professor Jason Haney has written for colleague Wanchi Huang to show off her virruosic
skills on the violin. Join them and JMU pianist Gabriel Dobner for an evening of
September Sonatas at the Kennedy Center on Sept. 28. See Page 8 for ticket information.
When the Madison Connection calls this fall. please give to the Madison Fund and help faculty members like Haney, Huang and Dobner
continue their work with JMU students. Or call the JMU development office at (800) 296-6162 to learn about other ways to give.
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